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HOW DO YOU MEASURE
In Australia, oil is a good indicator. Just 60 years ago, on June 10, 1901,
the Shell tanker Turbo discharged the first bulk cargo of a petroleum
product ever brought to Australia 0 Today the Shell Group in Australia
is a £IOO-million enterprise employing some 7,000 people.

Surely

that 's a good measure of progress? .. . But that's not all 0 Take Shell's
current multi-million pound expansion programme in New South Wales.
This will include a £17-million catalytic cracking unit at Clyde Refinery,
new port facilities at Gore Bay Installation, and a new ethylene plant.
The latter, one of Shell's new Chemical projects , will supply feedstock
from Clyde to meet the ever-increasing dema'nd for polyethylene 0 In
Victoria , Shell plans to construct a £6-million plant to manufacture
lubricating oil at Geelong Refinery U These are some, but not all, of the
many developmental projects Shell has in hand throughout Australia 0
Progress of this kind symbolises the progress of Australia as a whole 0
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January 1st - February 16th, 1963

A MAJOR ARTISTIC EVENT IN THE COMMONWEALTH
featuring
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ART

BALLET

MUSIC

with
Distinguished Artists and Companies from
Overseas, and from Other Austral ian States

Directed by the Festival of Perth Committee as a ma jor venture of
the community arts services of the Un iversity of Western Australia.

For d et ail s of programme s and further information write to th e Executive
Officer, Festival of Perth, 3 Howard Street, Perth, W es tern Australia.

COVER PAINTING: William Scott's large (5'3" x 5'8%") Mars Reds, recently purchased
from the Sao Paulo Biennale by the Art Gallery of W estem Australia. We thank the
Director and Board of the Gallery for th eir kind permission to reproduce it.
William Scott was bam in 1913, and taught for some years at the Bath Academy of Art.
Until fairly recently he was, in E ngland, pretty well a "painter's painter", though highly
regarded on the Continent for his wryl y witty, lovingly exasperated, elegantly indecorous stilllives of humble kitchen utensils. He is, one mi ght say, th e Samuel Beckett of painting.
During the past two years, he has received belated general recognition as one of England's
leadin g ( and least parochial) painters. This is indicated by the recent articles on him in
London Magazine (June, 1961), Motif (Febmary, 1962 ), and Studio (August, 1962) .
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Editorial Note
As this is "WESTERLY's" first issue as
a Literary Quarterly in a new format, we
have allowed ourselves the expansiveness
and indulgence of a large issue to mark
the occasion. Subsequent "WESTERLY's",
while preserving this same format, will
be smaller (a hundred pages or thereabouts).
The new look of "WESTERLY" is not the
result of any sudden metamorphosis: it is,
rather, the sign of maturity after a long
adolescence. The size of the magazine,
and the variety in material and in outlook to be found in its pages, are compelling arguments for the need for a regular
journal of this kind in Western Australia,
and for its addition to Australian cultural
life.
These arguments are reinforced emphatically when it is considered that the
wealth of material and writing talent we
found available meant the abandonment
of ou r original plan to make this issue
representative of some particular aspect of
the Australian, or of the '.Vest Australian
scene. This issue is an inadequate indication of creative and critical activity in
Western Australia, and the poetry contri-

butions alone are, to some slight degree,
indicative of contemporary Australian
poetry.
"WESTERLY" was started by students
of the Arts Union of the University of
Western Australia; it was continued by
them, and so far has been financed by
them. It has published many student contributions, and in its maturity will be
available to student submissions of high
quality. However, it cannot, in its expansion, continue to be wholly financed
by what is the most impecunious section
of the community-its students. Nor can
anyone reasonably expect it to be so
financed.
The artists, the writers, and the critics
.(re available, and there is no lack of material. We confidently look forward to a
future yielding four issues a year of the
scope of this first quarterly number.
It is surely the responsibility of th e
governmental, municipal, and local authorities, the educational establishments and
the cultural bodies of the community to
provide the support which will allow
"WESTERLY" to continue its existence as
Western Australia's first Literary Quarterly.
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H. Drake-Brockman

Voyage To Disaster
An Extract
To be published by Angus and Robertson in 1963, Voyage to Disaster, is the
first fully documented account of the life of Francisco Pelsaert and the wreck
of the Dutch ship Batavia off the coast of W estern Australia in 1629. The
full text of P elsaert's Journals and other documents included w ere translated
from the original Old Dutch by E . D. Drok. The following extract deals with
the voyage. Source references and other notes have been omitted.

The murders on the Abrolhos Islands

HEN Pelsaert landed at Amsterdam from India in June, 1628,
he must have been amazed. Despite the -cessation of the Twelve Years'
Truce with Spain and the restless state of
Europe, embroiled still in the endless
battles of the Thirty Years' war, the great
port was secure, serene, and busy- busy
beyond the dreams of the first years of the

\X

century. A generation had passed since
the initial ships had returned with their
valuable cargoes from the Indies: wealth
had poured into the Netherlands, new
inventions, new amenities, new ideas, had
enriched the lives of all in the ten years
of his absence. Wharves, ships, streets,
houses, had multiplied. A hundred thousand people lived at Amsterdam. Across
WESTERLY

the river ScheIdt, in Pelsaert's home town
of Antwerp, despite the empty streets
which still lay desolate, trade drained away
by the yet-unmoved barriers the Hollanders had thrown across the river in their
struggle for freedom, the artist Rubens,
himself luxurious, was recording forever
the colour and texture of the magnificent
existence of wealthy men and their beautiful wives. In Amsterdam the merchants
were no less magnificent, but they walked
~vith zest through a bustling city; whilst
the people en masse were well-clothed,
well-fed, filled with the same spirit of
enterprise as the busy merchants. What
a contrast, Pelsaert must have thought, to
the India he had recently left and written
about, where th e princes lolled in their
palaces and the wretched peasants often
enou gh sold their children into slavery in
order to subsist.
Despite his assurance to van den
Broecke that he would not consider reengagement or return to India, Pelsaert
spent barely five months in the Netherlands.
His brother-in-law Hendrick
Brouwer was still one of the High and
Mighty Seventeen: an elected representative of the Chamber of Amsterdam on the
governing body of th e V.O.C. [The United
East India Company of the Netherlands] .
He was also greatly involved in general
politics. It was common talk in Europe
that the policies of the Directors of the
V.O.C. and those of the States-General
were so intermixed as to be inextricable.
Brouwer was destined to become Governor-General at Batavia in 1632; it is probable that he already had this possibility
in mind, or even under discussion. He
must have .read and approved Pelsaert's
Indian report. The chances are that, quite
apart from family considerations, he was
not at all inclined to let the Company lose
such an able servant. But whatever the
persuasion or the reason, October saw Pelsaert once again ready to set sail for the
Indies, with greatly increased responsibilities and glowing prospects.
WESTERLY

A contemporary skipper of the v.a.c.,
Willem Ysbrantsz Bontekoe, has left a
vivid and detailed account of a voyage to
the Indies and back. It began in 1618
(the same year that Pelsaert first set out
for the East) and ended in 1625 after many
disasters and adventures-so many that
even today the Dutch refer to an ill-fated
enterprise as "like Bontekoe's". He left
the Texel in December. He was a little
late, and his worry about winds is evident.
He gives fascinating sidelights.
The wincl being no w N.W. we bore eastwards to make the Cape of Bonesperance
[Good Hope). After holding this course
for som e tim e we saw black-specked gulls
or whi ch occasionally we ca ught SOlll e, with
sticks covered with a pi t'ct' of fat and hooks
to th em, and so pulled th em in to the ship
by way of pastime. The sight of these gulls
is a tokclJ of the cap e of Bonesperance being near, for they foll owed us to the Cape.
But th ere is a trustworth y sign that the
Cape be near or that you be at the height
th ereof, to wit: ""hen YO ll fin d th e compass
to hold straight south and North , th en look
out for land. W e did prove this and saw
Jand, namely the Cape of Bonespernnce, yet
the wind was so stron g from the "Ves t that
we ran with a reefed fo resail and c1urst not
attempt to land . Therefor e we called the
ship's council to gether and resolved to sail
past the Cape, having all our men in good
health :111c1 no wa nt of wa ter, so we let her
go before the wind and continu ed our way.
This was the last of May being five
months after we sailed fro111 Holland.

In 1629 Pelsaert's fleet was at least a
month earlier at the Cape, and entered
Table. Bay. His ships were cleaned, he
went ashore to buy meat for the convoy
from tlle Ho~tentots ( so called by the
Netherlanders because the sound of their
speech was said to resemble a duck quacking). Passengers and crew relaxed. But
here, for the first fully-recorded time,
trouble flared openly between Pelsaert
[who was Uppermerchant and had been
appointed in overall command of this convoy] and Bata.via.'s skipper, Ariaen Jacobsz.
What happened, what was said, was destined to be taken down by Pelsaert him'1

self months later, when given in evidence
at the Abrolhos trials over which he presided.
A drunken spree of the skipper's ended
in a sharp reprimand from the Commandeur [title given merchant in charge as
Pelsaert was]. Ariaen's banked-up hate
now exploded into a plan for mutiny, given
greater violence by a passion he had conceived for Zwaantie Hendrix, the maidservant of one of the passengers named
Lucretia J ansz, a "fair" young woman who
was travelling to Java to join her husband,
Boudewijn van der Mijlen, an under merchant with the Company. Originally,
Ariaen had molested the mistress; repulsed,
he became infatuated with the maid. A
third party to their desires and schemes
was soon found in the undermerchant
J eronimus Cornelisz, thirty years of age,
and ambitious, an astute schemer who had
once practised as an apothecary at Haarlem, where he had been the friend of
artists. Ariaen Jacobsz recklessly decided
to sail the Batavia away from the other
ships as soon as they left the Cape.
Fate played into his hands. They were
scarcely clear of Agulhas than a storm
arose. The Batavia ran away from the convoy apparently by the Will of God. In
addition, Pelsaert became very ill from
whatever malady he had contracted in
India, and the barber expected him to
die. But he did not die. Accordingly the
skipper created an "incident" designed to
force Pelsaert to take harsh disciplinary
measures bound to alienate the sailors.
Ariaen planned to pose as a defender of
his crew, while the mutiny would be
sprung at the same time, the impetus given
by several malcontents amongst the soldiers, already enlisted in the plot. Pelsaert
clearly endured days of mental torture,
racking his mind as to what action he
could best take to uncloak and punish the
"incident" offenders, painfully aware that
the understeersman happened to be the
skipper's brother-in-law and that one of the
petty officers was his cousin-doubtless
8

uncertain whether the Commandeur would
find the ship's council solidly behind him
if once again he openly reprimanded the
skipper. The ship Batavia drove steadily
eastwards towards the reefs of Houtman's
Abrolhos. The skipper himself took over
the night watch. All was in order; when
he gave the word, his terrible plan could
erupt in a sleeping ship and himself alone
command action. But "God the Lord did
not wish to suffer that extraordinary bad
evil, but rather let the ship be wrecked".
Grown careless in his calculations Ariaen
J acobsz piled Batavia on a reef-in a wreck
that three centuries later remains notorious
amongst maritime disasters.
Within twenty-four hours Pelsaert found
himself faced by an even more ferocious
dilemma. Should he stay with the survivors, landed on two waterless specks he
knew not where, or should he depart with
the skipper and his chosen crew in search
of water and succour? He had small faith
in the skipper's will to save any lives other
than those of the boat's crew and his own,
or in his undertaking to return with water
should it be found. Pelsaert played for
time. He pointed out that rain might fall,
the seas abate, food be salvaged from the
wreck, so that he, the Commandeur, might
leave with easier mind. Ariaen Jacobsz
remained implacable: he would go immediately. The Commandeur could go with
him, or remain. Still ignorant of the now
delayed mutiny plot, or that Ariaen planned to kill him, Pelsaert, practically kidnapped , reluctantly accompanied the
skipper.
In a letter to Pieter de Carpentier at
Amsterdam, Antonie van Diemen reports
from Batavia the arrival of Pelsaert and
the skipper Aliaen Jacobsz in the largest
of the Batavia's open boats. In less than
four weeks they had travelled nearly two
thousand miles from the wreck, skirting
the formidable coast of the unknown Southland and crossing to Java. Eventually they
were picked up in the Straits of Sunda
by the yacht Sa1'dam (which, it will be reWESTERLY

called, had sailed from the Netherlands
with Pelsaert's fleet). But they passed
on (Pelsaert insisting) to another Company ship in the vicinity. This was the
Fredrick Houtman, on which the Hon.
Crijn Raemburch (a high official of the
V.O.C.) was sailing to Java. Van Diemen
wrote:
By God's truth, th e ship Batav ia , with its
full cargo despatched frOIl1 th e Fatherl and
to India, is on the 4th June 1629 come out
of its course, with a ('lea r and full moon , on
the Southland 28 1/3 dcgrees, and has
been knocked to pieces on the dry [reefs]
of HOlltm an; th e COll1ln ,mcl eur F rancisco
Pe\saert, the skipper of ditto ship, Capn.
Hans Jacobsz., th c uppersteersman and
more other officers in total 48 and amo ngst
th em two women [one was Zwaantie] and
a child of 3 months, have arri ved here on
th e 7th Jllly with th e boat of th c ditto
ship, reporting that th e res t of th e pcople
250 souls, amongs t th em 30 women and
children, ha \;c becn lef t on certain small
islands over which the sea breaks at hi gh
wa ter, situated about 8-10 miles [i.e. 2430 English miles] from the continent, being
in th e utmost misery, to perish shortly from
thirst and hun ger; upon wh at considerati on
th e COlllmand eur Pelsaert h<1S separated
himself from those desola te pcople and in
the end decided to come to Batavia, and
what resulted from all that, Your Han . will
be so good as to hea r from his written
statement.
The 15th July follo wing on that , th c
yacht San/am has been sent thither with
the Comlll andeur Pelsrlert in the hope of
resclling some people and goods, as apparcntly in the first place the people, rI
casket with jewels valu ed at f. 20, 409, 15were sa lvaged on th c small island, and 4
ches ts of Gash have In c! huoys put on
them. \Vhat orders hrlvc heen given to th e
Command eur Pelsaert, Your Han. may see
from th e letter hook of the 15th Julv 1629.
So fa)' th e mentioned onc Irs not relur'1ed,
n1:1Y God grant he can do somethhg usef11l.
Considerable d isorder and insolence had
Gccurred on th e s1id ship Batavia, of which
the skipper has been no snn ll cause; th e
High boa tswain Jan Dcvertsz of M inmickendam has been hanged on the gallows
on account of the mishandling {mishandelingeJ on ditto ship of Lucretia van Mijlen ,
wife of Boudewijn van del' Mijle.
The skipper himself W:-lS on watch when
WESTERLY

th e ship grounded, being, according to his
reckoning, so far from land that one would
not think to look out, and thinkin g thrlt the
spray from th e sea was th e glare of the
11100n. Proper proceedings have been taken
against the skipper, but it will he. of little
comfort to th e Campy., such a beautiful
retollr ship with 250 thous. guild ers in
Cash, as well as so mu ch ri ch merchandise
and victua ls, so carelessly neglected, and
so many poor people brought into the
danger of death; may th e. Ahnighty make
good th e dam age to the Camp. an d may
he ha ve helped tIl e miserabl e distressed
people.

Pelsaert's Journals written from the time
of the wreck until the return of the Sardam
with the survivors on December 5th (with
the exception of the week he spent in
Batavia from July 7th - 15th) give a day
by day account of his own experiences .
They also include the full record of evidence given at the Abrolhos trials, thus
disclosing as far as possible all that happened at the islands during his absence.
Earlier writers have sometimes wondered
why no similar record remains of Batavia's
voyage from Holland, as both skippers and
merchants in charge were required to keep
such records; and Pelsaert must undoubtedly have noted any incidents that might
ultimately have had some bearing on the
subsequent mutiny. Full translation of the
trials' evidence has supplied the reason:
all documents, including Pelsaert's records,
were thrown overboard after the wreck by
rioting members of the ship's company.
Apart from the Order given by the Governor-General Jan Pieterszoon Co en and
already mentioned by van Diemen, the
following record of proceedings provides a
picture of Pelsaert making his disastrous
report to the Council of India at Batavia
and lists the decisions taken thereon: from
which can readily be deduced how urgently he must have been occupied during
that week in Java.
Monday th e 9th July 1629. Also
form ed by the cOlUmancleur Francis co
srlert (arrived here on 7th inst. with
boat of the. ship Battavia [sic] from

inPelthe
the
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Southland) th at on 4 June last on Houtmans Abreolhos [sic] situated between 28
an d 29 degrees about 9 miles [i.e. 27]
wes t of the land of Eendracht the aforesaid
ship Ba.ttavia was wrecked and that it had
run off its course at high tide, with 12
feet of water at the bow and 18 feet at
the poop, being coral ground, and that
180 souls th erefrom, whereof 30 odd were
women and children, and a casket with
jewels were landed on a certain coral reef,
tha t th ere was not any fresh water at
that place and th at they had not more than
13 barrels of ships' biscuit with them ; that
12 or 13 persons were drowned and that
70 souls were still on the ship when they
[Pelsaert and the skipper] had sailed off
with the boat (in which 48 persons, whereof 2 were women and one child) in search
of water; that the ship had burst and was
full of water; that at several places they
had bee n ashore in order to di g for fr esh
wa ter so that they might have provided
those left on the small island, but that th ey
had not been able to finu it, whereupon
they had resolved amongst themselves to
set course to Battavia [sic] because they
sa w tha t it would not be possible to salvage anything more from the wrecked ship,
because of the daily rough weath er.
It was put fo rward by His Han. to the
Council, since it was apparent th at it was
possible th at some of the people and also
som e of th e goods mi ght be saved and
salvaged , whether it was not advisa ble th at
th ey should be sent thith er with a suitable
yacht to find out what could be done. The
Co unci l hav ing taken notice of th e proposal
of His Han., it was fou nd good on an
unanimity of voices, and it was resolved
to despatch th e yacht Sm'ci'll'1n, arrived
here from the Fatherland on the 7th inst.,
to provide the S'lme with provisions, wa ter,
extra ca bles and anchors, and to send
back thith er Francisco Pelsa rt [sic] , COlll mandeur of the wrecked ship Battavia [sic] ,
with a crew of 26, amongst them a few
Guseratten [Indian divers from Gujarat]
in order to clive for the goocls with the
express order to return hi ther as soon as
possible after having clone everything for
the saving of the people and the salvaging
of th e goods and cash.

Pelsaert's accusation of the skipper, combined with statements later made by
several of the Batavia's company who had
been in the open boat, had already brought
action:
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Because Adriaen [sic) Jacobsz, skipper
of the wrecked ship Batav ia is notorious
throu gh allowing himself to be blown away
by pure neglect; and also because through
his dOin gs a gross evil and public assault
has taken place on the same ship, on the
widow of the late Boudewijn van del' Mijl,
in his life unclenn erchant, it has been decided by His Han . and the Council to
arrest th e men tioned skipper and to bring
him to tri al here in order that he may
answer those accusations made to his detriment.

Thus was the skipper arrested before
Pelsaert left for the Abrolhos in the yacht
Sardam, hastily unloaded and re-fitted as
a salvage ship under the command of the
uppersteersman Jacob Jacobsz. Class Gerritsz, uppersteersman of the Batavia, and
Jacob J ansz, one of his understeersmen,
evidently still in sufficiently good health to
be likely to prove of use in the search, also
returned. Attention should be directed
here to the death of Lucretia's husband,
known as a fact in Batavia. The loss of
this officer is not mentioned anywhere in
Pelsaert's Journals nor is there ever other
mention of his being aboard the ship
Batavia. This reference makes it quite
clear that he was not amongst those left
at the islands, as their fate was still undisclosed.
The Sm'dam sailed two days later. In
his Order of Sunday, July 15th, Coen, always the stern upholder of religiOUS observance, has written:
Shalt therefore set sail tomorrow in the
name of God, and shalt hasten thy journey
with all possible diligence in order to
arrive most speedily at the place where
thou has lost th e ship and left the people.

Undoubtedly a stab, that sentence, despite
the arrest of the skipper; perhaps it served
to strengthen Pelsaert's determination to
be gone at once. More probably he needed nothing more than the Order safe in
his hands and the Sm'dam ready to weigh;
at any rate he did not wait for the morrow; Sunday notwithstanding, he cleared
from Batavia on 15th, as his Journal shows.
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Little did he guess of the ordeal ahead.
They had sailed from the Abrolhos to
Batavia in an open boat in thirty days;
how could he imagine that it would take
them sixty-five days to return in a fast
ship? The Sm'dam was listed as a flute in
the official notice of sailing from Amsterdam, but she is more generally referred
to as a yacht. Since she was selected as
the rescue vessel, there can be little doubt
that she was chosen, at least partly, for her
known speed. Moreover, even though the
long weeks must have reduced her small
crew to bitter anxiety, not one of them
feared other than natural disaster for the
unfortunates for whose sakes they were
battling against relentless head winds. No
rain, no water, no food; sickness and accident-that would be the refrain torturing
their thoughts. But doubtless they comforted themselves with recollections and
tales of other great calamities (notably
Willem Bontekoe's) from which many had
been saved.
At last, on September i 7th, they anchored in the lee of one of the ''high''

islands of the Abrolhos that Pelsaert and
Gerritsz had searched more than three
months earlier for water. Smoke was arising from another island to the south. Their
spirits were high. They dared to expect
to find the majority of their erstwhile shipmates alive and perhaps well. Instead,
they were soon to listen to one of the most
terrible stories of murder and rapine in
the annals of tlle sea. Thus Pelsaert's able
pen was forced, not to "keep a perfect
journal", like an explorer taking "notice
of lands, shallows, cliffs, inlets, bays and
capes which mayest encounter and discover" as directed by Coen in his Order,
but to set down for the Directors at Amsterdam and for posterity (as chairman of
a disciplinary council), the grim evidence
of a series of crimes without parallel in
V.O.C. records.
The illust1'Cltion at the beginning of this extract
-is taken from the Ongeluckige Voyagie van 't
Schip Batavia nae de Oost-Inclien, an aCColmt
published as a horrol' tale in Amsterdam by Jan
Jansz in 1647. The story is told in the third person
but was oboi.ously abstracted from Pelsa ert's
Journals .

Advice
This is one season of the heart's dismay
wh en life is like a strident conversation;
words pretend there's something left to say
wh en silence simply covers consternation.
Discordant season: moments of despair:
we glimpse the cracks that run all through our lives;
the heart we lightly thought rich and austere;
the mind's disordered drawer of borrowed knives.
Don't run with words. Don't seek them. Words aren't wise.
The mind's eclipses move to prove its suns.
And nudity of all is best disguise:
stay bare in stillness .... Vanity runs.

VIVIAN SMITH
Tlus poem is to appear in Austmlian Poetry 1962.
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Alexandra llasluck

Yagan The Patriot
OME time ago, members of the Legislative Council of Western Australia,
while waiting for a meeting of the
Council to begin, began to discuss who
would be considered the most noteworthy
\Vest Australian a hundred years hence.
One name and another was suggested, and
then Sir John Kirwan, the President, proffered the name of Yagan the aborigine,
known to the early settlers as 'the Wallace
of the Age'. In the stunned silence that
followed this suggestion, the shadowy
figure of the Highland chieftain Wallace,
of whom most of the members had a vague
idea, met in their minds an e.ven more innistinct shade-Yagan th e native patriot,
unknuwn to history, of whom no Burns
had sung.
"Why don't you," said one of the Council members to me, "write about Yagan
the Patriot?"
I must confess that while I knew a little
about Yagan, it had not occurred to me to
think of him as a patriot. The definition
of a patriot is, one who defends or is
zealous for his country's freedom or rights.
How did Yagan measure up to this? And
how did he come to b e known as 'the
Wallace of the Age'?

S

AGAN-whose name is sometimes
1 spelt Eagan or Yegan, indicating that
the a was not a broad a-flourished on
these wild shores up to the year 1833. He
was the son of Midgigoroo, who was chief
of the tribe in the district of Beelim·. Beeliar took in the far side of the Swan River
lying between the Canning, Fremantle and
Woodman's Point. It was a large area of
land, and the tribe was large, as tribes
went, numbering some 58 persons, but
there is some doubt as to whether it was
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not two tribes. Next to this district was
Beeloo; as we might say, South Perth and
Victoria Park across to the hills. Its chief
was named Munday, and his tribe numbered 32. The north side of the Swan River
was called MaGrO, and its chief was Yellagonga, with a tribe of 28 persons. It will
be noted that these numbers are not large.
Th ey were set down, together with many
nam es of members of the tribes, with painstaking care in 1837 by_Francis Armstrong,
who then held the post of Native Interpreter; and they are corroborated by other
early settlers, such as Captain F. C. Irwin
in his book, State and Position of W.A.,
published in 1835, who speaks of the tribes
between Swan River, Augusta and King
George's Sound as not exceeding 1000 souls;
and G. F. Moore, who refers in his Diary in
1831 to the natives not b eing very numerous. This is contrary to the current idea
which has gained ground that the aborigines flourished in large numbers before the
beginning of settlement and that their
numbers were decimated after th e advent
of the colonists.
When the first Englishmen arrived to
settle on these shores under the command
of Captain James Stirling, they might have
expected, from the experiences of colonizing forces in America, Canada, South
Africa and other places, to be met by a
hostile mass of native inhabitants keen to
defend their country and opposed to the
coming of the white men. That the English did expect attack from hostile native
tribes is shown by Stirling's Proclamation
issued at Perth on 18 June 1829, taking
possession of the territory of Western Australia. This asserted that there might be
need to form a Militia force to assist the
regular troops in the defence of law and
WESTERLY

property if they were assailed by the aborigines; while at the same time it warned
settlers that the aborigines were now
British subjects, even if unknown to themselves, and that cruelty and felony against
them would be prosecuted. Alerted though
the settlers were, nothing happened. The
only sign of hostility was experienced by
some officers of H.M.S. Challenger and
Sulphur, who had landed at Woodman's
Point one day to be greeted by a solitary
native with "a furious and wholly unprovoked demonstration of everything but
amity and kindness ... " This may have
been Yagan himself, appearing in defence
of his land, for this was his district. No
further demonstrations occurred, however,
and Captain Stirling and his fellow civil
servants immediately became very busy
setting up th e administrati.on and looking
to the needs of th e settlers which were
many and pressing. They gave little
thought to th e natives while the latter remained peaceful, and this was the case at
first, no untoward events occurring in th e
first nine months. A despatch of Stirling's
dated 30 January 1830, only th e second to
be written, does not mention natives at
all. During that tim e th e first little cottages began to arise in Fremantle and
Perth; families settled th ere, established
th eir livestock and put in their gardens.
Peeping through th e surrounding trees, the
aborigines watched them. Gardens did
not interest them, the living things did.
T is a habit nowadays to say that the
~()ln'1.ists took the aborigines' land and
killed off their food supply, the native
animals. But the actual fact was the very
reverse. In the crucial first years, it was
the natives (after they had discovered that
they liked the taste) who killed, or drove
off, or stole, the scanty food supplies of the
settlers, their animals and birds, their stocks
of flour and sugar, while the indigenous
kangaroo, duck, swan and fish flourished
abundantly. Even the genial G. F. Moore
wished sadly that they would not steal his
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pigs, while many a small settler, when he
saw his few but self-replacing cattle and
sheep killed, and knew that his small
capital was gone, and he and his young
family far from home, suffered violent feelings toward the thieves, and found it hard
to control his trigger finger . Why could
they not eat their own food, he must have
wondered.
Ten months after settlement, on 3 May
1830, the first clash between natives and
colonists is reported by Captain Irwin of
the 63rd Regiment. The natives had
speared poultry and rifled a house, the
settlers had defended their property, the
military had chased the offenders and fired
over their heads. No-one was killed, but
this was the beginning of trouble. By
1831, Stirling in a despatch to Lord Goderich mentions "the pertinacious endeavours
of the Savages to commit Depredations on
Property having called forth the determined Resistance of the Settlers ... ", and
says that in three or four instances, lives
of white persons were sacrificed.
AGAN first appears on the threshold of
history in 1832. Up to that time,
though he had been active enough, he was
not known by name, the natives being
scarcely distinguishable as individuals to
the settlers, who were, however, gradually
becoming aware that attacks on property
and person on the Canning River and further banks of the Swan were led by a
certain native of sh'iking appearance. In
May 1832, the murder of a man named
Gaze occurred, and the native concerned
was identified by the survivor of the attack
as Yagan, the son of Midgigoroo, who also
was identified as concerned in several recent attacks. A reward of £20 was set on
the head of Yagan, but he eluded capture
for four months, until September, when he
was seen by three men who were fishing
in a boat on the river. They enticed him
into their boat by offering him and his two
companions some bread. Greed prevailed
over caution, as it so often did with the
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blacks; Yagan and his mates were overpowered and conveyed to Perth. An eyewitness says: "I happened to he passing
through Perth at the very moment when
they were carried bound to the guardhouse, amidst a concourse of people who
were running from all parts to see them
. . .", which would seem to show that
Yagan had already achieved some fame as
a person to be dreaded. The prisoners
were then transferred to Fremantle gaol
-the building now known as the Round
House-while the Executive Council deliberated on their fate.
Many settlers by this time had given a
good deal of earnest consideration to the
problem of how to deal with the aborigines, their continuous thieving, and the
reprisals and revenge that followed their
depredations. A meeting held at Guildford on 26 June 1832, was of the opinion
that settlers might as well abandon the
colony if their property could not be protected, but the resolutions finally formulated by the meeting were very mild in
tone, ending in a suggestion that an agent
be appointed to go among the natives to
study and conciliate them. This had been
pressed time and time again at other gatherings and in private conversation by a
Scottish settler named Robert Lyon. He
had begun by asking that the Church
Missionary Society be asked to send
missionaries to impart Christian principles
to the. natives, but while waiting for this
to happen, he had felt that nothing could
really be achieved until a knowledge of
native language and habits was acquired,
and had set out to acquire it. After the
capture of Yagan, when the Executive
Council decided that Yagan and his fellow
prisoners be sent to Carnac Island for a
period, in charge of two soldiers, one of the
Council members, J. S. Roe, recommended
that Mr. Lyon (who had volunteered his
services) should be sent with them to
study their ways and speech.
Lyon, as he preferred to call himself,
for one senses he liked the heraldic over14

tones, was somewhat of a character, with
an unfortunate gift of annoying those in
authority.
He peppered the Colonial
Office in London with extremely wellwritten letters containing lengthy descriptions of the colony, its settling and government, and the treatment of the native
people-whom he described as a harmless
liberal, kind-hearted race, in simplicity of
manners, generousness of disposition and
firmness of character much resembling the
ancient Caledonians-until he was politely
requested not to trouble to continue his
correspondence.
On going to Carnac Island with Yagan,
Dommera and Ningina, as he gives the
names of the prisoners, all sons of chiefs,
he says (writing to the Governor), that
he un-ironed. them and gave them their
freedom, allowing them spears for fishing
to divert their minds from the terror of
their supposed fate. In what might be
regarded as wishful thinking, he says that
Yagan had been seen more than once on
his knees, which made him suppose that
the aborigines had religious notions.
Yagan, he says, seemed to have the best
capacity but the most violent temper of the
three. None of them would assist in the
digging of a well to get water. On the
first Sabbath Lyon assembled them for
divine service, and "Carnac, probably for
the first time since creation, heard the
sound of prayer . . .". He was a master
of the vivid phrase: Carnac, a bare rock
off an arid coast, is the essence of the
primeval.
A week later, he reports that one of the
soldiers was ordering the natives to work
when Yagan, not having quite finished his
breakfast, thought it rather too unceremonious a proceeding towards the son of a
prince, and refused. The soldier went to
get handcuffs and Yagan, on seeing them,
seized his spear. The soldier then ran for
his musket, while Lyon who had watched
the incident, went up to Yagan to disarm
him, although afraid of the native's fierce
anger.
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Lyon was able to learn a great deal of
the native language and of the geography
of their country from the prisoners; this
was when he ascertained the different districts and their chiefs as quoted earlier;
but in the learning of their language and
ways, he realised how long a time it would
take to teach the aborigines civilization.
This was from one who had the greatest
hopes of them. He also thought they were
filthy beyond belief in their personal
habits, and took great heart when they
appeared to b ecome cleaner and more orderly, and respectful at divine service.
One cannot help thinking he was very
optimistic, but then, by the records, most
of the settlers were optimistic about the
natives to begin with.
Yagan and his companions were on
Carnac for six weeks. At the end of that
time, whether while they were on their
knees or not, they had done their share of
observation. They had been visited by J.
Morgan, the colonial storekeeper, who
found them 'clothed and in outward appearance very much like civilized beings',
but just after that, while Lyon and the
soldiers were asleep, Yagan and his friends
went softly to the Government boat, anchored in the small bay of the island, unmoored it and pulled away for Woodman's
Point, a distance of some six miles. "When
it is born in mind," says Morgan, "that
these people knew nothing of a boat, had
never been in one before they went to the
island and they must have carefully
watched the movements of every person
who visited Carnac, in order that they
might be able to know how to effect their
escape when an opportunity offered- I
know not which to admire most, their
ingenuity or their courage."
AGAN'S escape was a great disappoint1 ment for his mentor and interrogator,
Robert Lyon. That worthy returned to
Perth, and went into the bush alone, unarmed, and met Yellagonga, chief of
Mooro, who gave him assurances of peace
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and friendship, and presented him with a
womera and a spear. "Of all the chiefs
here mentioned," Lyon says in a series of
articles which he contributed to the Perth
Gazette in the following year on the habits
and vocabulary of the natives, "Yellagonga
is the most distinguished for a humane
peaceable disposition. And yet he is a
man of the most martial courage. When
he is fully aroused, no warrior, not even
Yagan, dare stand before him. To him
the settlers are greatly indebted for the
protection of their lives and property."
Yellagonga must now take the stage
for a moment. In comparison to Yagan,
he was 'quiet and inoffensive', as Lyon in
another place refers to him. He never
appears in records as the cause of any
trouble, though two of his wives, Yangan
and Windan, were notOlious thieves, nor
did he try conclusions with Yagan, who
was inclined to usurp his prerogatives and
trespass on his tribal grounds. If Lyon
had not borne witness to Yellagonga's martial valour, one might have thought him
craven. He did, howover, manage to live
on until 1843, at peace with the colonists,
apparently respected and known by them
as <the King of Perth'. Under that title
the newspaper The Perth Gazette, referred
to him when he died. It said: "The mild
amiable Yellagonga, acknowledged by the
natives as the possessor of vast tracts of
land between Perth and Fremantle, is no
more. He fell from a rock on the river's
bank and was drowned." Thanks to Yellagonga, Perth proper, the centre of his dish'ict, did not suffer the attacks and murders
of the other districts. It is a pity that more
is not known of him, for obviously he deserves credit as a native who learnt how to
co-exist with the whites.
Yagan, who had returned to his old
haunts ,was by tacit consent of authority
left undisturbed for a time. He himself
seems to have boasted of his cleverness in
escaping from his island prison, for the
Perth Gazette mentions that "the chuckling style in which Yagan gives us to un15

derstand the manner in which they effected
their escape from Carnac is highly amusing".
In January 1833, he expressed a wish to
meet two natives from King George's
Sound who had been brought to Perth,
and they were taken by Ensign Dale to
meet him on the shores of Monger's Lake.
Shortly after Dale and Manyat and Gallipert had arrived, Yagan and about ten of
his tribe made their appearance well-armed
(for it should be realised they were out of
their own district and on Yellagonga's territory), and welcomed the visitors cordially.
To the great interest of the whites, a corroboree was danced, followed by an interchange of names and spears. Neither party
of natives seemed to understand the other's
language, but derived their meaning from
gestures. A trial of skill in throwing spears
then took place between Gallipert and
Yagan. The latter struck down a walking
stick vertically placed at a distance of 25
yards-no mean feat. Yagan was also
credited by Dale with the power to bury
the whole head of his spear in the hard
wood of a gum tree from a distance of
60 yards.
The meeting continued for about four
hours. During that time, much conversation took place between the two lots of
natives, the gist of which is said to have
been (though it should be remembered
that not much was known yet of the native
language) a description of King George's
Sound district, of the kind treatment Manyat and Gallipert had received from the
white people, and an exhortation to Yagan
and his followers to conduct themselves in
a friendly and peaceable manner towards
the whites. Yagan appeared to give a
description of his late imprisonment on
Carnac and his escape, and what he considered to be his connection with the
whites.
On 3 March 1833, a corroboree was held
by the Swan River and King George's
Sound men at dusk. The Governor was
there, and most of the population of Perth,
16

including several venturesome ladies.
Yagan was Master of Ceremonies, and according to eye-witnesses, acquitted himself
with infinite dignity and grace. If he had
only stuck to the dance, all would have
been well; but on 6 April, there is a report
of his entering the house of a Mrs. Watson
and frightening her into running to a
neighbour's because of his violence. Nor
could he be found afterwards. At the end
of April, having returned to his tribal
grounds on the further side of the Swan,
he and his tribe visited Fremantle where
they received some rations, apparently not
enough for their tastes, for they made their
way back into the town and stole some
flour from a store. They were surprised
while doing this and fired at, and one
named Domjum, a brother of Yagan, was
killed. The rest made off towards the
Canning, passing a settler at whom they
shouted that they would spear a white
man soonl At Bull's Creek they met a
party of settlers loading some carts with
provisions. This proceeding they watched
intently, asking many questions as to where
the carts were going. Then they vanished.
The lure of delicious food, the desire for
revenge for the death of Domjum, impelled
Yagan to his final crime. He and his
followers ambushed the leading cart and
killed two young men, J aIm and Thomas
Velvick, who were in it. The Governor's
report to the Colonial Office following this
event says in cold official language that
the drivers were 'murdered with circumstances of great barbarity', their cries
bringing up the owner of the carts, Mr.
Phillips of Maddington Farm, in time for
him to recognise Yagan in the act of repeatedly plunging his spear into the body
of one of the deceased; but the Perth
Gazette's account is more graphic: it describes one body as having over a hundred
wounds, while the other was found about
two hundred yards away in the bush,
where the young man had crawled on his
hands and knees for refuge.
This murder, in which not only Yagan,
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but also his father Midgigoroo was concerned, occasioned great alarm. The settlers who, according to various accounts,
had not much feared the blacks at first,
having indeed a kind of tolerant scorn for
them, now began to find them treacherous
and incalculable. It was easy to understand that they might take revenge when
one of their men was killed; it was not
easy to understand, as frequent occurrence
had shown, that vengeance might be taken
not on the person who had done the killing, but on any white person who presented an easy prey, regardless of the fact that
this person might have been on very good
terms with them. This put all whites,
however good their intentions and behaviour, in jeopardy. Something had to be
done. On 1 May 1833 a Proclamation was
issued, couched in the weighty phrases of
the law, outlawing Yagan, Midgigoroo and
Munday.
In the four days following the murder
several parties of determined men had
been out in pursuit of Yagan. Lieutenant
Carew and a party of the 63rd regiment
were stationed at the Rats beyond Perth
where they could prevent Yagan from
joining the women and children of his
tribe. A fortnight later some news of th e
outlaws must have come in, for Captain
Ellis and Mr. Hardey and a party proceeded along th e Helena river towards
the hills. They went on foot in a wide
sweep, each about 10 yards from the
others. Captain Ellis caught the first
glimpse of a black hardly visible among
the deceptive blackboy grass trees, and
gave the order, "Right shoulder forward".
Advancing and closing in, they surrounded
a native who proved to be Midgigoroo,
along with a child about five years old .
Jeffers, a private of the 63rd, rushed forward and seized Midgigoroo by the long
hair, while Captain Ellis snatched his
spears and broke them off, leaving the
barbs in his hands, with which he struck
desperately at Jeffers, loudly calling for
Yagan to come to his rescue. The valley
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of the Helena echoe.d his cries, but no
Yagan appeared.
Midgigoroo was incarcerated in the
Perth lock-up while the courses of the
law proceeded. Depositions were taken before the Executive Council relative to certain charges of murder, robbery and assault
preferred against him. Of these, the most
terrible tale came from a boy of twelve
years old, Ralph Entwistle. Two years
ago, he said, a party of natives had attacked the house where he lived on the
Canning, thrusting their spears through
the wattle and daub walls. His father
went out and was immediately speared.
Halph saw the tall native, Yagan, throw
the first spear, and Midgigoroo the second.
When his father fell, Ralph and his
younger brother hid under the bed and
were not found . He saw an old woman
break his father's legs and cut his hea:d
to pieces. His father had always been
good to Midgigoroo's h'ibe, and had been
on good terms with them.
Yount Entwistle must have been shown
.Midgigoroo to identify him, and we can
imagine the old native with dark-bright
eyes in side-long glance, the fair-haired
child with direct gaze eyeing each other,
the past and the future unknowing that
each was each.
When Entw'istle was taken away, the
Executive Council was not long in deciding
the fate of the prisoner. Immediately they
had reached their conclusions, Captain
Irwin went to the lock-up to tell the prisoner their decision. The small native boy
captured at the same time was taken away
and well cared for; all natives in the vicinity were sent out of sight and sound; and
Midgigoroo was led out of th e gaol, tied
to its outside door, and shot.
But Yagan was still at large. Such was
the state of mind of the community that
natives were likely to be fired on at sight,
as they never had been before. The Governor was obliged to re-issue his earlier
proclamation affirming protection for
natives, but it did not seem to carry the
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same weight. Initial goodwill towards His
Majesty's black subjects had been altered
by the actions of Yagan and Midgigoroo.
On 27 May, C. F. Moore, the diarist,
whom one must regard as extremely reputable in his narration of facts, met of
a sudden what he described as 'the very
spirit of evil himself- the notorious Yagan'.
Moore lived on the Upper Swan, and there
was Yagan, on Yellagonga's territory. Munday, the other outlaw, was there too.
Moore was a little perturbed on finding
himself so close to such desperate characters. When Yagan saw he was recognised,
he came forward and began a long speech
which Moore, who knew a little of the
native language and was later to produce
a book on it, deduced to be a defence
of his conduct. Moore tried a little logic
in reply, to the effect that if white man
stole, white man was punished; if black
man stole, white man punished black man.
The 'moody chief', as he called Yagan,
stepped forward and placing his left hand
on Moore's shoulder, while gesticulating
with his right, delivered a speech looking
earnestly into Moore's face. "I regret that
I could not understand him," says Moore,
'out I conjectured from the tone and manner that the purport was this: You came
to our country; you have driven us from
our haunts, and disturbed us in our occupations; as we walk in our own country
we are fired upon by the white men; why
should the white men treat us so?"
Did Yagan in fact say this? Did his
thoughts run like that? Moore only 'conjectured' that that was what he said,but
the conjecture denotes a feeling of conscience on the part of the white men.
Moore too refers to Yagan as 'the Wallace
of the Tribe', but the date of this reference
in his diary is about a week later than an
article by Robert Lyon in the Perth
Gazette in which he called Yagan 'the
Wallace of the Age'. It was a title that
caught on, but was it justified? Did Yagan
commit the ghastly murders he had done
as a protest against the white men settling
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in his land, or did he commit them for the
sake of the food to be gained? Did he
show any signs of uniting native tribes to
resist the settlers as a body? Yellagonga
never resorted to Yagan's tactics, though
Munday did.
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hether Moore sympathised with
Yagan or not, he felt obliged to
send word to the nearest magistrate that
Yagan was in his vicinity, but he confessed
to his diary: "The truth is, everyone wishes
him taken, but no-one likes to be the captor. How could any person, unless a professed blood-hunter, spring upon a man in
cold blood, and lead him to the death?
How could anyone who has a heart fire
upon him treacherously from a secure
ambush, though he be an unfeeling and
reckless savage? There is something in
his daring which one is forced to admire."
Though Moore could not bring himself
to capture Yagan, the hunt went on. Two
weeks later, two brothers, James and
William Keats, while driving cattle on the
Upper Swan, met Yagan and some other
natives. Yagan spoke to the Keats boysthey were aged 13 and l8-and stayed
with them all the morning, one wonders for
what purpose. Then they all joined the
other natives who had made a fire and
cooked damper. Yagan refused to go any
further with the Keats, who, if they tried
to persuade him to go on, doubtless had
the £30 reward for his capture in mind, and
when he became threatening and raised
his spear, William Keats cocked his gun
and shot him, while James shot Heegan,
another native who was shipping his spear.
James then ran for his life down to the
river where he plunged in out of sight,
and turned to see four natives driving their
spears into his brother. He escaped and
brought help, but William was found to
be dead; and so were Heegan and Yagan.
Captain Irwin made an official report to
the Colonial Office on the murder of the
Velvicks, and on the capture and execution
of Midgigoroo, and received from the SecWESTERLY

retary of State a reply so dispassionate as
to reveal a complete lack of understanding
of the settlers' trials-a not completely unknown English attitude even today. The
Secretary of State's letter remarked that
the murdered Velvicks should have been
more on their guard and they would not
have been murdered. It lamented the
death of Midgigoroo because this would
·'increase the exasperation of his b'ibe', and
it trusted when the other two natives were
caught, that capital punishment would not
be resorted to. The whole thing, however,
was well regarded by the settlers. The
Perth Gazette commented: "We look with
some degree of curiosity for the result of
the death of Yagan, to see whether he has
left his sovereign influence to an equally
daring successor."
There was an element of Greek tragedy,
as G. F. Moore felt, in the life and death
of Yagan: an uncivilised being opposed to
a force too strong for him and by his own
nature bringing calamity upon himself, the
Fates contriving that for killing two youths,
by two youths he was killed. Nor was a
final horror lacking. When his dead body
was found, his head was cut off by a
settler's servant, hung in a hollow tree and
smoked for three months to preserve it.
Moore, who saw it before the smoking had
started, said the features were well preserved and made a sketch of it, observing
that he would have been glad to have the
head himself; but Ensign Dale, who apparently took it back to England, says in
a small book about the colony, printed in
1834, that the features shrank very much
in the smoking. There is a picture . of the
head in this very rare booklet, showing
Yagan to have had long slightly wavy hair,
a small beard and a moustache. The eyes
are closed and the nose is more like that
of an Indian than of an aborigine, but
looks as if the nasal cartilege had shrunk
and had been replaced from imagination
by the pen of the artist. Moore commented, when he had been sent a copy of
Dale's book, that the smoke-dried head
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bore no resemblance to the living face of
Yagan, which was 'plump, with a burlyheaded look about it'. The head was submitted by Ensign Dale to T. J. Pentigrew,
Esquire, F.R.S., F.S.A., F.L.S., of London
to have phenological observations made
about it. These observations fill three
printed pages, but do not reveal any more
of Yagan's character than his own actions
did. Dale calls Yagan 'passionate, implacable and sullen, in short a most complete and untameable savage'. This was a
soldier's opinion. Moore, more of a philosopher, saw him as a tragic figure, while
Lyon saw him as a hero, and a symbol of
a wronged race.
With Yagan dead, native attacks ceased
for a while but not for long. Yagan was
not, I think, a patriot in the true sense of
the word. I doubt very much whether he
consciously thought of the white men as
invaders, as people who wanted his land.
On the evidence it seems more as if he
thought of them as people who had something he wanted-food. By his life and
deeds, however, by being the striking character he was, he did draw attention to the
problem of his people. If the settlers
themselves, with their background of civilization, thought of him as a pab'iot, and to
a certain extent they did, as we have seen
- then to that extent he was.
Nor, considered as the Wallace that
Robert Lyon had called him, was he completely unsung. There is a curious and
rather grandiose poem, with more of
bathos than of pathos in it, but still denoting that feeling of conscience towards
the aborigines which the best of the early
settlers had, which Was inscribed by one
Mr. Trimmer in Lady Stirling's Album
sometime in the years between Yagan's
death in 1833 and Lady Stirling's departure in 1839. It says:Sudden he starts, aris ing f 1"01I1 the dead
Th e ghost of )'agan stands, w ithout a head!
And th1ls addressed him in a g!ttteral note,
His voice proceed ing frolll his set:erea
throat:
"Squatter! what brought th ee here?
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Did hapless woe, or vile ambition teach
Thy steps to rove? Or worse than th ese
The cursed love of gold alike th e idol of
th e young and old,

That crowns th e sovereign, forlll s the li ab le
star,
Gilds the child's gingerbread, IlIl1! glitterill g
far,
Controls each circlllmtallce of peace alld
wat,

And adol'lls th e trappings of the hold
hussar,
Send th ee, a so rdid wallderer to (/ barrel!
land
Of j'ock and stOlle, of i.ron-stoll e and sand?

On the Swan's banks shall rise no lutum
home
Nor these ligh.t sands support olle splendid
dome,
On ow' 1'Ude mountains little else appears,
Than man, and wood, th e lIati ve and his
s/le(l'/'s."

One cannot help wondering what discussion, what argument between Mr. TrimmeJ.·
and Lady Stirling called this poem forth,
to be copied into a dainty feminine scrap
book. . N or can one help wondering in
what dusty English attic, retained like the
head of Oliver Cromwell, or a grisly sacred
relic, rests the head of Yagan now?

Sonya's Toys
And these things unfolding;
exploding sensation for sight and skin.
As yet not given proper name,
but softness for skin, companion in waterways,
dear warmth of colour, roughness for teeth,
jangling ricoch et of plastic on tensile string,
their squeaking startle evidences a patterning world.
The platypus, solid ramrod of beak and fur ,
the corn rattle, thanksgivin g for deep harvest,
Mother Duck and family, H waddling saga through infant time,
red Reynard, duckling bright eyes and tickling tail;
all adult chosen to illumilla te reality,
to create pleasant fantasies.
But now,
you lie in your peace
of water coolness, rocking pram, roll on towel
and Hight through air.
Your toys stand silent for the fairy wand of age.

P. W. JEFFERY
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Mary Durack

The Priest Who Rode Away
The following is part of a project resulting from long association with the
people of the Dampierland Peninsula, about which area many colourful stories
have been written. These accounts, mostly based on the memories of the old
pearlers, were rich "alluvial" for earlier writing prospectors . To sink shafts into
the complex histori es and characters of the Aboriginal and mixed coloured
people-side issu es of th e hazardous industry that dominated their world-has
been a slower process, possibly only by becoming to some extent a part of the
community, not conspicuou sly or always consciously "gathering material".
Access, by courtesy of the Right Reverend Dr. .T. Jobst, Vicar Apostolic of
Kimberley, to the only source of consistently kept local records, in files of th e
Broome Parish, Beagle Bay and Lombadina missions and also, by the helpful
kindness of Diocesan Archivist Father Senan Moynihan , to th e archives of the
Archdiocese of Perth, has enabl ed me to relate written and spoken evidence
and to un earth in th e process many almost forgotten nam es and aspects of
history. Among these was an elusive character remembered by the natives as
"poor Father Mac-a-nab", who , wh en tracked down at last, well justified his
place amon g th e tribal Jegends of this fantastic peninsula of pearls.
PARE, dour and thinly thatch ed , skin
burned and calloused by th e sun ,
eyes--inflamed from "sandy blight"behind steel rimmed spectacles, Duncan
MoNab was not, from all accounts, an
impressive figure . He talked plain common sense with th e rich burr of th e Highland Scot but seldom seemed to win an
argument or sway the unconvinced to his
cause. His had been "a late vocation" to
the Australian missionary field and in
1870, when Parish priest in Portland, Victoria, he had written asking to be received
into the Benedictine community at New
Norcia. Perhaps he was considered already too old, at fifty-one, to embark on
the monastic life as seven years later he
is located at an Aboriginal reserve on
Bribie Island in Moreton Bay. He rates
a mention in "Tom Petrie's Reminiscen ces
of Early Queensland" where, in consequence of an altercation with black
"Prince Willie" for smoking a pipe at
prayers, he is said to have abandoned th e
islanders to their unregenerate ways. The
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story indicates a lack of realism and faintness of heart that other reports and his
own writings belie.
When his proposals for grants of land
and a programme of practical training for
the natives were turn ed down "in toto" by
his fellow Commissioners, he had resigned
from the moribund Queensland Aboriginal Protection Board and returned to
work on the reserves. Bedevilled by
fever, sore eyes and lack of support he
made little progress and when sun-stroke
convinced him at last that he must seek
help elsewhere he set sail for America.
Among many pious regrets he received at
least two half promises from religious
orders to espouse his cause, but returned
alone at last to continue his fruitless fight
against the apathy of both black and
white.
Father iVlatthew Gibney, waging a similar battle on the other side of the continent. saw in the dogged Scottish priest just
the sort of dedicated Apostle he was seeking to prepare the way for missionary
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he succeeded the ageing Bishop Griver
some years later. At this stage he still
had some faith in a reasoned approach
and a return to the more responsible attitude of earlier 'Western Australian settlement.

work in the north west. While in 1\oebow-ne in '78 Father Gibney had been
outraged to see native prisoners chained
together by neck and ankle with irons that
blistered their flesh, heard how absconders
had been found dead in their chains in
the dry beds of creeks. He had seen dark
bodies marked with the welts and scars of
the lash; witnessed the persecution of th e
proud and sh'ong, the body and soul subjection of the co-operative and the weak.
He saw the despised half caste ch ildren
of the lordly white and humbler Asiatic,
the growing degradation and disease of
the natives around the townships and the
pearling camps, and worst of all the vice
and squalor of the pearling boats where
native "skin divers", often "blackbirded"
into the industry, were held in "Calcutta
black-holes" to prevent their swimming
ashore at night.
Haunted by the lament of the stricken
and bereaved he launched his long and
impassioned campaign for the rights of
the dark people, though the full force of
his public voice was not to be heard until
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Since 1841 a succession of Government
and Church welfare schemes for the Aborigines had petered out until, except for
the Catholic mission at New Norcia, th ere
remained only two small Anglican institutions catering for a handful of half caste
waifs at the Swan and th e Vasse. A doubt
had grown up meantime in the western
colony that this baffling race could ever
be integrated with a forward thinking
society. Only the Benedictine establishment with its devoted commu nity of agricultural monks showed consistent promise,
and in campaigning for a missionary foundation in the north in '79 Father Gibney
had cast "a wistful glance" in this direction
through the medium of the Catholic
Record. In the prime of his vigorous
optimism he had idealised New Norcia as
a flow-ishing Christian community, firm in
faith and growing in the will to succeed,
children with scrubbed and shining faces,
diligent in the pursuit of learning and
destined for a leading part in the future
of their country. On the other hand
Abbot Salvado, for all his mission was only
then entering its period of greatest prosperity, knew well enough that his "beloved
children of the forest" were possessed of a
strange and elusive spirit that still threatened his defeat. Father Gibney with his
belief in the basic stability of native character and the prospects for successful
apostolio and agriculhlral work in the arid
north may well have seemed to the
pioneer monk something of a parvenu in
the missionary field. At all events, he
declined the hint and it was twenty years
and another Abbot later before the Spanish Benedictines took up their task among
the wild, unwelcoming tribes of north-west
Kimberley.
Father McNab, however, then in his
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6,5th year, promptly accepted an invitation
to the west. On arrival early in 1883, in
order to learn something of th e local
tribes, he took up the post of chaplain at
Rottnest Island, th en an Aboriginal penal
reserve, and wrote long reports pointing
out the futility of punishing people for
reasons that in most cases they did not
understand. He found that th e 180 inmates responded well to his simple instruction in th e white man's law but urged
that they should, at this stage, be tried in
the light of their tribal teachings (a reform
measure to be put through some 25 years
later) , and that Christianity should be
taught with emphasis on the best aspects
of their own beliefs . They should be encouraged, he believed , through training in
agriculture, variou s trades and the management of their affairs to settle in stable
occupations or on land of their own, but
he sh'essed, from his experience on th e
Queensland reserves, that little could be
done with those wh o had abandoned their
tribal code for the worst practises of white
society. In fact, his proposals reiterated
the inten tions of Governor Hutt when ,
over 40 years before, he had established
the dreaded island settlemen l~ as a humane
alternative to the olose confinement and
chaining of prisoners.
Father McNab's reports were placed
before the Aboriginal commission of '83
and as a result two men were sent to
instruct the prisoners in carpentry. The
effort was half-hearted and short lived, its
failure adding furth er weight to the commissioners' summing up that "the experience of fifty years finds us at a point as if
we had never begun .... "
Father Gibney had tried meanwhile to
convince Government officials of their
responsibility towards native education in
the north-west, remarking that since
"thousands of pounds are being annually
expended not for th eir protection but
rather th eir detention and punishment, it
cannot be considered inappropriate to ask
help for them." Apparently, however, it
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\vas so considered, at leas t for the purpose of subsidising a Catholic mission in
the north, and only the conscience of a
few and a lucky dip into some church
fund provided enough for a modest start.
Since ill health had prevented one
Father Martelli from accompanying him,
Father McNab set for th alone about the
middle of '83, and landed with his horses at
Geraldton to carry out a journey of inspection that might well have daunted
many youn ger and stronger men. Betvveen the .Murch ison and D e Grey Rivers,
seven hundred miles as th e crow flies, the
priest must have covered, in his rambling
route, well over a thousand miles north
and as many back again, measuring and
assessing native reserves, searching out
reported encampments (mostly mythical ),
examining river frontages, springs, pools,
ranges and areas likely for cultivation.
With surprisingly bushmanlike perception
he reported little prospect for a mission
on the existin g reser ves th at were "clearly
intended only for a name". All areas embracing river fronta ges had been taken up
by squatters or speculators and he thought
the best chance lay in bidding for a for feited run of twen ty to fifty thousand
acres on a good water course between the
Ashburton and th e De Grey. But let noone think the task would b e simple, he
warned . The work would meet with opposition and possibly some sabotage from
both pastoralists and pearlers while the
natives themselves would b e by no means
easy to convince that one white man held
their interests much above another. It
was all very well to talk vaguely of "big
encampments of bush natives", and of
"hundreds of others" eager for some alternative to employment in the existing industries. Reduced to tin-tacks the situation was this: Almost all local natives not
attached to the stations were either servin g sentences on Rottnest Island or seeking
refuge from the police in inaccessible
mountainous areas. The only natives he
had found camped in the bush had proved
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to be station blacks on "walkabout". None
of th ese had complained to him of their
lot, nor were all pastoral employers indifferent to th eir welfare. The 600 natives
employed by l:l (; pe . ll": i ;1 ~ Il ::!(' ~s arounn
Cossack had been recruited or "shanghaied" fr om tribes between Campion Bay
and the Kimberley coast and were un likely to settle down on a mi ssion so far
from home.
No d oubt the odds appeared too great
even for the sanguine F ath er Gibn ey and
early in April '84 Fath er McNab sailed
from Cossack to D erby in th e S.S. O tu)a!/ .
On arrival his horses, still lame fro m hard
travelling and in poor shape after a rough
voyage, ploughed through heavy tidal
mud to the hot, ugly little settlement that
had sprun g up as an outlet for the newly
opened pastoral distri ct of ' Vest KimberJey. A frontier tradin g pos t in th e comfortless and makeshift Australi an style, its
only inhabitants were a few business
people, determin ed to get out as soon as
possible, a contingeut of police and an
ever-changing but identical-seeming chain
gang of Aborigin al prisoners. The priest
was received with some kindlin ess and
and given th e use of a cottage though noone offered him mu ch encouragement fo r
his mission. As all likely country inland
from D erby had been taken up he proceeded to the Dampierland penin sula with
a police patrol investigatin g rumours of
trouble.
A bizarre collection of ships from
stately "moth er schooners" and cutters to
broken down luggers and flat bottomed
tubs by this time ranged th e coast from
Shark Bay to Darwin with ever increasin g
activity around the North-vVest Cape and
the Lacepede Islands. Roebuck Bay,
where the port of Broome was soon to be
proclaimed, had already become popular
as a depot or "lay up" base while crews
operating from Cygnet Bay had b egun
braving the 8 knot tidal rips and "heavy
water" of King Sound- "the Graveyard" of
many ships and of the dark skinned men
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and women whose lives were cheap .
Father McNab had some sympathy with
the police in their efforts to distil a semblance of the truth fr om th e confused
babble of charges and countercharges th at
confronted them. Bodies were exhumed
from sandy graves in an effort to establish foul pla y. Malays and Chinese supported European pearlers in allegations
against th e Ab origines. Japanese gave
evidence again st Koepa ngers and Filopenas against Solonese and ' 'Vest Indians.
Aborigines made statements of classic ambiguity. It was almost impossible, at that
stage, to establish th e time and mann er of
death from the remain s un earth ed, hut
though some ,,,ere admitted to have bt!en
killed in drunken brawls over native
wom en, most were said to h8.ve been
speared by blacks either for motives of
theft or from sheer capriciousness. The
pearlers, with the support of their nervous
Asiatic divers, alleged that the natives were
hatchin g a plot to massacre all the crews
on th e peninsula and strongly urged a
"punitive expedition" to teach them a stern
lesson. The blacks denied any such intention but admitted to a few reprisal murders and complained bitterly of the use
made of th eir women and of the holding
of their young people on the Lacepedcs
to sell to pearlers down th e coast.
The police, having made a few token
arrests, gave warning of the general tightenin g up of regulations concerning the
employment of Aborigines on the luggers
and announced that the use of native
women was now forbidd en for any purpose other than as station domestics. Although it was clearly impossible for a
small force stationed at D ~rby to police
the widespread activities of th e pearling
fleets or to prevent the exploitation of the
only women available in a wild land, some
of the pearlers prudently signified their
intention of applying for pastoral rights
on the peninsula. Two or three had in
fact already nm up timber shacks, sunk
wells and with a few head of inferior stock
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dignified their lay-up bases with the names
of cattle "stations".
Father McNab found to his disappointment that most of the sheltered bays and
inlets were occupied and although no legal
rights had yet been established he knew
that he could get nowhere in competition
for the natives with these tough pearlers
and their motley crews. Still, the fact
that many of the tribespeople seemed
anxious to resist the corruption of the
layup camps gave him hope and further
indicated the need for a place of refuge .
By this time the police, if not particularly
optimistic for his prospects, had gained
enough confidence in the priest to agree
that something should be tried and that
instruction of the natives in the white
man's law might ease the heavy burden
of the Kimberley force. They had far too
many native prisoners to hold and organise, while punitive expeditions that seemed
an obvious enough solution in the north
were inclined to be misunderstood elsewhere, often resulting in long, embarrassing enquiries.
Goodenough Bay, just south of Point
Cunningham on the King Sound side,
unpopular as a pearling base both geographically and beoause of the reputed
treachery of the local NimanbO'l' tribe,
seemed a possible site. As fictitious ly picturesque as a setting from Treasu'I'e island,
its white beach , criss-crossed with turtle
tracks and littered with th e remains of
native feasts, Jed into a tropical confusion
of pandanus palms, shady cadjiputs and
whitegums around fresh water springs . A
few natives, surprised in their camp,
greeted them with scowls and muttered
unpleasantries.
On learning that the
white men were not pearlers, however,
their attitude relaxed and they appeared
to approve Father McNab's suggestion
that he build a little house and live there
as their friend and protector. vVh ether
they were merely humouring an apparently harmless eccentric or, with th e sometimes uncanny perception of the AboWESTERLY

riginal, they sensed a genuine quality in
the Scottish priest, Father McNab was
encouraged at last to press for the assistance he had been promised.
Thinking himself in luck to find Governor Broome in Derby on his return, he
spoke to him of his hopes and plans and
suggested that the Dampierland peninsula
should at once be declared an Aboriginal
reserve. It is doubtful, however, that
Father McNab was the type to engage
His Excellency's full attention for , on return to Perth, although he acted at once
( without acknowledging the suggestion) on
establishing th e peninsula reserve, he indicated to Bishop Griver that the priest
had not yet located a mission site or given
much evidence of practical activity. This
disparagement of his efforts may well have
sown a seed of doubt in the wisdom of
supporting Father McNab to any great
extent.
Father Gibney staunchly continued to do what he could, but without
the backing of Episcopal enthusiasm, he
could provide little over the next year
beyond a few provisions, a pocket COIllpass, a directory of pastural regulations
(a feebl e weapon against th e pO\ver of th e
pearlers) , a chequ e for £13/17/3 and a
parcel of holy relics. Long before even
this provision arrived , however, Father
McNab had return ed with his horses to
set up a shack of sorts on Cooclenongh
Bay.
Patiently pressin g th e cause of his
mission and th e difficulties of his solitary
role he wrote the Bishop some accollnt of
his days. After morning prayers, office
and sometimes rvlass he spent two or three
hours tailing and attending his precious
horses, fetched wood and water, washed
and mended his tattered clothes, fished ,
cooked his simple meals and interviewed
the elusive blacks. He had begun a stud"
of their language and customs and was
attempting to explain simple Christian
principles and something of the law by
which they must now live or perish. He
feared, however, that they so far saw the
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existence of this lonely white man as ('so
much more irksome, laborious and difficult than their own that they will hardly
be inclined to follow his example or hark
to his teaching". He expected nothing of
them before he could offer some material
benefit and although they would sometimes present him with a fish, a piece of
dhugong or tmtle meat he suspected they
were quite capable of killin g him jf hE'
attempted to lock up his stores. Sometimes they thi eved from his scant supply
but never, he recorded gratefu 11v "when
I have least and always leavin g me somt'
when they could as easily have taken th e
whole". He had no weapon, not even a
shotgun , and although he did not delude
himself that th e people respected him
much for this he beli eved defencelessness
to be his best means of protection . He
soon gathered that th e peninsula tribes
were not impartial to the taste of human
fl esh, thaI: the old men were not always
as reluctant to trad e th eir wom en and
young men to the pearl ers as th ey made
out and that the murd ers th ey committed
were not always provoked or justified in
tribal law. Typical of all his letters was
his scrupulous regard for the unvarnished
truth even 'when it might have profited
him better to evade or elaborate. Pressed
by Father Gibn ey for some es tim ate of
the numbers of natives on th e peninsula
he refused almost irritably to commit himself even to a guess. ("I only tell the
truth but cannot tell that till [ know .")
In June '85 he wrote of the spearing
of Captain Richardson and his mate on
the beach at Cygnet Bay, just north of
Cunningham Point. The motive was said
to have been to loot the lugger but the
Chinese cook, with a spear through his
leg, had quickly up-anchored and sailed
to report to the police in Derby. About
the same time a · pearleI' named Kelly was
murdered off Cape Londonderry by his
native crew who, makin g off with the loot
in a dinghy down 400 miles of notoriously
treacherous coast, performed an incredible
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feat of endurance and seamanship only to
collide with the police party at Cygnet
Bay.
The force, under fire from outside for
brutal tactics against the d efenceless
natives, taunted in the di strict for failure
to protect a handful of struggling pioneers
against the savage hord es, had in this case
decided to placate the cr itics close at hand.
A wounded native lad staggered into
Father McNab's camp with a story that
they had rounded up all the trib espeople
around Cygnet Bay and Swan Point, near
Cape Levique, pushed asid e th e women
and children and shot down all the adult
males. As Father McNab tended his
wound, the boy told ho\'/ he had shammed
dead and snaked into th e scrub while th e
police were preparing a mass grave. Th e
priest rode at once to th e scene, but th e
police had evidently return ed to Derbv
and all the bush natives, includin g those
in his own area, had gone into smoke.
The silence, broken only by the screamin g of the sea birds and the wash of the
tides, pressed heavily on his spirits. He
kn ew that as yet no-one of any colour in
this crude and Godless land really understood or wanted his mission. It seemed that
e.ven his friends had lost faith in his work,
thou gh for himself he still heli eved that,
given support and some protective authority, he might yet direct th ese lost and loveable children to splendid things. He had
visions of a fishin g industry, th e boats built
and manned by Aborigines, of native villages, farms , market gardens and a growing
tradition of local handicrafts-all the
dreams of all the missionaries who ever
hoped to bring the trace .elements of
Christian stability to this driftin g soil!
Towards the end of '8.5 the lugger that
was to have brought his stores and mail
from Derby was wrecked in a "cockeye"
that destroyed much of the pearling fleet
of the coast. His overland route blocked
by flooded rivers, he was stranded ,'lith
only what he could scrounge from the
pindan scrub and the sea. Tortured by
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intermittent fever and the infected bites
of sandflies and mosquitoes, his old eye
trouble returned and he could scarcely
see the sun by day or the glow of his
lantern by night. Still completely alone,
he had invoked the aid of St. Michael,
"one of my special protectors, I believe
at any rate", and help had come in the
form of the tall young strippling from
whom he had removed the policeman's
bullet. The boy, who had acquired the
name of "Knife" while working on a pearling lugger, proved sharp enough, when
the flood subsided, to guide th e sick man
and his horses to D erby. The mail avvaiting him must have contained something
in the nature of a reprimand for his lon g
silence for he wrote saying that few in
the south could picture a north ern "wet
season". He described how tilE' Fitzroy
swept in a majestic 14-mile wide chann el
to the sea, while crocodiles and quicksand endan gered men and horses even
when the force of th e flood was spent.
It was then that he voiced his disillusionment for th e first time. "For ten
years," he told Father Gibn ey, "I have
hoped for associates in a mission to th e
Australian Aborigines, relyin g on th e promises of Priests and Bishops and have
been disappointed. However, if 1 ca nnot
continue to hope I will work all 1 can for
some tim e to come if God grants me th e
strength . I can manage a b oat and do
many kinds of work and have experience
with the natives but now no more strength
than a boy of 14 or 15 .... If an assistant
could b e found or there was any prospect
of an order or society comirig I would
continue till they came . .. for to abandon
the mission would have a very bad effect.
It would discourage further missionary
work in the north and indispose the Government to assist it while leaving the
natives in their present miserable condition .. . "
This letter seems to have stirred up
some activity in the south for in April
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'86 Father William Treacy arrived at
Goodenough Bay with a small boat, a
quantity of stores, a spring cart and some
building and farming equipment. The
two priests, with erratic h elp from young
Knife and a few other natives , quickly
erected a small church and house of timb er
and spinifex thatch, fenced and ploughed
a garden plot and sowed seed. As it was
now possible to offer some inducement,
the natives b egan to camp around th e
mission and would sometimes gather at
the doorway of the little church during
Mass or Benediction. Hitherto they had
found the white race curiously lacking in
a ritual life that was so essential to their
own existence and the religiOUS aspect
mad e more sense to them than the missionaries' practical activities. Th ey showed
some enthusiasm for learnin g hymns and
listened to the Christian message with
every appearance. of respectful interest,
though they were loathe to admit that the
white teachings had anything new to offer
them. No doubt they had in mind the
legend (later to b e recorded by the
missionary anthropologist Father E. A.
Worms ) of the teacher Calalang who had
preached a good and simple life that
proved too difficult for mere m en a nd so
had been d estroyed . A dark shade in the
milky way, he would never return to
earth th ey said , and hi s storv was remembered only as proof of man's affiliation
with the cult h eroes of magic and sorcery.
Still, when Father McNab left on a
business trip to D erby som e fo ur montbs
later, he felt they had made a promising
start. At this stage, however, his path
was diverted by news from Hall's Creek,
some 300 miles east, where prospectors
were said to be dying in hundred s by the
roadside or in their lonely camps. Moved
by a heart-rending story of men calling in
vain for a priest or asking for letters to b e
written to their relatives, he felt it his
immediate duty to ride to the diggings
and give what help he could.
He retul'lled to Derby some tim e later
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to be met with the news that Father
Treacy, in a delerium of fever, had been
brought in by lugger and sent back to
Perth. Father McNab made haste to th e
mission only to find his buildings burned
to the ground, his equipment destroyed,
his garden returning to the scrub. Some
declared that when Father Treacy left the
local Ninwnbo1" ransacked the store and set
alight to it. Some held a bush fire responsible while others insisted that "lugger
blacks" had done the damage at the in ·
stigation of their boss who did not hold
with missionaries.
Lacking further written evidence vve
have only the word of th e older natives
of the penin sula for th e rest of the story,
but on this part at least th ey are agreed .
The boy Knife is said to ha ve heard Father
McNab calling out and found him lying,
weak and ill, amon g th e ruins of his
mISSIOn. Fearin g he was about to die
the natives returned and made anxious
efforts to help and comfort him , even offer_ ing to build the mission up again. They
cooked him fish and , as his packs were
almost empty, managed to beg, borrow or
steal some provisions for him from a pearl ing camp. As soon as he was strong
enough he mustered up his horses and ,
despite th e wailin g protests of the people,
rode away. They watched him disappear
into th e scrub-"poor old Father ~.,tlaca
Nab", in his worn khaki suit, battered
straw hat and broken glasses, a pitiable
failure of a man .in retreat from his dream .
Young Knife follow ed him to his first
camp. By daylight next morning he had
a {he lit and th e horses ready, and from
there on he rode b areback until a
saddle was got for him from th e nearest
station.
The story that the pries t and th e native
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lad rode 1,400 miles to Perth and thence
another 300 to Albany seems far -fetched.
I cannot vouch for it, but old people of
the Bard tribe at Lombadina mission heard
it so often from Knife b efore his death
some years ago that they can still draw
a ground map of the route he described
to them. Nobody could explain why the
priest had not sold his horses and taken
a ship, for Knife had asked no ques\:ions.
He had simply gone along because his
"heart was sore" for the brave old priest
who had tried to help his people. After
Father McNab sailed fr om Albany, Knife,
they said, had ridden back to his tribe on
the Dampierland coast.
Father McNab never had the satisfaction of Christening his faithful companion
in th e name of his patron saint Michael
as he had hoped. Except for a few nati ves
Baptised on the point of death, he claimed
no Christians in Kimberley and probabl y
thought his work completely fruitless. He
was not to know that his memory would
be cherished by all the tribes of that wild
peninsula, and that when Bishop Gibney
arrived with two Trappist monks in 1890
the police could assure them that there
had been little trOll ble with th e natives
since his sojourn there. Timid at first of
th e strangers in th eir hood ed robes th e
people, on learnin g that th ey were "brothers belong Father Ma c-a-Nab", had
brought gifts of food, led them to the ruins
of the ahanclon ecl mission and thence,
across the penin suJ a, to th e ferti le sprhigs
of Beagle Bay.
N OTE.-Th e write r lcould be g rat eful for any
fll rther
informat ion
aboll t
Fat/wI'
M cNab , fo r exce pt that he sent a
IWlttical 'IIW P of the peninsula to Beagle

Bay mission in 1894, nothing more of
him has as yet com e to light.
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Donald Stuart

To Each A Dream
EHGEANT Flanders looked across
the room to wh ere Constable McDon ald sat writing at his desk. Good
young fellow, McDonald , he mused, good
sound man. Then the 'ph one ran g.
'Til take it," he said, and reached for
the receiver.
"Yes, Sergeant Flanders
speaking. Oh, it's you Fred. Yes. '''' hat's
that? Eh? A 'plane? Now look, Fred
. .. Oh. You did, eh? Yes, Yes, go on.
H'm . . . . Yes . . .. The road to Pleiades
Flat. Well, if you can call it a road .. ..
Yes, a black hill, I know it, only hill for
miles.. .. And about half a mil e due South
y' say? . . . Highto, I'll pick you up at
Piper's Hock as fast as I can get there.
Yes. Goodbye."
"Sounds important, Sergeant."
"I t is . Fred Evans, that old prospector
out past Piper's Hock, he says he sa"v a
light 'plane crash in the scrub close to the
old track to Pleiades Flat. ·W ent to it,
saw it was all smashed, and a bloke's
tracks leading away. Got all that? Half
a mile south of the only hill anywhere
near that track. Got that? Right! You
tell Kalgoorlie, and I'll go out with Toby
and the Land Rover, pick up Fred at
Piper's Rock, and go on to the crash, then
it's Toby's job to track him."
"Now, don't you think it'd be better
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"No, I don't! You tell Kalgoorlie and
stay here. This is my picnic. You've got
years of drunks and dog licences before
you can claim the interesting jobs. Toby!
Hey there, Toby, Come on, there's a job
of tracking for you to do."

l 'l

HE scrub was thick enough to hold
a man back if he tried to keep to a
straight course and open enough if he
made minor detours.
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"JlIst keep plugging alon g, birdie-boy,
and you'll be. all right. Pity of course.
Second time in s i~ months. First, that one
at lVleekatharra . Now this one. Lucky.
no doubt about it. Walkaway Randell,
eh? You'll get yourself a nickname if
you do this often enough . Hell, it's hot!
And of all the luck, here's a bit of an old
track! Ah , me boy, you weren't born to
drown or hang, or to get killed in a
crash , that's certain . And you crows, you
. . . know . .. what . . . !J OII can do don't
you ? I'm not for you, no, not this time!
And a small round pebble under the
tongue, that's a good thing when a man's
thirsty, now . . . . Ah, I'll get to that bend
in the track and I'll take a spell. Just a
minute or two.
And another track! One North , one
Northwest. H'm . Oh well, keep to the
north one. But wait on now, wait on!
Listen, listen! Hey there! Hey!"
"This way, this way! Come on with
you now, the straight road, come on!"
"We're a' waiting for ye, laddie, come
,l\;va' ~ri'

us,"

"Come on, mate, this is the short cut.
It'll take miles off the trip."
"You're lucky you came up with us;
we reckoned we were the last out from
th e Flat."
"Hold on, I'll be with you in a minute.
Whew! Be the Lord, I'm glad to see you
chaps. It's a scorcher, isn't it? How far
to the main road? And where are ... but
of course, you're going that way too."
"There's some on the other track, the
long way round, with wather ivery ten
mile or so, but we'll take the short cut
and we'll be in the Ould Camp days before 'em all."
"Horsemen, some of 'em, and I'll lay a
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bright sovereign I'll beat even them to
Coolgardie. Here, look at this! Half an
hour's work and eighty ounces of nuggets! Eighty ounces if it's a pennyweight
0' the lovely stuff.
And I'll register me
claim with th e vVarden and when th e rains
come why, it'll be back to Pleiades Flat
and a fortune for this young Sandgroper!"
"Register the claim and wait for rain ,
and go back then and take out a fortune.
Ah, it's been a bitter long lead, fra' Stornaway to the rainbow's end at Pleiades
Flat, an' there's been a falter at the heart,
whiles. But gie me a twelvemonth, an' I'll
see the. proud ship cut th e water, and th e
isles of home coming up out of th e sea .
'From th e lon e shieling of th e misty
island,
J\/lountains divide LIS , and a waste
of seas,
Yet still the blood is strong, the heart
is Highland,
And we in dreams behold th e
Hebrides.'
'Tis only a proper Scot could have said
it so!"
"There's a place, now, in Connemara,
a poor place, you'd say, with a dwelling
none too grand, and the fields, ah, you'd
say the fields were but bogland under
weeping skies. And yet me heart's set
there, an' I'll go with gold in me hand,
and have title to the place, an' live out
me days there, me, and me own love."
"I got a latter things I wanta do, but
just let me get a coupla munce work in
on my claim, come the rains, an' I'll do
the whole bang lot of 'em. An' when my
ole man sees me come back, cigar in me
moosh, an' me sittin' up like John Forrest
'imself in a high-wheel King 0' the Road
buggy and four bays steppin' lively, and
a fair-haired dolly in a picture hat next
to me, feather boa an' button boots, pearl
buttons mind yer, an' the raggedy kids
scrambling for the shillings I pelt down at
'em, why, maybe he'll change his mind
about me! "Useless lout" he called me,
and kicked me out. Me, that wurked for
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him every hour 0' daylight Gawd eVer
sent, on the farm at Pinjarra! Well, he'll
change his tune when he. sees me next
'
the rotten ole swab."
"Lunnon again? Ho no, not me! There's
a plice fer me in Melbun, a very nice
plice for yours truly. A neat little hote.l,
an' a trim little Lunnon widder WOman
as is ' ousekeeper there, and it's ' er and
me as'll have the licence of it, after I've
made enough from Pleiades Flat. An'
she'll wear this nugget for a brooch, an'
00 d' y' fink'II 'ave a rose in his buttonhole as big as a bloom in' cabbabbage?
Little Billy 'Opkins, none other! An I'll
walk down Bourke Street, Saturdee night,
sedate like, with 'er on me arm, and maybe I'll point out the butcher's shop w'ere
I worked when I first come. out from th e
Old Dart. An' 00 knows, I might just
BUY that shop, for ole times' sake.. Ho,
it's a bold life and a free, the goldfields
life, for us lucky ones."
"Let's keep moving. It's a lon g lead to
th e Old Camp, an' all rough going. An' if
you want to know what I'm gain' to do,
whe.n I've made me pile from Pleiades
Flat, well, I'll tell you. I'll go furth er
out, lookin g for more. The Palmer, in
1873, that was th e start of it for me, and
it's been a lust in my blood ever since.
Palmer, and th e Coen, Nebo, Croyden,
and dozens more in Queensland, I was on
'em all, and then it was the Kimberley
Rush, in '86. Hall's Creek and Jvlt. Dockerel, and a score of nameless gullies, and
south then to Nullagine, and all across
the Pilbarra, and down to the Ashburton
Top Camp, and on to Nannine. The
Mainland, Cue, Day Dawn, Mt. Magnet,
Youanme, Lake Way, DarIot, Leonora, ah,
it's a long list 0' camps, an' the fever still
burns in a man. Bayley's Find, Hannan's
Find, Kurnalpi and Kanowna, and always
short of water, and living like a dog, and
if a man got gold, he put it into search in'
for more elsewhere.. Always. the country
further on, further out, luring us forward.
Hard times and high hopes, and, . . . well,
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now a man's caught in the web of it, a
slave to· it, and he hugs his chains. \iVife
and children, and the warmth of home;
friendship and the quiet life, snug security, a peaceful old age, they're nothing,
not the weight of a feather in the balance,
against the findin g of gold. And after
Pleiades Flat I'll get camels again and go
out with Frank Samson, myoId mate,
away out North and East of Lake Darlot.
Camels, that's what we'll have, Frank and
I, and good gear, the best, and we'll brea k
new ground. But now it's a case of keep
moving. Ah, many's the long lead, hy
scru b or saltlake, sand plain, or the gullies
east of Nullagine, that we've tramped, and
many's the dry lead ahead of li S, in th e
years to come."
"Not for me, mate! It's me For th e
bright li ghts, and the bright eyes, and
champagne for breakfast, once I'm on
top!"
"No, nor me neither, camels nor no
camels . Strike me pink, ain't a man
gettin' it 'ard enough, 'vvivout wastin' it
lookin' for more? I says to meself, ;n
Coolgardie, I says, when I took th e
typhoid, and near enough croaked wivit,
I sez to myself, 'Willy 'Opkins, me ole
cocksparrer, if ever you gets auta this
stinking 'ole,' I says, 'an' gets gold, good
gold, then get to hell outa th e blasted
Colony and never come back,' I says. It's
Melbun for me, I says th en, and I says it
now."
"The soft skies, and the grey rain fallin' ;
ah, it's great to know a man's on gold, and
only a six month more of flies, and heat,
and privation afore he sails for auld Erin
again. Ah, it's been worth it, worth every
longdrawnout month and year of it, to be
so sure of bein' me own man, in me own
place, with me own love, in Connemarra.
"No one of us but has his dream, and
each dream a secret, of the heart, and the
mind, and the blood. The turf fire ,m th e
open hearth, and the night closed in, an'
the soft speech in the old tongne, and all
that's past, forgiven. To each his own
WESTERLY ·

dream. What's driven us ? Ob, make no
doubt of it ,we're driven! By gold, ye'd
say? But why do we lust for gold? To
make our dreams true? And our dreams.
will gold fashion them tru e for us ? Can
gold make the isles of home fairer to my
eyes? I'll no think too deep; I'll see it
maybe clearer where the waves roll .in
from th e Western Ocean, an' th e seabirds
cry their thin crying."
ERGEANT Flanders and Fred Evans
moved forward , following Toby, as
Toby followed Randall's tracks. Toby
mov'ed fast, with supreme confidence, and
the two white men followed confid ently,
until at last the blackman faltered.
"Well Toby, what th e hell's wrong no"v')
You lost th e track?"
"Nothingbah, Chargen. Can't lose 'im"
'Well, what'sa matter?"
"Nother men, Chargen, little bit mob!
Nothin g track, Chargen, aw, I don't like
this business, mightbe Djoona, mightbe
Yahkanoo, nothing man! Eh, I don' like!"
"Now cut it out Toby! Get on with
it an' cut out all this devil-devil stuff. Here
Fred, give me a pull at that waterbag, and
you just get moving, Toby, or else . . .. !"
"Look Sarge! There, just at the bend!
That's him! Come on, quick!"
ACK at the police station Constable
McDonald looked across the desk at
Sergeant Flanders and Fred Evans.
"And you reckon Toby wanted to turn
it in, eh, right at the last minute?"
"Ah, blackfellas! If there's nothing
wrong they'll dream something up."
"You know Sarge, all this reminds me
of something I heard years ago from a
bloke was mates with myoid father, ole
bloke called Frank Samson. They were
mates on a bit of a show at Kookynie and
Frank useter talk about the rush to Pleiades Flat. Frank was there, right from
the start almost. Good ground, terrible
rich, but no water. Seems they were all
doing wonderful well while the bit of surface water lasted, then, when that cut out,
after a few weeks, everyone had to head
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off back to Coolgardie to wait for the rains.
Well, anyway, everything went all right,
except for five coves that tried to be a bit
too clever an' took a shortcut through the
scrub. Perished, poor devils; they never
found 'em for months after. Ole Frank
Samson knew all of 'em, reckoned they
were helluva good fellers, but well, there
y' are, they perished. Just there where
that ole track turned off from the Pleiades
track was where they started off on their
last short cut. Ah well, if there's nothin'
else, r d better get moving.
"There's only the paper work to be done
Fred. Thank God we don't have to bring
in a dead man every day."

..

"AND our dreams are the reality. There
is nothing for any of us, without the dream.
We'll get gold, a fortune of gold, some of
us. And what matter if there's no gold, no
grand fortune, if the dream be golden?"
'Tll show 'im! Four high stepp in' bays,
and black and yeller spokes, and a hamper
in the luggage boot, with champagne and
roast chicken! Rotten ole sod! I'll show
'im!"
"She's fair as the morning, and no higher

on tippy toe than me shaulder, an' she
waits for me, in ould Connemarra."
"'Ho, good afternoon, Mr. 'Opkins, sir:
they'll say, an' I'll doff the tile. 'A fine
arternoon to you too, me friend," I'll say,
an' she'll smile, ladylike, 'longside me. 'Yus:
they'll say, 'he made his fortune in the
West, an' retired to the best little public
'ouse in Melbun. Half his luck: they11
say. 'Mr. William 'Opkins, no less, mine
'ost of the 'Crimson Dragon'."
'Tll get camels, and off out with Frank
Samson, right out. There's gold further
out. Always further out."
"To each of us, a dream."
"You'll get yourself a nickname! 'Walk·
away Randell: they'll call you. Yes, by
God, not one of 'em will ever see you as.
'Mrs. Randell's little boy' again. Not one
of 'em! And not June, either. No, not
Tune. She'll be proud of you. 'Walk·
~way Randell', that's what they'll call you,
'Walkaway Randell'."
1GH in the air a handful of crows,
windblown. Below them, the black
hill and the scrub, and the old Pleiades
Track, and the waterless shortcut, and six
men, now, eternally walking.
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Much Nonsense
He put bright bubbles into life,
a foamy white detergent,
with him sharp witchery was rife
as ill's deterrent.
He skipped upon the hillocks of desire
varying, though recurrent
and danced as on a puppet wire
like electric current.
He banished pain with a resurgent
giggle, twisting his neck with glee
and before old age could serve a warrant
with mirth paid the fee.

OLIVE PELL
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John K. Ewers

The Portrait
From a Work in Progress
"BUT Beth, why does ~/Irs. Gaunt want
me? Who is Mrs. Gaunt, anyhow?"
"You remember Rodney's two aunts,
Kee. They live next door to one another. They're both Mrs. Gaunts. Aunt
Elspeth has evenings. She likes to get
important people there. And your name
has been in the paper so often . . . "
"Oh yes," he said. "I remember now.
The fat one. I think I met her only once,
though."
"Well, she rang me and said, 'Do bring
that brilliant brother of yours on Thursday, dear. Dr. Frances Boulden is coming, too. I'm sure he'll love to meet her'."
"Who's she?" asked Kee.
"I'm not sure. She's lecturing in something. You will come, won't you? Aunt
Elspeth will lionize you."
"My God, will she?"
"She loves lionizing people. And lowe
it to her to go. I haven't b een to one of
her Thursday nights for ages."
"Thursday nights?"
"Mrs. Gaunt's Thursday nights are
famous. Good music, good talk, good
supper, and very intellectual company."
"That'll be a change, anyhow. Is Rodney going?"
"Rodney can't bear that sort of thin g."
"All right, I'll come. You'll pick me
up?"
''Yes, a little b efore eight, Kee."
So Beth found herself once again at
one of Aunt Elspeth's Thursday nights,
even if she had a guilty feeling that this
was taking her away from Rodney's world.
She told Elspeth she wanted to slip in
next door and see Aunt Laura for a few
minutes.
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"Will you introduce Kee?" she said,
and left.
Elspeth pounced on him and th e lionizing began.
"Kee Follington, you know. He has
been abroad. He was brilliantly successful on the London stage. We're lucky to
have him back again."
"You don't kno"v how lucky!" thought
Kee, receiving their homage with a slightly
sardonic smile. Garnet Black, the stone
merchant, looked stonily at him. His wife
simpered and said,
"Did you enjoy your trip home?"
"It was rather dull," said Kee.
"But England is so wonderful!"
"Oh, you mean England? Oh yes, of
course."
Mrs. Garnet Black was third generation
Australian, but she always referred to
England as 110me'.
Kingston Forbes greeted him warmly as
one who knew success and approved of it,
even if their respective fields of achievement were different. As he passed on,
Mrs. Kingston Forbes whispered to her
husband,
l hat a lovely
"Isn't he handsome!
speaking voice he has!"
There were the Kieley Joneses and Andy
Clarke whose novel had just come out
and was being hailed by newspaper critics
as 'refreshing in its frankness,' and Emerald Tunk whose sweater contours fascinated Kee. There was Ronald Veal, another
artist-"Very abstract, you know," said
Aunt Elspeth, "almost esoteric, you might
say,"-and Mary Foote-"She sings divinely!" And then Elspeth brought him to Dr.
Frances Boulden. He felt himself being
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appraised by a pair of cold, grey eyes and
greeted in a thin, precise voice which
denied every emotion as she said,
"How do you do?"
"Dr. Boulden is from th e ~/Ielbourn e
University," explained Elspeth. "She is
here to lectme on Australian literature."
"Good God!" exclaimed Kee. "What
Australian literature?"
Dr. Boulden smiled blandly, recognizing a man of some perception.
Beth missed the tedious introductions.
\Vhen she entered the room the music had
already started. Elspeth beckoned her to
a vacant chair next to her own and, as
she sat down , bent over and whispered,
"Tchaikovsky's Sixth, the 'Pathetique',
you know. Isn't it grand ?"
But Beth wasn't listening to th e mu sic.
She was thinking of Aunt Laura in th e
loneliness of her house now that Uncle
Bert was three weeks gon e from her. Laura
had met her with a damp kiss and a brave
smile. They had talked not of her loss
but of the baby that was to be born and
of Rodn ey, whom Lama had seen more
often during Bert's illness than during th e
previous two years.
"Rodn ey is looking very well," she said.
"And I suppose he is sure it will be a son
this time?"
"He is hoping for one," said Beth, although as she spoke she could not recall
that Rodn ey had made many recent references to this. Indeed, there was no
time these days, it seemed, with Rodney
coming hom e late to dinner or not at all,
or entertaining visiting businessmen or
making the occasional hmried flight to
Melbourne or Sydney. Beth sat with her
thoughts wrapped in a cocoon of music
that presently entered into and possessed
her, so that its sadness seemed to speak
to her of Aunt Laura and her loss. If I
were left alon e, she was thinking, would I
be so brave? Yet in a way, I am alone.
She became entirely alone in the room
with nobody there but her thoughts and
her music. They were inseparable, so
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that when the £nal movement of the symphony died away with its plaintive pianissimo she found herself crying and did
not know whether it was because of the
sadness of her own thou ghts or the sadness of the music. As she wiped her eyes
she was aware of a voice cutting across
the silence of the room. It was the voice
of Kieley Jones. It .vas saying,
"You know, I often wonder where all
this comes from. All this music. Is it
drawn from a pool somewhere out of reach
of our vision, of our touch , of our senses?"
"It is the human mind," said Elspeth
with conviction . "It creates."
"But does it?" perSisted Kieley Jones,
"Or does genius draw from somewhere,
from some pool of b eauty denied to us
ordinary beings?"
"You mean ," said Ronald Veal e, "that
somewhere in outer space there is a reservoir of music that has onlv to be contacted?"
"The music of th e spheres," said Elspeth . "Hemember Dryden's wonderful
lines: 'From harmony, from heavenly harmony, this universal frame began:.'"
"1 think," interposed Kee, "that Dryden
was trying to show more that man's moods
could be interpreted through music. 'The
trumpet's loud clangors excites us to arms'
and 'Sharp violins proclaim their jealous
pangs', and so on."
The beauty of his diction made Mrs.
Kingston Forbes feel as if she might
swoon.
"But surely," said Elspeth , "he was trying to point out that the universal harmony
reached its £nal expression in mankind?
'The diapason closing full on Man', you
remember?"
"That's not quite what I meant," persisted Kieley Jones. "I meant that man
draws his inspiration from somewh ere outside of himself, some reservoir of music,
as Mr. Veale has so well expressed it."
"Then," said Kee drily, "all we need is
a pipeline to tap it!"
Andy Clarke dared to speak up.
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"Your theory, Mr .. Jones, would .. apply
equally to the great masterpieces of writing?"
"Of course."
"Then it's nonsense." The young novelist spoke with the authority of brief experience. "Writing is just hard work. I
know. I've sweated blood over it."
Kieley Jon es was on the point of retorting that th ere was writing and writing, but
decided it would be impolite.
"Couldn't we approach it from a different angle?" asked Kingston Forbes.
"Couldn't it be th at what is created by
man doesn't come from a sort of pool as
Kieley sugges ts , but goes to form one. AU
the time man is building something which
becomes part of the music of the spheres
-literature and art, of course, bein g
bracketed with music."
''Yes, yes," said Elspeth, seeking a p ath
through the maze. "It's all a matter of
vibrations, I;m sure."
Dr. Boulden said with a frozen face,
"Both hypotheses are . very interesting,
almost, one might say, novel, but after all
they remain hypotheses. I found myself
wondering th e other day what would
happen if atomic fission destroyed human
life on this planet . Would Shakespeare,
would Goethe, would Dante, would all the
great works of literature and art and
music b e lost for all time?"
"It brings LIS back, doesn't it," put in
Kingston Forbes, "to the old philosophical
argument of wheth er or not everythin g
exists only in the mind of the beholder."
"Goodness," thought Beth , "this is terTible!" She had not th e courage to express
any opinion of her own.
Words rolled around the room.
Kee said,
"It is human creativeness that makes
man different fr0111 the animal. But where
it comes from is impossible to say . . ."
'''Nor does it matter;" said Dr. Boulden.
"What matters is our evaluation of it. Vie
must have our standards, based on firm
values. In Australia we have, I am afraid,
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few finn values. Weare perhaps too
young. We tend to make swans of our
geese. We judge subjectively, more often
just liking or disliking because of some
absurd belief that what is Aush·alian must
be good."
"You are a critic, I understand, Dr.
Boulden," said Kee.
She smiled a bleak ackowledgment.
"Then do you make use of these firm
standards to evaluate Australian writing?"
"Of course!"
"Good God!" he exclaimed . "Does any
of it measure up?"
"N ot as much as some like to think
But some does."
"Kendall and Lawson," beamed Elspeth , glad to be able to find a point of
contact.
Dr. Boulden blanched.
"Kendall," she said icily, IS a very
minor poet and Lawson barely touches the
fringes of technical skill."
The discussion was becoming fragmented. Kee went across the room to
Dr. Boulden.
"Tell me," he said, squatting on th e
carpet beside her, "now who is there in
this painfully raw country that survives
the test of true critical evaluation?"
Dr. Boulden smiled. It was a bleak
smile that found no response in her grey
eyes. Yet it expressed approval that he
should be so perceptive as to seek her
opinion. Her voice, always quiet, dropped
to the level of private conversation.
Beth found herself with Andy Clarke
and Emerald Tunk.
"Congratulations on your novel, Andy,"
she said. "I haven't read it yet, but the
reviews have been good, haven't they?"
"Office boys and hack journalists do all
the litemry criticism in Australia," he said
with a shrug of his shoulders. "No one
has revealed that he has the faintest idea of
what I was trying to do in that book."
"Really! How unfortunate for you!!"
Beth turned to the girl. "Are you still
painting furiously, Emerald?"
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"Painting," she said. "But not furiously ,
I hope. By the way, Mrs. Slater, I haven't
done your portrait yet. I would like to,
you know."
"But I'm going to have a baby," cried
Beth.
"Yes, I know. That's why!"
"But everything is so hideous!"
"No, it isn't. Your face, Mrs. Slater,
your eyes have a glow in them that is
different. I would like to do just your
head-nothin g else. It would be symbolic.
It would be marvellous, I'm sure."
Beth put her hand to her mouth. In
that moment she felt trapped.
o

r HHEE days later Emerald Tunk rang
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to say that ever since Thursday she
could think of nothing else but the urgency of painting Beth's portrait. Could
she come? Please, please, could she
corne? She sounded quite distrait. Beth
said she could come, mainly because she
felt sony for the girl, because she feared
that if she denied her something dreadful
might happen. But even as she agreed
there was no pleasure in her agreemnt.
She put the phone down, thinking, 'Hodney must not know about this. What
will he say if he knows ?' The thought
struck at her. This was deception. It
was th e first time she had ever deceived
Rodney. Then she calmed herself by saying she had agreed merely to satisfy this
foolish girl's whim. At th e same time she
realized she had never seen anything
painted by Emerald Tunic Aunt Elspeth
saiel she was highly regarded among
Perth's younger artists. But what did that
mean? Beth was inclined to share Hodney's distas te for modern art. It seldom
resembled anythin g it was supposed to resemble. 'Oh dear!' she thought. 'Now
I've done it!' She examin ed her face in
th e mirror. The eyes were still full of
brown life and the skin texture was pure
and clear. She was really feeling wonderfully well. This baby was not taking it
out of her as Susan had done before she
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was born. But to sit for a portrait the
way she was!
Emerald Tunk arrived wearing an olive
green jumper with a dark Heck in the Wool
and a pair of yellow corduroy trousers.
Her nipples pimpled the jumper and her
lips were cherry red. She glanced round
the lounge-room studying the light. She
brought a chair and said to Beth,
"Please, Mrs. Slater, sit here. 1 think
this is the right position."
Beth sat down nervously. Emerald
drew a curtain halfway across the window.
"That's it," she said. "That's perfect!
Now, you don't have to sit still all the time.
Just relax and forget 1 am painting you."
For three successive afternoons Emerald Tunk painted. Susan kept coming into
the. room and wanting to paint too, so
Emerald gave her a brush and some paint
on a saucer and the child made large
sweeps and curves on a piece of scrap
paper. Emerald Tunk said she was gifted
and her talent should be encouraged.
But Beth, looking at what was growing
on the canvas, wondered whether she was
qualified to make any such pronouncement. To her it looked awful! Each
night she hid the unfinished work so that
Rodney should not see it. On the third
night, Beth sat looking at the finished
picture.
"Do I really look like that?" she said
half aloud.
The face showed nothing of the smooth
texture of her skin. The hair was black
above a chalk-white forehead. But there
was a brilliant luminosity in the eyes.
They seemed to glow out of the mass of
shadows. There was no likeness, as far
as Beth could see, nor any attempt at one.
Rodney came in while she was still
gazing at it.
"Good God!" he exclaimed. "What is
it?"
"It's me," said Beth, not knowing her
own voice. "I had it done as a surprise
for you."
Hodney burst out laughing.
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"Well, for heaven's sake'" he said when
he had recovered froml his mirth. "Is that
all you've got to do? Sit around and be
painted? I wouldn't mind if it was anything like you." His voice grew serious.
"No, Beth, no. That's not th e girl I
married!" It was obvious he meant what
he said, and that he meant it kindly .
"Yet it has a quality, don't you think?
We could hang it in the lounge, Rodney .
Emerald has told me where j can get it
tastefully framed. A grey wooden frame
with charred patches and an inner mount
of grey coarse linen or canvas. People
would never know it's meant to be me.
But it would tone in with ~h e walls and
the cwtains;"
He shrugged his shoulders.
"Hang it where you damn well like.
But a portrait's supposed to be a . .. a portrait." He frowned at it, then looked
quickly at her. "What did she sting you
for it?"
"I gave her t"venty guineas," said Beth
quietly.
"You what? Damn it all, Beth! That's
daylight robbery."
"She wanted to give it to me. 1 had
to insist on her taking payment."
"You're crackers!" he shouted and
stamped out of the house.

Beth heard the engine of th e car start
up. She did not move. Nor at th at
moment did she let flow the tears that
were welling up behind her eyes . She sat
looking mistily at the portrait. Out of
a dark smudgy background the contours
of the face came a little uncertainlv. There
were highlights that brought out th e lin ("
of the neck and the strong bone structure
of her chin. The lips were not firmly
painted, yet she saw that they were not
in any way untrue to the shape of h (~r
own lips. The nostrils were delicately suggested, but out of the shadows on ' each
side of the bridge of the nose the eyes
glowed with an intensity and a purpose
that Beth could not feel were part of her.
Above the pale forehead the hair was
black and lustreless.
"It is the way I see you, Mrs. Slater,"
Emerald Tunk had said. "Your spirit
comes to me ou~ of your eyes."

Beth had never thought of herself beyond what her superficial image in the
mirror revealed. She had taken pride in
her beauty, in the preservation of her skin,
the care of her hands, her hair, and the
form of her body. Rodney had fallen in
love with her b eauty. There was no
beauty in this portrait.

Water
I hear the water
Breathe fire's snore,
Slow, the mutter,
Fast, the roar:
And fear the water,
See its brink
Burning, utter:
But must drink.

DAVID ROWBOTHAM
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Peter Cowan

Episode
Extract from a Recently Completed Novel
HE mornings were cold until the
while they were loading into the silo, as it
wind that swept in from the southwould the farmers with grain in the padeast dropped about nine o'clock,
docks.
when the sun began to hold warmth,
In the night he woke suddenly, and after
though 011 the side of the bins where the
a moment he knew that it was because the
trucks unloaded there was shelter, and the
wind had dropped. The air was stm and
men stood watching the wheat flow into
warm and in the silence he listened as if
the hopper,or talking to one another iri the
the thin glass louvres must rattle sharply,
sun as the shadow of the silo l;etieated
or the door creak at its iron clasp.
across the ground. But towards the end
His rug had fallen to the floor. He got
up unwillingly, his feet.-£nding his sandals.
of the week the wind lessened, the days
becoming hotter, and high light ""ci~TUS
" He took his glasses from the box beside the
. bed, and yawned. He pulled on his"tr.opsclouds lifted thinly across "the sky. "
On Thursday the cloud thickened, lying
ers and shirt and went outside. The clouds
in heavy ridges tinged with black, and the
were moving in the upper sky, though there
flies, undisturbed by the wind, clustered
seemed no wind, they were broken so that
about the faces of the men as they worked,
the moon glinted in sudden . light along
the air humid. In the evening, the last of
the length of the silo. He walked over
the wheat carters waved to him as the
towards the high iron bays, undecided
truck started on the weighbridge, and
whether to close the single gap sheet in
called:
the roof, as he had thought to do when
"Looks like you won't be receiving in
he woke. He had no desire to climb about
the morning if this comes up."
the roof in the dark, handling the iron
Henry said: "Would you say it will?"
sheets, doing something he would have to
"Could do. It's in the right quarter. We
undo £rst thing in the morning if the rain
don't want it now."
did not come. By the bins he stood for a
The bridge vibrated as the truck moved
time, watching the sky. The weather, he
off, picking up speed through the gears,
. thought, with a mild irony, had again sigits owner intent on a few more rounds of
ni£cance. However we deny it in our
the harvester before darkness or the threatsuburban streets, or mock it behind glass,
ened rain defeated him.
it has here power to drag me from my
After tea, when he came out of the · " . bed to ponder it. Then he was aware that
weighbridge shed from doing the books,
the wind was moving again, colder ana
Henry looked at the sky for a time, it
more from · its old quarter, so that he
seemed that the clouds had lessened, and
shivered suddenly, and he thought that the
he went into the hut expecting that by . . ' chance was good enough to risk the gap
morning they would have cleared, the
sheet now. He turned away, and he saw
wind again gusty, rattling the louvres of
plainly something move in the shadow of
the windows in sudden clamour. Rain, if
the small boxlike siding.
it did come, would not inconvenience him
For a moment he thought it was a roo,

ll
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but he knew that if there had been any
left alive in the timber beyond the store
they would be unlikely to come here.
Then he thought suddenly of wheat
thieves, the idea risen from all the half
forgotten trivia and melodrama, the irrational and the unlikely, that he knew could
lie in a man's mind to bide its time as if
he were no more than a child. And he
could have laughed, for there was no
vehicle, and wheat was not stolen in the
middle of the season.

IH[

E went slowly towards the siding,

and the risen wind shifted one of the
loose roof sheets slightly so that it scraped
and was silent.
Almost the shadow
seemed clear now, and he blamed his eyes,
or the sudden shift of cloud against the
moon, glad that in fact there could be
nothing, that he might deride the irrational.
The woman said: "1-1 thought it was
you:"
"Yes," he said. It seemed she might
reveal something shameful if he did not
spare her, if he could not find words. "I
-it seemed as if it was going to rainI was worried about the gap sheet --"
"It did seem as if it would rain."
She stood in the shadow. He could not
see her face. She might have mocked
him, he felt a slow defensive anger.
"I thought 1 saw someone," he said.
"So 1 came over. I'm sorry."
She said suddenly : "If there had be.en
a:ny trains tlU'ough here for the last four
years I suppose 1 could say I had come
over to meet one."
He did not answer and she said:
"Or to collect some. parcel."
. "It's a long time since anything was left
,on this siding." He heard his own words
and he wondered why what had been
meant to sustain a mood sounded flat and
platitudinous, why speech should always
seem to beb'ay him, as if what he must
say could never lie in the words themselves.
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"It's no good," she said. "I came over
here because there's nowhere else."
He was standing close to her, and he
could see her face quite clearly in the uncertain light. Her expression held a hardness as if she derided herself for speaking
to him.
"It's no place-at this time-in the cold
"No. The store is locked. And the car.
l could never go into one of those wheat
bins at night. They terrify me. So there
it is."
She moved suddenly a few paces, as
jf she would leave him, and then she said:
"I'm sorry you saw me. I'd have been
gone in the morning. And you'd not have
been involved in a domestic quarrel. He
locked me out, of course. It happens I'm
afraid of the dark."
Her voice was contemptuously matter
of fact, but he felt now that the contempt
was directed at the situation rather than
at him, or perhaps even at herself. He
said:
"I'm sorry. I don't want to interferebut perhaps if I could help - - "
"I don't think anyone can help, really."
Again her tone was matter of fact, almost
impatient, devoid of pity for herself and
perhaps any other who might come too
close to this which involved her.
"1 could light the stove in the hut," he
said. "That would at least be warm, and
make a cup of tea, if you like."
She smiled faintly, and he saw her dark
brows lift momently.
"Do you think that would be - wise?"
"Well- perhaps not. If you look at it
that way."
"But a kind thought."
"You don't have to accept it. It was
just .a suggestion."
She moved past him and abruptly towards the wooden bench along the inside
of the shed. She thought that at least she
need not oppose this stranger with the
kind of sarcasm that had become habitual
between herself and the man who had
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caused her to be here. And she knew that
it was as if she resisted his sympathy,
tentative though it was, and probably
easily enough deRected. She said:
"Don't let's fight. It's just- I'm at a
disadvantage- you seeing me like this - "
"In the morning," he said, "it need not
have been."
She nodded slowly. "Perhaps."
"I'm a stranger. Someone passing. No
one will ever know."
"I don't know why it matters. One
clings to a few tatters of reserve, I suppose."
"Yes." He hesitated. "I know how you
feel. I'm not really a stranger to- well,
what you called domestic quarrels."
"Oh? And yet you seem- untrammelled. Very much so. Here. Alone."
"Now, perhaps."
"You are married? I'm not being inquisitive. It's just- is that what you
mean?"
"Not now."
"I see. Now you have- freedom. You
can travel around like this- uncommitted."
"You can call it that." He wondered if
she were perhaps overstating to draw his
response.
"It was something you wanted?"
"Well- I don't know."
She laughed. "People usually have
strong convictions about this sort of thing."
She liked suddenly his disinclination to
simplify, his unwillingness to state. in
blacks and whites, as if she were reminded
how far she seemed herself to have gone
from this in her own relationship.
"I suppose," he said, "it would be easier
to be certain if one were younger. For
myself-you see, so much time has been
left behind that I'm not used to what you
call being free. . Perhaps it came too late
to be something I can use."
"Do you believe that?"
"I don't know. After a certain time freedom is so clearly relative, I suppose."
She said with mock severity: "You distrust too readily, perhaps."
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"Let's say I never quite expected it, if
you see what I mean." He grinned. "But
I'm trying to find my feet."
"I think I do see what you mean." She
laughed suddenly, and he felt her tension
and antagonism were withdrawn. "It's a
subject we seem to be pretty familiar
with."
He said : "This has happened before?"
"Oh yes. The first time- I didn't really
know what I was doing- I got into the
car, just to be out of the cold, and then
I drove out along the road for a while. I
thought I'd never come back. And perhaps I shouldn't have. Of course, I did.
But he locks it now."
Outside the shadows of the clouds
passed across the ground, and they could
see one end of the hut and the weighbridge shed, the station waggon parked
against it.
She said: "It's a nice car you have."
"Yes." He thought it was as if they
were waiting for a train, strangers brieRy
in one another's company, and must find
the conventionalities, their moment of discovery past, perhaps regretted. "I bought
it when the house was sold."
She ran her hands along her bare forearms as if she were cold. He said:
"I don't know your name."
"Should you?"
"Yes. Why not?"
"Jill. It doesn't sound very interesting."
"You're cold," he said. ":r.,ook, you can't
stay here like this all night. I'll go and
take a rug over to the bins and sleep in
the wheat . It's very comfortable. You
can use my bed ."
"I couldn't turn you out like that."
"It's not turning me out. For what's
left of the night I'll be quite comfortable
in the wheat."
"It seems stupid- you having to go like
that. I'm not so childish really. It's just
that- well-if he did come-"
"I know." He was aware of the antagonism he had felt for Everett, and unwillWESTERLY

ingly he knew that mingled with it there
might lie fear. "We're not such very old
acquaintances, I suppose."
She smiled. "Not really. And I am
cold."
"Come on," he said.
"You don't mind?"
"There's no reason why I should."
"Then- thank you."
He took the rug from the hut and
walked across to the bins. He could see
no light from the store, though the dark
scrub screened part of the building. He

spread the rug upon the wheat that gave
smoothly to his body and was comfortable. Above him the lighter square of the
gap sheet showed the moving clouds, like
some pattern of the shadows of the rafters
and the high ridge poles. The crossbeams
stretched gaunt and strange in the broken
light. After a time he slept, aware of the
cold and of the wind. As it began to
grow light he went back to the hut, but she
had gone. I-Ie looked at his bed, made up
more neatly than he would have attempted,
and it was all that suggested she had been
there.

Winter Walk
This pathway is a mile and bare
And yet gives back repose once more
As I walk at dusk. I quickly lose
A chill and Raccid day, and choose
Safe emblems in this garden late
With passion as the burning leaves abate.
Although compelled by routine light,
My life remains peripheral
While children play near ponds of night
And run to nothing, reach a wall
That blocks them like commands averse
To violatirs in the dark.
And yet a child might soon disperse
The obstacles I dread beyond this park.

R. A. SIMPSON
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Griffith Watkins- ·

The Left Hand

lr-

HE rain stopped on the fourth day.
By then the low parts of the grounds
were squashy with mud and the
lower pastures under water. The inmates
who worked the dairy wore feed bags on
their heads, the rain sliding down from the
pinnacles of the bags and sluicing onto
their military overcoats' shoulders or continuing down their backs in shining
trickles. Whenever one of them slipped
over in the mud, the others did not laugh.
No expression filtered into their heavy, raw
faces. They simply stopped what they
were doing and stared until the attendant
yelled at them.
Up in the tower, which had the black
water tank on top, the yelling from the
solitary confinement cells died on the
second day. The rain soothed them. Some
of them poked their anns out through
the bars, letting the dull torrent of water
needle their wrists and palms. Their faces
had a placid set, the mouths a little open.
The eyes were beautiful.
In each of the wards, a fire burnt behind the heavy screens. The men sat
around in their chairs or shuffled up and
down the room avoiding each other. Some
of them investigated again the contents of
th eir pockets, staring at the pebbles, the
short pieces of string and scraps of paper
with intense concentration. But most of
them were about the fire those four days,
crouched before the locked screen, watching the flames.
One of them spent the four days watching the sky. He kept away from the
others, standing with his back against the
wall, staring up at the high windows with
the bars over them. Through these he
could see a little of the sky and the
smudged blue-green tops of two pine trees.
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On the morning of the fourth day, two
crows came and rocked about on the very
top sprigs, cawing mournfully. The man
suddenly noticed them, in that his eyes
suddenly noticed them. He did not move,
nor did his expression change. He stood
there, grasping his crippled left arm with
his right hand, his face composed of solemn
planes and his sagging stance suiting the
sloppy drape of his too-large khaki jersey
and trousers. One of the men near the
fire started singing. His voice creaked
through a broken arrangement of notes.
Somehow it seemed to suit the weather.
Up in the top of one of the pine trees,
the crows rocked a shower of silvery drops
down . The lunatic noticed it. He stood
with his knees slightly bent, his chest
hunch ed up, working his right hand around
the shrivelled wrist. His nails had been
cut the day before. He had pale hands
and long fingers. The crows dropped from
the tree. His eyes followed tlleir black
frames. They fell from view. His eyes
moved beyond the tree into the small area
of sky caught by the glass. There was no
blue to be seen, only a low ceiling of gunmetal grey cloud. He kept looking at it,
his eyelids seldom flicking. He kept turning his good hand around the wrist of the
left hand. The wrist was hairless.
On the fifth day, the Friday, they let the
inmates out into the walled exercise yard.
He shuffled out into the weak sunlight that
was piercing the clouds, his close-cropped
blonde hair shivering as the light struck it.
His mouth opened a little as the clouds
moved away from the sun and a full flush
of warmth swept over him, glazing his pink
face and catching his nails as he revolved
the right hand about the left. He moved
unhurriedly to the middle of the yard,
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noticing nothing but the clearing bloom
of the sky, his own eyes seeming to draw
colour from it as more cloud slowly
skidded away from the sun. He looked
at the sun for several minutes before his
hands moved to shade his eyes. Supporting his left hand, he raised it to his forehead, the fingers opening stiffly. He held
it there.
He was in that position when the two
painters began on the building an hour
later. As they set up their gear, the new
apprentice looked about the yard.
"Haven't noticed that one before. The
one starin' up at the sky over therel" he
said to the painter. The short man in overalls turned around.
"Yeah," he said, "the only man in this
bin with enough imagination to look for
stars in the daytime."
"What was he-before he come here?"
the boy asked, cleaning a stick on his
trousers.
"A painter."
"Yeah?"
"A fancy painter- an artist-painted
religious things-loaves and fishes an' that
kind 0' stuff."
"How did he go batty?" the boy asked.
The painter turned back and began working one of the brushes into his palm.
"Strangled a girl who left him for someone else," he said, watching the boy's face.
"Strangled her an' then sewed up 'er lips
with thread." The boy gave a slight start.
"Strikel" he said, looking across the yard.
"We'll have to keep an eye on him won't
we, while we're workin' 'ere?"
"Nah!" said the painter. "He's harmless. Never laid a hand on anyone since
he's bin 'ere."
"How long's that?" the boy wanted to
know.
"Close on eight years," the painter told
him, prising open one of the tins with his
scraper.
"An' what happened to his arm?" the boy
asked, beginning to stir his own tin with a
slow movement.
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"Used to be his good arm, they reckon.
The one he painted with. They reckon
when he grabbed the girl to do 'er in, she
bit 'im on th' wrist an' he's bin rubbin' it
. "
ever smce.
"Strike!" the boy said, looking over to
the lunatic again. "Is that fair dinkum?"
The painter shrugged his shoulders.
"Couldn't say, but that's what they
reckon." He took up the second brush.
"Albert's 'is name.
Hey AlbertI" the
painter called, hooking the brush in the
air.
"Over here, AlbertI"
"Gee, don't call him overl" the boy
pleaded. "He might try somethin'."
"Nah he won'tl" laughed the painter.
"We'll have a lark with 'im. We'll get 'im
paintin' this door."
When the lunatic shuffled up to them,
the boy stood back, fear in his face. The
lunatic stared into the eyes of the painter.
"Here," said the painter, looking around
to make certain that none of the attendants were about, "what about having a
bash at the old painting again, eh?" He
dipped the brush into the light brown paint
and offered it to the lunatic, handle first.
The lunatic turned his head down and
looked at it.
"C'mon," the painter coaxed. "Have
a bash. Give us a girl with breasts pointin'
nor-east an' nor-west." The lunatic kept
his eyes on the brush. The fingers of his
bad hand opened and closed.
"Go ON!" the painter said roughly, taking up the good hand and pushing the
handle into it. "Grab hold of it." The
lunatic's right hand caught hold of the
handle. The drops spilled down onto his
army boots, blurting spots of colour onto
the leather, some striking the sides of the
boots in quick exclamation marks. The
lunatic examined the brush. The painter
rapped on the woodwork.
"On here, Albert!" he coaxed. "Anything y' like!" The lunatic looked up at
the sound of the painter's knuckles striking the wood. The painter rapped again,
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the lunatic watching his arm go out, the
overalls crinkling at the elbow. The lunatic's fingers tightened on the brush. The
painter took him by the jersey and pulled
him up to the door. The lunatic looked
down and b egan to transfer the brush into
his left hand. Then slowly he extended
his shrivelled arm. Brush and wall met,
trickles of paint racing from the contact.
The lunatic began to move his body as if
the brush had become cemented to the
door. The boy's mouth began to open.
"Go on," the painter whispered. Painfully the lunatic worked his shoulder, dragging the arm with it like some stiff pantograph. The brush began to slide along the
woodwork leaving a smudgy trail of running paint. The lunatic kept the brush
moving. It travelled first in an arc then

changed direction to make an ellipse. Then
it began to wobble violently. The boy
and the painter were watching it, all
thoughts gone from their minds. The
lunatic brought the brush back to where
he had begun. The claw-like hand relaxed, dropping the brush to the gravel.
The lunatic b egan to shuffle back towards
the centre of the yard.
Both the boy and the painter did not
turn to watch him go. They had their
eyes rivetted on the thing he had drawn
on the wall. Paint threads dribbled from
the shape of it, but did not destroy its
form. Both of them recognised it simultaneously. It was the painter who first
voiced it.
"Well, for Christ's sake," he said unbelievingly- "a fi sh!"

Young Callisto
In the schoolyard she can feel
the soot marking th e factories,
th e hoardings mock her from the street,
the start of summer force the trees,
chafing axles turn the wheel,
the thrust of engines, dust in the breeze,
and constellations without number
brand th e darkness beyond light.
Already she can not remember
'Nord and gesture, place and cause,
but after her last tears she smiles
and will not play with the oth er girls.

THOMAS W. SHAPCOTT
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The Pleasure of Princes
What pleasures have great princes? These: to know
Themselves reputed mad with pride or power;
To speak few words-few words and short bring low
This ancient house, that city with flame devour;
To make old men, their fathers' enemies,
Drunk on the vintage of the former age;
To have great painters show their mistresses
Naked to the succeeding time; engage
The cunning of able, treacherous ministers
To serve, despite themselves, the cause they hate,
And leave a prosperous kingdom to their heirs
Nursed by the caterpillars of the state;
To keep their spies in good men's hearts; to read
The malice of the wise, and act betimes;
To hear the Grand Remonstrances of greed,
Led by the pure; cheat justice of her crimes;
To beget worthless sons and, being old,
By starlight climb the battlements, and while
The pacing sentry hugs himself for cold,
Keep vigil like a lover, muse and smile,
And think, to see from the grim castle steep
The midnight city below rejoice and shine:
'There my great demon ,grumbles in his sleep
And dreams of his destruction, and of mine.'

A. D. HOPE

This poem is reprinted from Poems, 1960, Hamish Hamilton , by permission of the author.
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A General Much Tired of War
They watch me in the field,
load my cannon, wheel my squadrons of horse,
scribble with jewelled fingers my warring maps,
and now that we rest, they come to me with talk.
We will give
a Medici palace, title and wife;
all these we will give
for thy banner a year on the Tuscan plains.
I watch their eager eyes,
and as I speak, their noble lips quiver.
I am going home, signori,
to the Christ-twisted vines,
to the white chapped fountain,
and to the wheat gold stubble on the brown earth's chin.
For these are my blood;
but now my heart.
She is proud,
like a tall pine in high wind;
she is soft,
like deep snow freshly fallen;
and she is beauty,
like spring fruit, sudden burst or flamed.
These things she is;
and she is mine, signori.
She waits,
and my horse is saddled.
I ride no more in the chalk white dust;
I ride in stars and meteors shower my way.
They bend from the waist,
speak polite regret,
turn, salute in true Court School style,
and leave me in the tent.
They are gone,
and lope my oystered hand to gaze at thy face,
and my tired eyes moisten,
while my heart melts in golden pain.

P. W. JEFFERY
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The Refugee
Her father now is gone, the wind has blown.
While the blossom clutched its heart of darkness,
The fire wound quickly from its hearth of bone,
And beat as silent upwards as the owl.
Now her father has done. He was as cute
In virtue as the christmas pig is pink
And primped with fruited mouth and sweetened gut,
With brain as tiny and with heart as mute.
N ow her father is gone. There is strange peace
In the children's garden-when he loomed there
Uncertain charades would flutter, then cease,
In leaflike terror of those moral gusts.
But he has done. Only after darkness
When the low morning light glistens like bone
Do ghosts return, and sleeping children moan
As harsh commandments thunder down again.
He has done now, but in his girl the pain
He sowed is cuckoo-bloated on her grace,
And sits an evil face behind her face,
Poisoning her wine, and rotting her grain.
Her father done, she fled to me. He had
Tilled her humble brow with a pious plough
And laid ditches in her cheek. These were now
The emblems of her service, toll and tithe.
The
The
She
Her

sins (that love extols) in her did shrive
virtues of her father's hidden guest.
took my hand and laid it on her breast:
father now is dust, and man is flesh.

M. LEVENE
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Warning
Beware of the past;
Within it lie
Dark haunted pools
That lure the eye
To drown in grief and madness.
Things that are gone,
Or never were,
The Adversary
'Weaves to a snare,
The mystery of sadness.
Fear to recall
Those terrible dreams
That sickened the heart
Or tore with screams
The shocked affrighted air;
N or let your mind
TUl:n back to feel
The cold remorse
Nothing can heal,
Whose wisdom is despair.
Abandon the past;
Whoever gropes
For comfort there
Will lose his hopes
The cruel memories stand
Like stone-faced gods
Watchful and grim,
Row upon rowBut raise them no hymn
Or sacrificing hand.

JAMES McAULEY
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Merry-Go-Round
Bright-coloured, mirror-plated, strung with lights,
With swan-shaped cars and prancing wooden horses,
The silent waiting merry-go-round invites
A swarm of eager riders for its courses.

It moves: a painted miniature cosmos, turning
With planetary music blaring loud.
The riders lean intent, lips parted, faces burning;
Brief smiles float out towards the ""atching crowd.

On their brass poles the horses ride and fall
In undulant Hight; the children ride through dreams.
How faery-bright to them, how magical,
The crude and gaudy mechanism seems!

Almost I see the marvel that they see,
And hear like them th e music of the spheres;
They smile out of the enchanted · whirl to me.
The lights and colours suddenly dim with tears.

But now their turning world is slowing, slowing;
Horses and music stop: how brief the ride!
Newcomers clamber on as these are going
Reluctantly to join the crowd outside.

JAMES McAULEY
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Nagasaki
She dropped an ivory comb:
Let her hair down over her shoulders.
And the tears ran like wine.
Now she is barren, struck
In her womb by the bitter seed
The night has harvested.
Hands folded in prayer
She kn eels and cries down there.

Over the field they come,
Her children, ten years older
And deader thaI} the twisting vine.
They had no share of luck,
When someone did that deed
And stripped hair from each head.
Bald in the wind they come.
And their mouths are dumb.

Watch them now in the morning.
Each limb twisted like a root
Each head lolling on a neck
\Vhere the muscles have rotted .
It began that night she lay
Clasped by his arms in a bed
And cried once to the sky.
At that moment it came, the thing
Like an evil flower breaking
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In a black spring.
Under the cracking boot
Of sky they struggled back
Kicked, to the vicious, knotted
Remnant of the long day.
Their progeny has bled
Ten years, and silently.
Watch them, fate, with some care,
For they are everywhere,

Scattered on earth like grain
When the locusts ate the husks.
On sea and land and air
Their voices mesh and tangle,
In a bitter skein;
Shall we try to expunge
The measure of their permanence,
With tlle slow tread of a prayer?
But we cannot still them there.

CHARLES HIGHAM
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Two Funerals
I
Now that he's in his second home,
Their tongues are freed to talk of death.
That is their comfort and their right:
Their hands clapped him out of the womb,
His lungs grew mansize with their breath,
Their praise gave him living-room.
N ow they'll pra ise him through the night.

For once, they're gathered as a clan:
Faces exchan ging words of smoke.
Bodies in out-of-date dark suits
Moving in guarded unison;
Debaters all, yet none disputes
The facts, and no-one points the joke :
It's death that straightens out a man.

I think, we have all donned the mask
Of his dead face; what seems an age
Under the few birdless trees
\Ve're like a chorus at its task,
Treading the graveyard as our stage,
Half-sharers in those litanies
'Nhich promise what we clare not ask.
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II

It's one of those funerals where the relatives
Rather pointedly decline to mourn.
At such tim es th e staring will can turn
Flesh to stone. The chief mourners
Move with gallantry, not grief: the brother
iVlanagin g his feelings like the family business,
The mother grey with whisky and
Late hours of savoir-faire.
In the pinched field the gravestones look
Modelled in clay. The firing-party ,
Pimply before a brisk W .O.,
Adjust their eyes, thinking about their rifles.
I let myself, as usual, be the victim
Of my neighbour's fascination with th e bizarre :
"As though he were an Irishman he managed
To prang in th e flattest landscape in England.
He made a hole in his moth erland
Thirty feet deep.
They say there's not an ounce of him in that box,
Just clods, pebbles, God knows what,
Scraped together. They couldn't find a scrap
Except, of all things, his great
Pukka moustache".
The Union Jack with its stretched colours
Guards the brave deception;
Over clods th e Byting of the bugles,
Barely competin g with such knowledge.

VINCENT BUCKLEY
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Inheritances
I've bought some fine young trees that we must plant
for future's shade and some years' flowering.
Mind that has raped and torn each element
to sire an Oedipus, a greedy thing
of ash, now listens at the cross-roads for
betrayal and his consort to prove whore.

Green leaves already cast a little shadewe dream these saplings to maturity
enough for children to climb in and hide.
Flesh that supports and friends its enemy
waits, waits for the tension to create
the hurt to split into its furth est night.

o

we must holy tend the living trees
to make them green, so easily anyone
can snap them yet and turn their promises
to firewood.

Blind Oedipus, my son,
turn back from the dead land your mother's thighs
before the crossroads purchase all our eyes.

THOMAS W. SHAPCOTT
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The Cock on Saint Oswald's Spire
Plumbly proud the iron cock
Swings spire and belfry about his feet
And shakes shock into the dodging birds
That hawk their frail frames
Into his Aeolian cage.

From his cold height he turns
Unseeing eye and maps
A sea of air, a land of water
On his lonely, rusting perch
With winter's drumming hitting him
To the heart.

Spring turns his head:
Draughts hug the steeple in delicious whimsy
And 0 for a pair of wings to flap
And burst the lazy clouds
Loitering over the town.

Spring makes him restless:
He turns all night,
Catching the moon upon his comb,
Sliding her down his beak's sharp mould
To gild his rusted wattles gold.

GRIFFITH WATKINS
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The Raindrops Cannot Mingle
TIle raindrops cannot mingle
suspended in the air,
so the widowed and the single
pass greeting on the stair,
don't trespass on their neighbour
nor call on the upstair's flat,
but they hear another's footstep
and the clicking on of light.
The lids of their love are shut
in distance that is masonry,
for feeling hand they cannot see,
nor lip upon another's cup.
They care and do not care
for walls that hold a story,
for living they can't dare,
the joy that takes in mystery.
Sweet kernels in a nut,
intent on their own book
they won't hear silence speak
nor query who's so late.
Cushioned in routine
they can hide their waste,
conventioned by their past
they can forget what's green.
Fruit's conserved to eat,
but what a taste to choose
love that's cold to heat,
that will not risk to lose.
In skulls of countless rooms
no chance love blooms,
but come the storm of need
and the dry pods seed.

OLIVE PELL
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The Ceiling
Green sweater a little rubbed,
thin hair uncut and yellow.
Poised as it seems,
observing carefully,

'Loathe him,' she says. But almost every night
after the evening lecture, drinking, talking
in the Town House bistro with boys
her own age, still she leaves with him
or, if he works ,at home, will steal away
to tap on the door of the downstairs flat.

Always he condescends, demonstrating
again the things he's taught her. Lastly his back
curves like a shell beneath the bedclotl1es, breatl,
wheezing asthmatically in sleep. But she,
lyin g too long awake, stares at an unlit lighthouse:

it's upside-down in a gently undulating
gray ceiling. Bewilderment
could easily bring tears, but frowning
she reaches up into the rippled shadow
for nothing she knows.
That girl is not all there.

ALEXANDER CRAIG
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A Twentieth Century Man
He is lonely in his death of care.
He sees no saviour, friend.
He is his own man, bent to bear
A weightlessness, an end.
For who shall find him but they seek
Unwilled, and lost as freed,
In servitude to nothing, too weak
To master, love or need?
And knowing this, he would not dare
Say by word or soul
That any man should meet him there
( N one ever meet in whole).
He whispers Eli; disbelievesFor so the name out-stands
Extremities where no one grieves
Or folds or holds up hands.
Walled in, he hears the wind toll bells
And the night nail stars;
He would not cry for grace in cells
Or press against the bars.
He was the man who, living, tries
To seize (before they slip)
Fidelities from under lies,
From jargon, fellowship;
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To strike a sabbath from the rock
And slake the thirst of dreams;
To let no beauty's answer mock
The miracle it seems;
To found and be a memory's fact,
Too prized to doubt 01' mourn
(What could he in creation's act
Promise the unborn?);
To learn, living, what voice grows
Angels in dying eyes,
And arch the dark where absence flows
With gleams of paradiseTill the last surviving day when truth
Shatters and is complete:
The way for hope is heedless youth;
For discovery, defeat.
He closed his own cell door and wept,
Caring, yet, to be;
'I11en turned and killed the care he kept
In mercy's dignity.
The century's Judas minutes roar;
He waits, an unreached loss:
What prophet spoke to make him more
Once he out-racked th e cross?

DAVID ROWBOTHAM
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The Scholar
There are harboured in the hollows of that skull
The fleets and squabbling hordes of Greece;
Sacked Troy lies smouldering behind those dull
Apologetic eyes and Odysseus will never cease,
Among the twists and convolutions of that brain,
His hungry wanderings to see his island-home again.

Scanned to the stress of fireflecked feet and fears ,
Assonant, deep barbarian songs are hung
Within the Caverns of those red, ridiculous ears;
Though just beyond re-sounding by his tongue.
He footnotes, in small print, another's themes
And wryly annotates his lonely mocking dreams.

Andromache, mothering, for him weeps
And holds him up his only frightened child.
Helen, for him alone, her beauty keeps
Forever flowering beside the blue and mild
Aegean, which washes the floods and ebbings of his h eart
Upon the island beauties of another's art.

J.
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Note On Images
But do
to what
there is
remains

not simplify these passing years
you will, since life is not a game;
a sense of pattern though design
invisible. Don't fear to name

what can be named; but do not yet reduce
all that is changing to a plain disorder,
impose one pattern on uncertain youth
as though a garden simply stressed its border.

It can't be done: the lines we try to rule,
the simple image like a set of shelves;
we try to lasso life into a phrase
and in the end we merely snare ourselves.

And that is what I praise: how life won't let
a single image carryall its loador if it does it's as a catherine wheel
that means the mom ent that its lights explode

So wait and watch, attentive and alert;
do not impose, but tenderly discover:
till all your images are tried by life
and th ey reward you as a constant lover.

VIVIAN SMITH
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In Hospital
Morning. I dare not stir.
of pain, of what pain may wake.
My daughter yesterday
unwillingly for my sake
brought here, carried with her
this jar full of odd things,
stones, shells, glass, scavengings
from our last holiday,

r think

sea-toys, child's jewels, rolled
to smooth anonymous shapes. She filled
the jar with water to bring
a gleam back from their chilled
and speechless world. They hold
salt air, soft stone, clear light
and a swallow's ragged flight ,
wings closed, continuing
in air between wave and wave.

Arrogant on that shore r raced
with my child. Pain splinters me.
r am cracked like glass. I taste,
salt, my own fear, can save
nothing, am ground, degraded
on my own fragments, abraded
featureless.
And am free
of pain for a brief space.
A firetalented tongue will choose
its truth. I do not bear
what's gone, do not refuse
what's yet to come. The grace
of water rinsed, re-made
these stones. My tongue's betrayed
by pain. They speak my prayer.

GWEN HARWOOD
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The Wound
The tenth day, and they give
my mirror back. Who knows
how to drink pain, and live?
I look, and the glass shows
the truth, Rne as a hair,
of the scalpel's wounding care.
A round reproach to all
that's warped, uncertain, clouded,
the sun climbs. On the wall,
by the racked body shrouded
in pain, is a shadow thrown;
simple, unchanged, my own.
Body, on whom the claims
of spirit fall to inspire
and terrify, there flames
at your least breath a Rre
of anguish, not for this pain,
but that scars will remain.
You will be loved no less.
Spirit can build, make shift
with what there is, and press
pain to its mould; will lift
from your crucible of night
a form drippin g with light.
Felix culpa. The sun
lights in my flesh the great
wound of the world. What's done
is done. In man's estate
let my flawed wholeness prOVe
the art and scope of love.

GWEN HARWOOD
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Twentie th Anniversary of my
Fa ther's Death
You had a haemorrhage that night
And in a hospital, and in a dream,
You asked me for your slippers and your gown,
But as you propped compulsively to speak
I saw the true complexion for a clown.
Somehow I learnt my uselessness,
Yet would have put you b ack within our house
And in a bed without the rising froth
Upon your lips, the white and certitude,
And imbecility with every breath.
I know your ghost is real.
Tonight a figure on your bicycle
Comes riding down a bill ; and so you last
Though you might still mistrust the tracery
That holds a man and arrogates the past.

R. A. SIMPSON

For Alexander Cra ig
I look at my lettered room,
The rows of books and names,
And 'Nalls become a tomb
From which I'd rise and wake.
Now th at the thought declaims,
I write here for your sake
And wonder ho"" we might atone
For isolation , years of stone.
The little We have learnt
Through discipline and words,
Tells how the soul is burnt
Here on this earth; and birds
Die with their flames and never rise,
Thou gh myths may argue otherwise.

R. A. SIMPSON
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Twelve Artists
GUY GREY-S1v!ITH

1

Torbay

Oi l

24" , 36"

On loan to Tate Ga lle ry Exhihit ion

TOlII GIBBO NS

Lanel's End
( eli [Fs of Fall )
Oil
13" ,
Possess io n of the
A rtist

2

3~ ''

3

IVIARGARET PRIEST

3 . l\ l eJll ori al
F i;..,I'(' ~..:lass
p owder

with

un

m eta l

coppt' r tx
a:"lll a ture .

hronz e

King's Park.
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C rll c in x
Bron/.('

St.

6.
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ft.

Co ll ege,

C I<l rt' lll onl.

l\ ladon na a nd C hild ( De ta il )
Bronze o ve r te rre Gui tl'

SL

5

6

T h omas

~ I () r(-'

Co ll e,!;{<-' ,

7

fL

Cmw lcy .

KATHLEEN O'CONNOR

7

Waterlili es

Oil

0 11

can v as

'26" x 3 1"

Lad y L ee-S tcC' re

8

T he Pink N urse

Oi l on card boa rd

16" x 20"

~ Irs .

~ r cKc li ar- Hall

9

L'heure tiu th e
3 1" x 38~n
Pa rli ament House, P erth.
'rt'11lp c ra

'CEOFF HEY ALLE N
Burnin g Off
O il
24 " x 3 6"
U nin:'rs it y of \ 'V ,A .

IO

CY HIL LA NDER
T he Hock
\ Vate r Co lour
14~ " x 2 1 ~ H

A rt Ga ll e ry of W. A.

11

E HNEST PHlLPOT
Sleep in g Brid ge
O il
2 7 ~ " x 33~~
Art Gal l" r" of \ V.A.

12

nclin e H ill
35~"

x 42"

Ga llery of W .A.

13

IBERT

JUNIPER
dscape : J\1[clTcc1 in

30" , 39"
Gallery of W.A.

14

ELIZABETH D URACK

15

L e itm oti f

\Va te r Colo ur

22 " x 3 0"

Possess io n o f the Artist

16

Gath er ing Wind

O il & d arn ma r

27" x 36"

~ [r.

& Mrs . J-Ie\\' Hobcris

HRODA BOISSEVAI N
Da isy Boisseva in
Oil
20" x 18"
C . W . H ea th co te , Esq.

17

\VILLlAM BOISSEVA I N
Hobert Juniper
Oi l
40" x 32 "
l:Jossess ion o f th e A rtist.

18

1

\-"i nely Pbins

(Cape York Peninsula )

SYDNEY NOLAN:

2

The Perish

Ripniin o n Maso nit e

33~"

x

47~"

Un ive rs it y of ' ·V .A.

Paintings bought under th e Tom Collins Bequ es t

Hipolin

011

Masonite

35 ~ "

x

47~"

Uni ve rs ity of "V. A.

1

'J'erribilis est Inells iste: hie

c/OI1lIl S

Dei est, et porta emli .

2

The Hawes Churches

1. Ge ra lclton Cn th cclral ; South-"Ves t vi ew.

2.

Uta kara Ceill ete ry Chape l; \·Vest end.

3. T he High Altm ; l'vlulle wa.
4. St. l\Iary's Mulle wa; No rth- "Vest vi ew .
o. St.

~Iary's

No rthaillpton; \Vest e nd .

3

4

Photographs hy Cyril Brown & Pat-rick Hutchings.

5

P late 3.
Barramundi. who made the
Alliga to r Hi veI' in Illythiea l

h(:'Jn ,!.! speared hy a hUll te r.

A rtis t : N ipp e r .M aragar.

East

tilll~S,

f Life

Plate 1.
C e rem o nial sce ne : so n ,l.!;ma l1 w ith
c lapping sti c ks , didjcridoo p ]a ye r,
and two m e n an d a woman dancing.
Ar tist : :M idjaumidjau.
CUllwi n ggu trib e .

Plate 2.
Fresh wa te r tortoises .
w h ose spirit in creas e cen t re is a
white rock near th e A d elaide lUver .
Artis t: N ippe r ,M nrn g ar,
Ma n ge ri trib e .

P late 4.
Scene from th e sacre d \'Vawalag
( \ Vallwalak) m yt h: the wate rh oie
wh e re th e tw o Sisters w e re swa llowed by th e m o n strous p y th o n , th e
Lig htnin g Snake.
T h e S nake him se lf is shown among pieces of th e
s trin gy bark tre e which h e split" ;
oth e r d es ig ns re prese nt rocks, kan g:11'00 trac ks, spring wa t e r runnin g.
ca bba ge
palm s
wit h
nuts,
and
sto ne sp ea r blad es .
A rti st: ~ I awulall (Mauwulan ), Hiradjill~u li nguistic unit.

Plate 5.
C on ve nti onn li zed post fi g ure of th e
e ide r \V awa la g S ist e r.
From top:
design o f slll a ll \ Vnwa lag s tont's ;
i. e ., sto n e spear hl ades; frin ge to
re prese nl h air, with fe al h e rs at ta c h ed; edible red h e rri es a nd (b o ttom )
leaves of an unid e ntifi e d bush .
Art ist : Ga lhaga lba . Djambadbingu
lin guisti c unit.

Patrick Hutchings

Twelve Artists
RT in Western Australia is not all West
Australian art. And this is as it should
be.
One legitimate concern of art in a new country is to record the unfamiliar landscape; but
"record" is a rationalisation. No matter how
much the artist intends 'to paint exactly what
he sees' something more will come over, and
what comes over in all Colonial art, in the early
periods at least, is the effort to assimilate the new
country. On the technical side one can explain
away the symptoms of this effort, by treating
them simply as matters of technique : new shapes
can not be represented by the old technical devices, but once a new shorthand has been devised,
or patched up out of the old one, then the unfamiliar is assimilated. This is all true in its
way, but th e matter is deep er than that, and
the technical problems are all on the surface.
Landscape painting in a new country is a kind
of introjection, 1 in the psycho-analytic sense,
What threatens, or what
of the unfamiliar.
merely cannot be dealt with in terms of the
habits and expectations of the Old World, must
be taken in.
The images of a landscape allow us to assert
ourselves in relation to it: we have its magic
name when we have made its image. Vve have
the word of power.
The image is an internalisable, intellectually
and emotionally comestible substitute for the exterior 'inedible' reality. Imaging and naming are
primitive psychological processes of the greatest
import'lnce to us, and it is not fanciful but, I
think, literally true to give an account of landscape art in Australia in terms of this process.
Of course the account is true, if at all, on one
level only, and there are other levels to which
it is simply not relevant. But it may help sometimes.
The concern on the p1rt of both artis ~s and
the public with bndscape in Austrolia is, it C1n
be ~ rgued, l)]rt of a process of psychological
assimilation. From Buvelot or before to Nolan,
the painters luve been interiorising the Continent
for us. The more innocent of us thought simply
that they had been painting pictures of scenes.
Of course our heavy psychological thesis ignores the frequent outbursts of portrait painting,
and the waves of classical and home-brewed myth
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which have swept Australian painting from time
to time; Bunny's claSSical, and the Lindsays'
"vitalistic" extravagances will not fit into the
thesis. But nor do they count against it. It is a
special not a general hypothesis, and is not meant
to fit everything.
The present collection of plates is heavily
inclined towards the landscape motif, and this is
not especially by design. With the exception of a
sculptor, and of Kathleen O'Connor whose artistic
preoccupations are almost exclusively those of an
European, nearly all the artists deal with the
landscape theme. Lander re-creates the primal
scene of confl'Ontation with the bush; Guy GreySmith and Juniper look out on the landscape,
fortified; innoculated by the familiarity of several
generations, and further sophisticated by certain
artistic modes and idioms which derive from the
Old World, they see their world in formal terms.
It is no longer primarily a thing that needs to be
taken in, and they use it as a glossary for almost
pure compositions in paint, in styles that owe a
great deal to Europe: to Cezanne ultimately in
one case, and possibly to Klee in the other.
The most abstract of the painters, Gibbons, an
intellectual symbolist, offers us an externalisation
of an inner landscape, and so reverses the original
process: but his externalisation is this landscape,
the West. Like Juniper's 'film-strip' paintings2
with the sea-on-the-Ieft, it is here, and what is
externalised takes a local habitation, just as the
local had to be taken in before it became an
habitation.
Elizabeth Durack and Cyril Lander provide
the strongest "pure" examples for our psychiatric
thesis; they are dealing with the place; and it is
further confirmation of the hypotheses to notice
that Elizabeth Durack is both closest to the
pioneers in the circumstances of her life-or was,
since she spent her childhood in the north-westand furthest from the preoccupotions of the art
of Europe, being quite self-taught. The chance
that Gibbons should paint a "Western Landscape" is its final "confirmation". At any rate,
the thesis holds these and a lot of other, otherwise disparate phenomena together; and th'lt is
perhaps all that can be expected of it. And it
helps us to relate to one another the various kinds
of artistic statement which the plates make.
It is necessary to offer a final word on the
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principle of selection that produced our present
'gallery': there was none. None of the names
included, of course, will occasion any surprise;
but omissions will, inevitably.
There are various explanations for these omissions. Some artists who were sent questionnaires
did not reply. Some artists who should have
been sent them were not-for various reasons,
good, bad or unforgivable; but space was one of
the good ones. It is hoped, however, that this
'gallery' will become an occasional feature of the
new Westerly. There are many more artists in
Perth than th e twelve reproduced here; some
of them have not exhibited recently and have
been left out for that reason. We hope, however,
to publish further articles on the local artistic
scene, and to make up present omissions.
The chief, and positive, reason for the present
tllPe of selection was this: we wished to present
a group of paintings by Western Australian artists
which would illustrate as well as might be the
breadth and variety of artistic activity in the
West, and which would combine the autochthonous and the exotic in such a way as to illustrate
both the extremes, and the middle points on the
range between them. We think that the present
selection does this.
Art, if you want an analogy, is not atomic but
organic in its economy, and our plates show the
process of cross-fertilisation which goes on, even
in a small community, between the 'local' strains
:md the seminal influences that are blown from
the remotest places. Local concerns are related
to wider ones, and one is enabled to look outwards towards a larger world.
Art in the West if uniformly "autochthonous"
would intensify our isolation quite unbearably:
art as it is in the West not only relieves our
isolation, hut tries gallantly to cancel it.
KATHLEEN O'CONNOR, the doyenne of West
Australian painters, was born in New Zealand and
has spent most of her life in Europe, and her
connections with the State are familial rather
than artistic. She is the dau ghter of the engineer
C. Y. O'Connor, whose statue overlooks the Fremantle wharves which he designed at the end of
the las t century.
Miss O'Connor left Australia in the early
1900's after a short period of study with James
Linton at the Perth Technical College. She went
first to London and spent some time at the Bushey
School, where she came under the influence of its
founder Sir Hubert von Herkomer, and incidentally of Sir Frank Brangwyn; then she moved to
Paris. From 1907 until the 1950's Miss O'Connor
painted in Paris, Belgium and the South of France.
Her work was interrupted by the two World
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Wars, and she visited Australia several times, both
before the First War, and in the years entre deux
gue-r-res.
The paintings of Kathleen O'Connor are in the
tradition of French Impressionism, and among the
most important influences on her work was the
encouragement and example of Vuillard: Vuillard
"reflechi et attentif a couleur du silence ou a~
ton de la penombre".3
Kathleen O'Connor catches 'the colours of
silence, and of shadows' in The Pink Nurse (Plate
8: painted about 1925), and the bright pink uniform serves to emphasise the repose of the whole
design; a design in which one finds something of
the emotional quality which a French critic noted
in her pre-1914 paintings, "une melancoli douce,
infiniment prenante",4 and one, stylistically, in
which, "Ie motif est suggere furtivement beau coup
plus qui depeint". 5
It is interestin g to contrast Kathleen O'Connor's
essentially French impressionism with the work
of the Australian impressionists; the grey light
of Paris and the hard luminosity of the Australian sky give rise, within the one tradition, to
quite different styles of painting.
In Plate 7, Waterlilies (painted about 1920-5),
we can see the luminosity of receding planes
which goes back to Monet, and which characterises many of Kathleen O'Connor's flower pieces.
Besides the two genres represented in the
plates, flower pieces, and figures and groups in
parks-mostly the Luxembourg gardens in ParisKathleen O'Connor has painted portraits, which
range from the compact-textured Portrait of a
Belgian Girl (1920-5) to the gros-pointilliste impressionism of th e recent Portrait of Sir Russell
Dumas (l961).
There is a furth er group of Kathleen O'Connor's paintings which is represented in the Western Australian State Collection by a still-life in
tempera, of a pot of flowers and a french novel
against a bright horizontally striped blanket,6 this
group we have illustrated here wi th a half tone
block, Plate 9.
These still-life paintings are harder than the
figure. groups and flower pieces, post-impressionist
rather than impressionist, and the forms are unequivocally defined. The pictures have, as one
critic put it, "les merites d'une execution vigourese". 7 111ese works of her 'middle period' Miss
O'Connor considers to be as important as her more
"atmospheric" paintings, and the picture illustrated
here, L'heure du. th e, and exhibited in Paris in the
middle 1930's, was praised very hi ghly by French
critics for its clarity and luminosity, and for the
freshness of its colours. The paintings of Kathleen
O'Connor's fourth period, the large still-lifes
painted since her return to Australia, go back
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in style to her earlier impressionist period, and
the outlines of objects are again softer.
Reviewing a retrosp ective exhibition of Kathleen O'Connor's painting at tlle Galerie J. Allard
in Paris in 1937, M. Hesset 8 commented on the
'unquestionable harmony' which her work as a
whole presents despite the divergence of idioms
which characterise its several periods: but perhaps the best summary of Kathleen O'Connor's
work is Barnett Colan's:
"She has been called an Impressionist and
a post-impressionist, and th ere are certain
qualities in her work which would suggest
this. She seems to me, however, to have
absorbed and made her own all the really
French t endencies which stem from Monet
and Cezanne, and to have avoided the more
intellectual elements of Cubism, Surrealism
and Abstract art which have never been
essentially French."9
Exhibitions:
Miss O'Connor exhibited in the Salon D'Automne regularly from 1911 on ( and once had four
canvasses accepted for a single Salon); in the
Independants; with the British Society of Portraitists (before 1914); in the Salon Franc;:aise and
in th e Ex hibition of the Societe des Femmes
Peintres et Sculpteurs, and with the "Artistes
Britanniques sur la cote D'Azure", Nice (1948) ;
at th e Galeries J. Allard (1937), and Marseille,
Paris (1953); at the Perth Art Gallery (a retrospective ) . 1948, the Claude Hotchin Gallery
(1949) , and in the Perth Prize 1956 and 1958
(winning the W .A. Section in 1958). Her latest
exhibition was at the Hotchin in 1961 (Notices
of th e Perth exhibitions by "C.G."-C. G. Hamilton, M.B.E.-can be found in The West Australian for December 8th, 1948, June 8th, 1949
and February 7th, 1961: a notice of the 1961
exhibition can be found in The Critic Vol. 1 No.
S 1961).
Collections:
Miss O'Connor is represented in Australian
State Collections, the Australian Government
Collection, and in many private collections in
Europe, England and Australia.
Studio:
37a Mount Street, Perth. By previous appointment only.
ELIZABETH DURACK was born in Perth and
has spent a great deal of her life in the N orthWest: she is self-trained and is a full time painter,
illustrator and print-maker.
While th is article was in press it was announced
th 1t Miss ()'Co'lI1or h a~ ' VO'l the B.P. Prize,
Commonwealth Games Exhibition.
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Elizabeth Durack's art is as autochthonous as
her subject matter-the aboriginal figures which
are her leitmotif; Plate 15. She began drawing
as a child, the figures and landscapes that she
knew: and as her style has developed she has
become more and more involved with her first
preoccupation, the relation of man to the phice
he lives in.
Her first published works were line-illustrations
for books, beginning with her sister's "All-About"
in 1936,10 and all of them dealt with aboriginal
themes. After a visit to Europe in 1937 she came
back to Australia, and in 1946 went to Broome
where she spent six months painting very large,
often harsh but sometimes tender and compassiqnate studies of figures, aborigines and outback
settlers, which displayed her growing maturity of
style and feeling. These paintings laid the found ation for her latest work,1!
The illustration, Plate 15, shows a water colour
painted about 1950, the line has tightened up,
and th ere is a tinge of realism absent from the
early illustrations. It is sometimes said that
Elizabeth Durack's prints and drawings of aborigines are sentimental, and this is true of some
at least of them; but what they show is always
the sentiment of affection, not sentimentality as
such. This elegant vogueish girl is caught be-. ·
tween her present rather wretched state, and
the possibility of a new kind of life which IDe
artist sees in her. The beauty of the child is
there, and only the sour kind of realism would
overlook it. Here is a picture of a person for
whom something can be, ought to be done.
Many of the Eastern Goldfields paintings
( 1960) are as stark as a socialist-realist could
want: but the realism is always tempered with
compassion and concern.
Elizabeth Durack's latest work is tachiste in
style, and merges figures and landscapes into one,
on surfaces of paint that look like slices of
marble; Plate 16, Gathering Wind. (These paintings are illustrated in some detail in The Architect
for December 1961.) Her sketches from nature
which lie behind these paintings have a considerable interest of their own, since they express
the immediate impact of the flat forbidding tracts
of Western Australia on someone who has lived
with them all her life, and who taught herself to
draw in order to represent them. For ElizabeID
Durack art is not merely the representation of
place, but the assertion of man's right to inhabit
the place he is in.
Exhibitions:
Since the 1946 exhibition of the Broome paintings, Elizabeth Durack has held over thirty exhibitions, mainly in Perth, Sydney and Melbourne,
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and in Broome. Her work was represented in
the Wllitechapel exhibition in London in 1961.
Collections:
All State Galleries, the collections of Dr. H.
V. Evatt, Dr. Coombs, Mr. Claude Hotchin, Mr.
Ambassador Peasley, Dr. and Mrs. Ariens, and
in many other private collections; The University
of Western Australia collection. Sixteen decorative panels, 13ft. x 4ft., illustrating The Legen.d
of the Black Swans can be seen in the Perth Chest
Hospital, Hollywood, W.A. The series of paintings on aboriginal motifs Cord to Alcheringa may
be seen on the staircase of Winthrop Hall, in the
University of W.A.: these are executed in oil
and natural ochres.
Studio:
47 Browne Avenue, Dalkeith, W.A.
pointment; phone 86 3910.)

(By ap-

\1ARGARET PRIEST was born in Scotland;
sculpts, teaches and is a housewife and mother.
She studied in Glasgow (1939-43) with the sculptor Benno Schotz, and with the painters W . O.
Hutchinson and Hugh Crawford; she held the
Cuthrie Award of the Royal Scottish Academy
in 1944, together with a post-graduate scholarship, and in 1947 studied in Paris on the Keppie
Scholarship.
Margaret Priest's work is varied in style and
in material; she is represented in the State collection by a hi ghly formalis ed wooel carving "Young
Girl" (19.54) . Her most notable contribution to
the State is, however, her public sculpture, and
she has executed three commissions for churches,
and one war memorial.
Her G-m cifix in bronze at St. Louis College.
Claremont, recalls Gothic expressionism though
it is executed in an extremely "modern" style, and
it is powerful and moving work. (Plates 4 and
5. ) Her statue QUI' Lady of Cmwley (Plate
6, detail) in the Chapel of St. Thomas More
College in The University of W estern Australia
is perhaps her most sensitive devotional work: the
elon gation of the figure of the Virgin removes the
mother and child at once from the commonplace
to the transcendent plane, while the treament of
the fa ces is reassuringly hllman. The notion of
the \V ol'd made flesh is splendidly represented in
this statue, in which otherness and humanity are
so perfectly fused.
Margaret Priest's latest work is characterised
by an increase in stylization; her War Memorial
to the 2/ 28 Battalion in Kin g's Park, executed
in bronzed fibreglass over an armature of expanded metal, is an an gular flam e-like conshllction having no representational fun ction at all, but
great expressive force. It is essentially sculp68

tural, presenting equally satisfactory views from
all angles: Plate 3. Its complex vertical composition draws the eye inexorably upward, and
makes the work profoundly expressive of human
aspiration and endea vour: the flame still bums,
this is not a Roman, inverted and quenched torch.
Her latest commission for Church sculpture
was for Trinity College Chapel, and besides a
large Crucifix behind the altar Margaret Priest
has designed and executed fourteen Stations of
the Cross in white plaster. The material and
the desi gn are both stark, and this set of stations
represents a highly original approach to the
problem of providing devotional art in a contemporary idiom.
Exhibitions:
Glasgow Institute of Fine Art, and the Royal
Scottish Academy 1941-46. Group show in PertIl
1954; and WitIl th e Perth Society of Artists '55,
'56, '58, '59.
Collections:
The Crucifix at St. Louis may be seen by
appointment. Trinity College Chapel is open
to the public during the day. St. Thomas More
College Chapel is open to the public every day
from 9 a. m. until 8 p.m. The War Memorial is
on th e Thomas Street side of King's Park at the
southern intersection of Lovekin Drive and Forrest
Drive (i.e. , from th e big War Memorial and the
Statue of Lord Forrest, drive towa'rds the University end of the Park). Illustrations of Margaret
Priest's work are to be found in The Architect,
December 1961 (from which the present illustra tions are taken) , the Monthly Feature Bulletin
of the W .A. Gallery No. 47, 1962, in The Arts in
Australia by Lenton Parr (Longmans 1961), and
in th e Catalogues of the Mildura Sculpture Prize
L961 and the "New Influences" Exhibition of the
Newcastle Art Gallery.
Studio:

8 Parker Street, South Perth.
ment; phone 673897. )

(By appoint-

GUY GREY-SMITH was born at Wagin, W.A.
in 1916, and is a full time painter, he teaches art
th erapy at a Perth hospital and works in ceramics
at home. Grey-Smith studied at the Chelsea
School of Art (1945-48) and at the Central
School, London (1952-53), where he came under
tile influences of Ceri Richards, Robert Medly and
Henry More, and of Louis Ie Brocky and Hans
Tisdall.
The painting reproduced here, Torbay, Plate 1,
shows Grey-Smith's landscape technique; ultimately deriving from the cubisme of Cezanne,
this style interprets the local landscape in formal
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terms, conceding to local colour only a hot palette.
Many of Grey-Smith's pictures have landscapetitles but are, nevertheless, absolutely abstract, and
he says of his own work that, "in painting, the
form of experience should be fully realised in
tenn s of the me dium itself. One should not rely
on subject-matter; paintings are not a kind of
literary expression". Grey-Smith is reiterating
one of the central tenets of post impressionism:
that artists can express in line and colour an
emotion about a reality which reveals itself only
through line and colour.
The painterly qualities of Grey-Smith's works
are outstanding, and his handling of texture is
robust and eminently satisfying. His use of the
post-impressionis t technique on the Australian
landscape is of the first importance to contemporary Australian art. His work is characterised
by directness and restraint, and his style is always
distinguished and elegant. He is one of Australia's deepest living painters.
Exhibitions:
Guy Grey-Smith has exhibited in the Australian contemporary Art exhibitions, Canada
1954, and London 1960 (the Whitechapel exhibition ); and has had one-man shows in r..,lelbournc
(,54, '56, '58, '61), Adelaide (,61), Sydney ('59)
and Perth ( every yea r since '49). 'I11e picture
illustrated here is at present on th e way to th e
Tate exhibition in London.
Collections:
All State collections, The University of Western Australia Collection, and many private collections in Australia and overseas . The mural decorations in the Dolphin Theatre at the University
of W.A. are by Grey-Smith.
Studio:
Stone
746-370.

Crescent,

Darlington, W.A.

(Phone

HELEN GREY -SMITH was born in India, and
is a""full-tim e -iesigner and teacher of design. She
studied at the London School of Interior Decoration (1937-39), and the Hammersmith Art School
(1952-53) and was a pupil of John Drummond.
Mrs. Grey-Smith is well-known for her textile
designs, which are characterised by an elegant
severity and restrain~ . Her dress and furnishin g
fabrics are for the most part hand-blocked, and
they are always eminently practical. She believes
in the importance of handicrafts in the modem
world, but maintains that, "They should not be
'arty-crafty' or precious: they should be as well
made as machine made goods, and within the
purse of most people."
H elen Grey-Smith feels that "the warmth and
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idiosyncracy of hand-macle things should not be
los t", and approaches design from a realistic point
of view; the machine for her is not something
to supplant, but is something to provide a contrast to.
Exhibitions:
Yearly in Perth since 1954; and in Sydney,
Melbourne and Adelaide.
Collections:
National Gallery, Sydney; the Perth and Brisbane Galleries; The curtains in the New Town
Hall, and in University House are being designed
hy Mrs. Grey-Smith.
Studio:
Stone Crescent, Darlington,
746-370.)

W.A.

(Phone

WILLIAM BOISSEVAIN was born in New York
in 1927, th e son of a Nederlands diplomat, and is
a full time painter and teacher. He studied at
L'Academie des Beaux Arts and with Conrad
Kickert in Paris, and at the Central School of
Arts and Crafts, London.
\lViliiam Boissevain's work is trad itional in
style, though he shows and acknowledges certain
marked Impressionist influences-especially in his
brushwork.
He paints landscapes and figure
studies, but is best known for his portraits. These
are always skilful and urbane. Boissevain has a
remarkable flair for capturing a likeness, and he
works with amazing rapidity. The hest of his
porb"aits achieve a psychological as well as a
visual representation of the sitter, and Boissevain
makes great use of the pose of a fi gure to suggest
the character of his subject; a long loose diagonal,
pointed by a drooping hand which threatens to
come out of the bottom of the frame, for a
languid sitter: and a four-square, but nervous,
composition for an energetic one. His pencil
sketches of children are outstanding for their
fid elity, freshness and charm.
The portrait, Plate 18, of fellow artist Robert
Juniper is eXb'emely handsome, and conveys the
impression that the sitter, who knows all about
this kind of thing himself, is neither impressed
nor flattered at being painted, but is inducing ap
amiable immobility: "Right, if you wan t to paint
me, will this do?" This work is more "impressionistic" in brushwork than many of Boissevain's
portraits and marks a recent development in his
work. It won the Helena Rubinstein Prize in
1961.
In an interview after. the H elena Rubinstein
Exhibition of 1961, Robert Campbell, Director
of the S.A. Art Gallery, said to a local journalist:
"A couple of your local boys are potential Archi-

bald prize winners"- Boissevain was one of the
ones he meant.
Exl1ibitions:
Hotchin 'Gallery 1959; The Loft '60; Sydney
'61; and other group shows. As well as taking
the Helena Rubinstein prize in '61, Boissevain
also secured the popular prize by vote for his
Mar-ianne in the Supreme Court Gardens Open
Air Exhibition in 1956.
Collections:
.Collections of C. C. D. Mears, Q.C., G. W.
P~rbury, and numerous private collections in
Holland, England and America. Mural at the
Osborne Park Hospital, W .A.; Mosaic Mural Desig n on the lecture theatres of the W. A. Un iverstiy Engineering School; and Stations of the
CI'OSS at the Carmelite Church, Dalkeith, W. A.
Studio:
Greenmount, W.A. (Phone 739211.) Works
fOl: s'ale can also be seen at the Adelphi Hotel,
St. George's Ten ace, Perth.
RHODA BOISSEVAIN (Rhoda Heathcote) was
born in England, and studied art in Melbourne
with A. D. and Amalie Colquhoun.
Rhoda Boissevain's work is, like her husband's,
characterised by the most exact and beautiful
drawing. 'Her most successful pictures are, again,
portraits', , mainly of children and girls, and the
cha~m' as 'well as the superficial prettiness of her
sitters comes 'over remarkably in her best work.
Her Portrait of Pamela Gero{f in th e '61 Rubinstein was one of the fin est pieces of traditional,
illusionistic drawing seen in Perth for a long tin~e.
Plate , 17 shows Rhoda Boissevain's more impressionistic style; in this oil sketch she has
caught a mood beautifully. The child is bored,
she does , not want ,to be painted, she pouts. The
result is a charming and lively painting, full of
character and sensibility.
Exhibitions:
Melbourne, Perth and New Delhi : portrait
prize for New Delhi 1945, and second prize ill
the ' Rubilistein, Perth, 1960.
Collections:
In private collections in England, America,
GeImany, India, and Australia.
Studio:
Greenmount, W. A. (Phone 73 9211.) Works
for sale can also be seen at the Adelphi Hotel,
St. George's' Terrace, Perth.
CYRIL LANDER was born in Melbourne in 1892
and paints part of the time only; by profession
he is a ' res'torer of antiques ,and works of art,
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and he also teaches. He studied art at Gordon
Technical College, Geelong; received personal
help with his painting from Sir Arthur Streetol1
Harold Herbert, Louis McCubbin, Sir Lionei
Lindsay, 'Nil! Rowell and Ernest NewbUiY. He
came to Western Australia in 1943 as a Camou_
fla ge Officer in the R.A.A.F.
Cyril Lander works mainly in water-colours
and is represented here by The Rock, Plate 11'
which hangs in the Western Ausb'alian Ar~
Gallery.
This painting illustrates his realistic
style, and, furth er, shows the way in which he
can use realism to express something beyond the
mere appearance of objects. Here we have a
f eelin g about the rock, as well as a pict!tl'e of it:
it sits, immemorial, brooding in the clearing. It
seems to be waiting-for wha t? This kind of
expressionistic topography recalls the early,
Colonial, period of Australian pai nting when the
feeling~ of surprise and uneasiness showed through
the rea listic "record-pictures" of the surveyors, explorers and naturalists. Lander is an excellent
craftsman, always; and sometimes, as here, he
goes beyond the sh'aightforward c 'aft-work of
painting to direct expression of feelin g th rou gh
representa tion .
Exhibitions:
Has held many exhibitions in Perth, and has
won the Hotchin Prize for water colour twice,
and the Bunbury Prize for water colour once.
Was one of six painters represented in an Exhibition of Oils and Water Colours, in London in
1959. Has exhibited in The Helena Rubinstein .
Collections:
Western Australian and South Australian Art
Galleries, and many country galleries in Australia.
Many private collections.
Studio:

329 Murray St., Perth.

Phone 302920)

ROBERT JUNIPER was born at Merredin, Western Australia, in 1929; 'paints full time and teaches.
I-~e studied at Beckenham School of Art, Kent,
1943-47, specializing in commercial art and industrial design.
Ju niper is rapidly being recognised as an outstanding artis t, both in Australia and abroad :
Joseph Pringle, writing in the London Observer
last year said of his work, "These are abstracts
that would be noticed in an international exhibition anywhere". Juniper has two" paintings in
the , forthcom,in g Tate exhibitiQn; one of ' these,
Street of Lee/ves, is most remarkable for its com!
bination of strength, and joyousn ess of feelingand it represents the exuberance of his artistic
vision in a design of mozartian clarity.
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It is unfortunate that we were unable to
reproduce Juniper's work in colour; the illus tration, Plate 14, Landscape, Merredin gives a fair
idea of the design of the painting, but the sophi,ticated complexity which underlies the deceptive
simplicity of Juniper's works can hardly be appreciated without reference to their colour. As
a colourist J unipel' is unexcelled, and he is not
afraid of pretty shades; this is perh aps the key to
his work. Abstract expressionism is often severe,
often violent, and sometimes disturbi ngly illfan tile-regressive, but Juniper contrives, by th e usc
of luminous colours-golds, saturated blues, lolly
pillks and powdery pastels-to evoke a moud of
pure lyricism; he produces a child's vision of a
dazzling world, but not th e cbildish idioms of
representation, th e mock-innocent devices uf mu ch
contempurary painting.
If philosophy begins, as Ar istotle said, in
wonder, then there is a sense in which Juniper can
be called a philosophical painter.
At times Juniper's work can be strong without
harshness, as in his sack collages, and quasi-relief
paintings which represent the erod ed surface of
t.h e Australian Continent, but even in th ese severe
works one finds allnsions to the more lyr ica l style.
In th e landscape illustrated there is bareness,
a littlc scmb and a great deal of dust, but no
barrenlless. This note of joy in the world is rare
in modern painting, and it is of great value : th e
unconscious is already a pessimis t, and th e paintings of doom which we see so often do not always
strengthen us against the world, often they merely
reduce angst to ennui. The best of Juniper's
paintings affirm the hope th at there is for all
of us.
Exhibitions:
Perth, every year since 1953; with the C.A.S.,
Sydney, '58, '59; Rubinstein Prize '59, '61.
Museum of Modern Art, Melbou rn e '60; Matson
Line Exhibition, San Francisco '61; Raymond Bm:r
GallelY, Chicago '61; The Perth Prize Exhibitions
'55; '57, '59, and the Festival of Perth Exhibition
. '61 (in the last fOl;r of these Juniper took prizes );
Whitechapel Exhibition London '61, and th e Tate
'62.
Collections:
Juniper is represented in th e N.S.W. and Perth
Art Gallery collections, th e Uni versity of Wes tern
Australia Collection, the collections of Dr. H .
V. Evatt and Mr. Patrick White, the Museum of
Modern Art, and various collections in the U.S. A. ,
England and Australia.
The ceramic fountain on the porch of the
While .this article was in press it was announced
-that Robert Juniper won th e McKellar Hall Prize,
Commonwealth Games Exhibition.
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Perth A.B.C. building is by Juniper; also a mural
decoration in the quadrangle of St. Thomas More
College in the University of Wes tern Australia.
Studio:
Darlington, Western Australia.

(Phone 746-

233.)

GEOFFREY ALLEN was born at Mt. Barker,
Wes tern Australia, in 1924; is a teacher of Art,
and studied at the East Sydney Technical College
(1947-51) where he came in contact with Coburn,
Molvig, Stubbs, Doutney aucl John Rigby.
Geoffrey Allen's style is difficult to characterise,
because he is an experimentalist. Burning Off,
Plate 10, from the University Collection, represents a conscious cultivation of na'ivete : the
painter has set himself to see and represent the
scene as someone might who had 'an innocent
eye'. Thc res ult is an interesting design, and the
artist has generated - by mea ns of it ~ SlT(lIl g
emotional force. The claustrophobic sky works
OIl our sensibilities in such a way that we feel
the monotony and narrowness of the life of the
figure, whose fate it is to inhabit a great wide
vacuum partially filled by the dead trunks of
trees which accentuate rather than relie" e its
emptiness.
Allen says of his own works and a propos of this
painting: "I have been less and less concern ed
with realism since Burning Off (1957), but kno\v
that this recognisable imagc will always be important to me. The image is very dear to th e
human eye, and so bound up with existence and
experience that it can never be out of fashion.
King size Abstract Formalism does not attract
me very much, nor for very long."
Exhibitions:
At the Skinner Galleries, Perth : with Alan
Baker 1960, with David Driden 1961. With the
Perth Society of Artists since 1958. Shared the
Perth Prize with Juniper in '57, and with Baynard
'lVern er in '59. Fremantle Prize 1960 .
Collections:
University of "Vestern Australia Collection, and
various private collections ill U.S.A. and Australia.
Studio:
Mr. Allen is present President of thc Perth
Society of Artists. The P.S .A. headquarters are
above th e Skinner Gallery, Malcolm Street, Perth.
BRIAN McKAY, born Meckering 1926, is a parttime painter, and is self-taught. McKay's works
are hi ghly sophisticated, and display a strong
sense of design: as a colourist he is first rate. He
paints landscapes for the most part, highly formal-
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..ised, and with a remarkable feeling for the texture
of paint.
The picture illustrated, Moondine Hill, Plate
13, represents McKay's technique of reduction
of a landscape to pigment; he does not represent,
he mJkes a model, a kind of relief of nature ,[1
paint. His art is almost as much kinctesthetic ;:! s
visual. and the contrast of smooth waxed textures
with almost crystalline surfaces gives great
character and force to many of his paintings .
Exhibitions:
With the Perth Group 1958, '59, '60.
Collections:
Represented in the Art Galleries of Western
Australia and Sydney; Vancouver; and in collections in America.
Studio:
Darlington, 'ATestern Australia .
ERNEST PHILPOT was born in London in
1906, but has lived in Western Australia for fifty
years. He is a full time painter and teacher, and
is art critic for the Perth Sunday Times. He
studied for a year with W. B. McInnes at the
National 'Gallery School in Melbourne (1937),
but is otherwise self-trained.
The illustration, Plate 12, The Sleeping Bridge
represents Philpots's realist idiom and the formalisation of shapes recalls the 'modernistic' styles
developed in Europe between the Wars. The
latest work by Philpot is totally abstract, and
much of it is action painting: the critic of The
Studio wrote of Philpot's London exhibition,
1960: " . . . the artist has become involved in
the free patterning of pigment by pouring and
dripping, much in the manner of Jackson Pollock,
but with an expressive force and synthesis of
composition that is personal and in its genre
tremendously suggestive of primaeval impulses,
transcribed in terms of colour and texture." The
"philosophical" intentions behind Philpot's work
may be inferred from his critical comments on
the present state of painting: see the Sunday
Times and The Critic.
Exhibitions:
Perth 1936, '40, '46, '49, '54, '58, '59; London
1960. In 1948 Philpot won the Claude Hotchin
Landscape Prize, and in 1952 the W .A. Art
Gallery Prize.
Collections:
'AT.A. Art Gallery and private collectors.
Studio:
21 Fourth Avenue,
Western Australia.
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Mount Lawley, Perth,

TOM GIBBONS was born in England in 1928,
and is an occasional painter: he describes himself
as "self-untn ined". He is Lecturer in English
at the University of vVestern Australia, and contributor to the art columns of The Critic. The
chief artistic influence which he acknowledges is
the work of vVil!iam Scott (see cover picture).
Tom Gibbons is an intellectual plinter-perhaps one ought to sayan intellectual's painter.
Technically, he is concerned with the exploration
of certain basic relations of proportion: emotionally his work expresses certain of the angsts and
preoccupations which beset people who think for
a living. The surface of his paintings is almost
ineVitably two-dimensional: their depth lies, if
one may so put it, in a kind of intellectual Vertigo, a trembling on the brink of - - . We do
not quite know: wit covers up, and reticence
is preserved.
The illustration, Plate 2, shows an untitled
painting, dubbed informally by a critic, Cliffs of
Fall (The Critic Vol. I No. 11, August 4, 1961.)
Here we have subtle, tense, exploitation of the
emotional possibilities that lie in the arrangement
of a few simple forms, and the conjunction of a
few primary colours. The result is a landscape:
of the mind.

Exhibitions:
With the Perth Group 1960 and 1961.
Collections:
" None": Gibbons is however represented in the
University Collection, in the collection of Dr.
Salek Minc, and in a number of private collections
in Australia ancl England .
Studio:
(A few paintings of decorated objects by Tom
Gibbons are offered for sale at the Studio of Mr.
David Foulkes-Taylor, Crawley Avenue.)
(1) See: "The Australian Landscape" The Cl·itic
Vol. 1, No. 11a, September 1961. "Albert
Tucker" by Salek IVlmc The Critic Vol. 1,
No.6, April 1961, "Elizabeth Durack, pictorial tachiste", Meaniin (forthcoming issue),
and th e remark by Allan Edwards in his
"Paradise Regained" The Critic, Vol. 3, No.
4, October, 1962, p. 26, cols. 1 and 2, on
'images which represent an effort to accommodate to what we fear': his example is
starker, but the principle is the same. The
image as introjection or injection has anabgues both in our basic psychological development, and in curative psychological processes: "The process of healing is similar to
that of immunisation by repeated small infections", Karl Stern The Third Revolution,
London 1955, Michael Joseph: p. 220. Auso'alia and New Zealand are still to some
degree new countries, even to those of us
who are fourth or fifth generation born:
WESTERLY

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)
(9)

(10)

(11)

literature splits our sensibilities for us, it
deals so much wi th Europe, and even our
seasons are wrong. Eileen Dugaan's "A New
Zealand Christmas" expresses tIle full sense
of being an Antipodean: "'vVe h:we shepherds too now, and stables and a manger.!
Had we but one imprint of His little f eet.!
For my heart goes crying through these days
of summer! . . . New Zealand Poem s by
Eileen Dug&an, London, Allen and Unwin,
1940. This kind of thin g has been s:lid often,
if not always so well: but truisms are familiar
truths, and no less true for being familiar.
Coming to Australia from New Zealand I
found it difficult to I' djus' to th e fl,t. burnt
landscape, and only th e University collection
of Nolans e" abled me to see th e fl , t CO'ltinent : the first re1ction W " S one of simple
dislike, and an inab ility to look. In 1953-54
th e Rex Nan Kivell Collection of em'lv New
Zealand pictures was shown in \ Vellington,
and there I recogllise ~l, for the first tim e,
certain unverbalised feelings that I h od about
my own country: the first settlers h1d had
them too, and more intensely: the process of
adjushllen t was not comolete in three or four
generations, and th e feelings had merely
fallen furth er to th e bock of th e m ind of
each succeeding generation. I adrl these
personal notes simply as an earnest that my
thesis, oversimplified ps it is here, has even
so, certain existential grounds to give it
auth enticity, even if they can not guarantee
its truth .
Cf. T he r:l·itic. Vol. 2, No.8. April 1962,
and Th e BulleUn., December 30th, 1961.
Lugne Poe, quoted in Chude Roger-Marx's
preface to th e catalogue of the Vuilbrd exhibition, galerie DUl'1nd-Ru el, 37 Ave. de
Friendland, Paris VIII, mai-septembre, 1961.
Review of: Exposition de h Societe Interiationale des Femmes Peintres et Sculpteurs,
in L es Feuillets de Madam e. No. 23 (Date
uncertain: sometime after 1933 ).
T-AC . in a note 0'1 Kathleen O'Connor's exhibition at the Galerie Marseille. in, Combat:
Ie journal de Pm'is, 22 juin, 1953.
Reproduced on the leaflet "Kathleen O'Connor", W' .A . Art GaileI'll Mrmthlu Feature,
No. 32, January 1961 . The ' V.A. Art Gallery
possesses, unfortunately, only one painting
by Miss O'Connor.
An anonymous critic in L es Artistes d'Aujotl'rd'hui, No.1, Decembre 1928: this article
contains two reproductions and a portrait of
the artist.
In: La Revue Moderne, 15 mars, 1937, pp.
7-8.
Translated from Paris Montparnasse No. 16
Printemps 1952 (Redaction 9 rue CampagnePremiere Paris, XIV e ). Barnett Conhn is
art critic for the Continental Daily Mail.
A complete list of the books illustr~ te d by
Elizabeth Durack is given in the W.A. Art
Galleru Monthly Feature L eaflet on the artist: No. 18, 1959.
None of these paintings are in public collections, nor to our knowledge h ove any reproductions of them been published.
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CRUSADERS,
a design for fabric by
H elen Grey-Smith.
Original in black,
white, t erm-cotta and
buff. Greatly 1·educed.
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Allan Edwards

The Tom Collins Bequest
i oWARDS the end of 1949 the late Mr.
Samuel Furphy decided that he would like
to commemorate his fath er, Joseph Furphy,
the author of Such is Life. Mr. Samuel Furphy
had settled in Western Australia in the early
years of this century, establishing a foundry with
his broth er in Fremantle. It was because his
two sons had emigrated to W.A. that Joseph
[Curphy also left his native Victoria and settled
down for the last years of his life at Swanbourne,
half-way between Perth and Fremantle. Here
he built his own house and made most of his
own furn iture. Mr. Samuel Furphy mentioned his
projec t to Mrs. Henrietta Drake-Brockman (at
this time President of th e West Australian Branch
of the Fellowship of Australian Writers ) and she
in hlrn introduced him to the Vice-Chancellor of
th e University of Western Australia, Dr. Currie.
After a good deal of informal discussion in which
Mr. J. K. Ewers took an active part, Mr. Furphy
gave the University £1,000, and willed the rest
of his property to the University except for his
father's house in Scrvetus Street, Swanbourne,
which was to become the property of the Fellowship of Australian vVriters, and the furnishings ,
which were to go to the women's college.
The £1,000 gift was administered as the Tom
Collins Memorial Fund by three trustees, the
Vice-Chancellor, the Professor of English, and the
President of the Fellowship of Australian Writers
(W.A.) . After Mr. Samuel Furphy's death in
1951 a further sum of £1,536 and the royalties
from Stich is Life came to the University. To
adm inister these new funds the. Tom Collins
Beques t was established under the direction of
the same three trustees.
Mith Mr. Samuel Furphy's concurrence, the
tr ustces decided to devote £500 of the Tom
Collins Memorial Fund to the establishment of
a Tom Collins Annual Essay Prize open to all
members of th e University of W .A. The remaining £500 they decided to spend on the acquisition
of some outstandingly good contemporary Ausb'alian painting or paintings.
The Tom Collins Essay Prize has now been
offered thirteen times. Its value over the years
has risen from £15 to £30. Amongs the titles
set have been th e following : The Novels of Katharine Susannah Prichard
The Novels of Eleanor Dark
The Poetry of Christopher Brennan

l
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Va nce Palmer's Golconda Trilogy
Louis Esson's Contribution to Australian
Drama
Rigby's Romances
The Poetry of Judith Wright
Henry Lawson's Short Stories
The Poetry of A. D. Hope
The Novels of Patrick White
The Drama of Douglas Stewart
The Poetry of Christopher Brennan
The Poems of Ern Malley
For the painting the trustees sought the advice
and the help of the late James Cook ,Director of
the Art Gallery of W.A. from 1950 - 1952, and
then of his successor, Mr. Laurence Thomas.
During 1950-1953 several unsuccessful attempts
were made to acquire a DobelI or a Drysdale;
then in 1953 we were fortunate enou gh to find
Sidney Nolan willing to part with no less than a
dozen of his paintings for our £500.
It should be remarked that Nolan's offer of
th ese paintings was not altogether fortuitous.
When, in 1951, he was rehlrning to Australia
from his first visit overseas, he passed through
Fremantle and spent five or six hours ashore,
during which he was entertained by Ruth and
Jimmy Cook. I was invited to join them, and
during the course of conversation mentioned that
thou gh I had only seen reproductions of them
in the magazine Life, I was very much taken
by the Ned Kelly series of paintings and thought
it would be interestin g and amusing to have a
similar series painted on themes taken from Such
is Life. The idea was to have this series designed
for pern1anent exhibition in the Winthrop Hall.
Nolan received this suggestion with great enthusiasm; it turned out that Such is Life was one
of his favourite books, and the idea of having an
unbroken series exhibited in a halI big enough
and handsome enough to house them worthily
seemed particularly attractive. As he left he
promised to get to work on the panels as soon
as he got home to Sydney.
For two years we heard nothing from him:
then he wrote saying that he was making preparations to leave Australia for an extended
period, that he had abandoned the idea of a
series of paintings on Such is Life, but that he
had a number of paintings left from the series
of paintings of the Queensland outback which
was first exhibited in Brisbane and Sydney in
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galleries but later on it was sent to Canada as
well. Another one of the five, Agricultural Hotel,
was chosen recently for the jacket of . Cynthia
Nolan's book Outback. Admirers of Nolan at
home and abroad will probably agree that some
of his best work belongs to this 1948 period; certainly th e paintings are now worth ten times the
sum we paid for them in 1953.
Following the wishes of Mr. Samuel Furphy
himself, the trustees of the Tom Collins Bequest
have been using the fund to encourage the development of the creative arts and of education
generally in Western Australia. Over the last
few years their main activity h as been the buying
of paintings by Australians who seem to show
promise but have not yet fully established themselves. In discovering and assessing the value of
lVork by the younger painters, Laurie Thomas,
now Director of the Queensland Art Gallery, has
given invaluable help and so have many of the
artists themselves.
The collection made throu gh the two funds
now includes fifty-two p aintings and a piece of
ceramic sculpture by Arthur Boyd. A sum of
£200 has also been contributed by the Bequest
towards the cost of the mural by Margo Lewers
commissioned for the new Engineering School.
As the catalogue of a recent exhibition in the
University's Dolphin Theatre indicates, almost all
the painters represented were well under forty
years of age. Amongst the paintings and lithographs in the collection are several painting by
West Australians (their names are underlined in
the list which follows).
Painter's Age at
Painted
Time of Painting
"Burning Off"
1957
34
1957
"Red Barns"
34
"Iceland Poppies"
1959
36
1959
"Blind Girl with Flowers"
31
"Edinburgh"
1954
36
1959
"Precession of the Equinoxes"
32
""Voman in th e 'Garden"
1960
31
"Girl with Orange"
1962
28
"Still-Life" ..
1960
32
"Rottnest"
1956
40
"Western Landscape"
1961
32
"Fishing Harbour"
1959
32
"Agricultural Hotel"
1948
29
"Huggard's Store"
"The Perish"
"Windy PHns"
"Flannel Flowers"
1959
"Yellow Study"
55
1957
"Night Gull"
34
1959
"Red River"
32
1957
"Landscape"
29
A series of paintings on
1955
aboriginal themes

1949. Most of these paintings, he said, were
executed in 1948 as part of a project to publish
a book about the old colonial days in Queensland;
accordingly they depict a variety of up-country
scenes: desert landscapes, deserted mines, ghost
towns, dilapidated pubs, and so on-which in
spirit, he felt, came very close to the world of
Such is Life. After seeing slides of these paintings, we asked to see foul' of the paintings
themselves; and for a couple of months my own
room housed The Poker Players, On the Murray,
The Perish, and Huggard's Store. Despite the
fact th at scarcely anybody who saw the paintings
liked them, the trustees, helped by Laurie
Thomas's enthusiasm, took the risk of buying
them, and they finally came over to Western
Australia towards the end of 1953-unluckily a
few months after the death of Mr. Samuel Furphy.
The new acquisitions were first shown for a
month in the W.A. Art Gallery. Admirers could
be numbered on the fingers of one hand; mockers,
scoffers, the puzzled, the indignant, and the
shocked were as usual both numerous and vocal;
and when the paintings came back to the University early in 1954 it seemed very difficult to
find any wall-space for them . . . . The kindest
comments rarely got past, "Well, perhaps one of
them would have been all right. . . . But a
DOZENI-It's incredible I" Since then five of the
paintings have been sent at Nolan's own request
to his big Retrospective Show at the Whitechapel
Galleries in 1957, and one of these five, On the
Murray, was included in a travelling exhibition of
Australian paintings organized by the British
Council. This was intended at first for English
Geoffrey Allen

Charles Blackman
Charles Bush
Lawrence Daws
Leonard French
Sam Fulbrook
Tom Gibboru

~rey- Sn;ith

Robert Juniper
Brian McKay
Sidney Nolan

John Passmore
John Perceval
Arthur Russell
Fred Willi~ms
Elizabeth Durack
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The most recent acquisitions have been the set
of eight lithographs by Nolan on the theme of
Leda and th e Swan, and Fullbrook's Girl with
Orange.
The exhibition of thirty of the paintings in
the Dolphin Theatre last Au gust as part of the
Arts F es tival allowed the general public to see
for the first tim e th e range and the quality of
the collection and to form some idea of the aims
of the trustees in so far as these are revealed by
their choice of paintings. As yet, unfortunately,
the University has no gallery to house ani display a permanent collection. Paintings hang in
lechlre-rooms, semin ar-rooms, the Library, the
corridors, th e students' coffee-lounge, Staff House,
and some of the shldies of the staff. Whilst
there is somethin g t o be said for meeting paintings in one's day-to-day working conditions, it is
also tru e and regrettable that the interested

student has to be very persistent to discover
where all the paintings are, and the visitor with
only a short time at his disposal will find the
task still more baffling. Until it is possible to
assemble most of the paintings in one easily accessible gallery it will also be difficult to provide
any critical introduction to them in the form of
iechlres or discussions, which might fonn for
some of our students the starting-point for a
more active and intelligent exploration of art
generally. In our rapidly expanding University
we expect to see the early establishment of a
Department of Architecture, and from this we
may hope it will be only a short step to the
beginnings of a F aculty of Fine Arts in which
the D epartments of Music and Architecture might
join forces with a School of Theatre Arts, all of
them well provided for in new buildings that will
include a pelmanent theatre with galleries for
the plastic arts attached to it.

Cyril Brown & Pa trick Hutchings

Arcllitectural Challenge
The Churches of Mgr. J. C. Hawes
,HE pleasllIes of architec tllIe cannot be had
in new co untri es; anti quity is denied us, our
own architectural greatness lies somewhere
in the uncertain future, and we live among
buildings which imitate other tim es or other
places, or both.
vVe mu st become connoisseurs of modern architecture if we can; or of pastich e and imitatiop.
This second, Betjemanite, discipline affords its
own kind of pleas ure to its ad epts. Australia
has a little eighteenth- century or Regency architecture, a lot of nineteenth-century gothic revival,
a great deal of anonymous building, and a few
good pieces of contemporary architecture. The
eighteenth century and th e modern styles are
self-authenticating, and so to a degree is the
gothic revival: th e rest stands or falls on its
chan ce merits- if we can find any criteria by
whi ch to judge them.

l
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vVes tern Australia has a collection of buildings
by lvl onsil,l'n or J. C. H awes whi ch present what
may very well be a unique exercise in Colonial
connoisseurship. To dismiss them as mere oddities would be pusillanimous. To e xtol them as
great architecture would be absurd. To praise
th em Simply because th ey are part of the little
bes t we have would be to shirk the issue of
judging their merits: and, even if this is to prejudge the matte r, we think that th ese merits are
considerable.
In this article we are concerned to introduce
th e buildings, and th e problem, to a wider public.
The Collection comprises G eraldton Catholic
Cath edral, the Catholic churches at Carnarvon·
and Northampton,O Nanson, Bluff Point, Morawa:
Perenjori O and Carnamah , Utakara Cemetery
Chapel, and a miscellaneous collection of buildings, including two hermitages in the Geraldton
WESTERLY

diocese. These buildings range from the "antique" p ~s t ich e of Mulle w~ (see photograph) to
th e simplicity and essential functionalism of Perenjori, with its high nave, steeply roofed aisles
and shallow clerestory lit by four circular window s on each side.
It is clear from the buildings which he left us
that Mgr. Hawes was unasham edly an eclectic.
It is also clear that he had, besides his undoubted
enthusiasm, religious and architectural, a spark
of th e originality, the Rair, that separates out th e
artists from the mere practitioners of architecture.
His cemetery chapel at Utakara is conceived in a
modernistic idiom, which fits its period (1936) ,
and it is perhaps the most distinguish ed exercise
in this style in the State. There also exists in
th e Geraldton Cathedral archives a scale model
of a church by I-Iawes in what was, in the 'thirties,
the fashionable and up-to-date mode. The church
was to have been a great Rat- topped shoe-box
( of brick and plaster?) , buttressed between flattopped aisles which present rounded ends to th e
fac;:ade, itself austerely pierced by plain, massive
full-height 'lancets' of a modernistic shape, and
surmounted with a Crucifixion gro up (with the
13.V.M . and St. John ) placed, eccentrically, on the
right-hand side of the central mass. Considerable
imagination would be needed for an architect to
conceive this, and ,,,iullewa, both . And Hawes
must have been an extraordin ary man to design
these two buildings with equal sincerity.
His sincerity is, we think, vi ndicated by
,\1 ullewa, a pastiche which ought, a priori, to be
no better than an oddity-an ecclesiastical London
Court1- but which somehow justifies itself, with
its complex, unexpected shape, romantically
sprawled like the Reluctant Dragon on a great
flat slope of red clay, in a small, prosaic country
town. In moments of enthusiasm one is tempted
to compa re Hawes with Gaud! : of course he cannot bear the weight of the comparison- who
could ? But there is in Hawes at least something
of the spirit which animated the great Catalan
who asserted the Organic and Romantic principles
in architecture in the face of Rectangular orthodoxy.
TIle romanticism and the modernism of Hawes
fuse in a remarkable way in his Cemetery Chapel.
The box-like shape of the building was intended
to suggest a coffin, and the four gargoyles at the
comers to represent poles for the pall-bearers to
carry it on. TIlis romantic, emblematic conception resulted in a very successful formal design,
and the decorative use of rainspouts predates by
hventy years the famous spout of Ronchamp.
In the pictures of the Cat Island Hermitage
which Hawes built in the Bahamas (1940-41),
there is a little of the "feel" of Arthur Bailey's
WESTERLY

design for the Cathedral of Christ the King, Liverpool whi ch secured third place in the recent
competition. Such eminently respectable parallels
tend to reassure one in one's conviction that
this strange, rather lonely, rather eccentric priestarchitect had in him more than mere wilfulness
or oddity, and that he was indeed animated with
the auth entic fire of the creative artist. 2 And
Geraldton Cathedral is a more moving building
than almost any other 'imitative' cathedral we
have seen: we can pray in it.
o

0

JOHN C. Hawes was born in 1876,3 at Richmond
(near London) , to pious Evangelical Anglican
parents, but seems early in life to have been
attracted by ritual, Anglo- and Roman Catholic,
and by th e ideal of Franciscan p overty. H e was
educated at The King's School, Canterbury, and
studied architecture at the R.I.B.A. Schools in
Londoll. In 1898 he submitted his first work to
the Royal Academy, and in th e same year became
attached to the Anglo-Catholic persuasion in the
Church of England. He entered Lincoln Theological College in 1901, and was later ordained;
in 1906 he joined Abbot Aelred Carlyle's Community at Caldey, adopting th e religious name
of Brother Jerome. In 1908 he went to the
Bahamas as assistant and aJchitect to Bishop
Hornby, but in 1911 he underwent a second
religious cOllversion, this time to the Roman
Church, which forced him to relinquish his cure
under Bishop Hornby, though the two remained
on th e most friendly terms. After a short period
in Canada, as a labourer on the Canadian Pacific
Railways, John H awes went to the Beda College
in Rome in 1912, to prepare for the Roman
Catholic priesthood. In 1912 he became a member of the Third Order of Francis, and in 1915
was ordained pries t, in the Lateran Basilica. In
1915, also, he met Bishop Kelly of Geraldton,
and became a priest of his diocese. Although
he came to Australia to be simple Parish priest,
Hawes' talent and training soon added to his
duties the job of diocesan architect.
From 1915 till 1920 Fr. Hawes was a 'bush
priest' (Mount Magnet parish) , visiting his widely
dispersed flock on horseback and sleeping each
night in a different settlement. In 1920 he went
on a visit to England, returning to Geraldton
later in the same year to resume his priestly and
architectural labours in the diocese. He became
a great breeder of horses, and once jockeyed his
own mount to win the Geraldton Cup: his parishioners at Yalgoo used the cup for taking up the
church collection on Sundays.4
F r. Hawes continued his strenuous parochial
duties, going his rounds on horseback accompa nied by his do g Dominie, and he attended to
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the architectural work of the diocese for a further
nineteen years, with a break in 1933 for another
trip to Europe. For part of his Australian period
Fr. Hawes was parish priest of Mullewa, and he
built most of the Church and the Priests' House
with his own hands. 5
In 1937 Fr. Hawes was made a domestic prelate, and assumed the style of Monsignor. By
1939 the certainty had grown upon Mgr. Hawes
that God willed him to return to the Bahamas,
to the work which he had begun in his Anglican
days, and to the hermit life which he had always
believed to be his vocation; his two hennitages in
Western Australia, at Geraldton and at Morawa,
bear ' testimony to the intensity of his conviction
that llis vocation was eremitical. In 1939, October 16, Mgr. Hawes left 'Geraldton for the
Bahamas, and ended his Australian sojourn.
From 1939 until his death on June 26, 1953,
Mgr. Hawes, who resumed the style Fra Jerome,
lived mainly on Cat Island in the Bahamas, where
he built his own hermitage and his own tomb,6
and evangelized and ministered to the local people.
To this period belongs the friendship with the
Duke of Windsor-with whom he appears to have
had long conversations on the subject of dogs.
THE .whole of Fra Jerome's life was devoted to
a practical service of God, to the arduous and unromantic duties of the priesthood, Anglican and
Catholic, and to the building of churches. He
was, as one can see from his biography, a man
with , a share of the greatness of spirit which
marks out some men for the special service of
God, . and in his buildings one can see evidences
of his' conviction and sincerity. Whether these
are buildings of the first rank is another thing:
tIle aesthetic and the spiritual categories are
separate". But there is both in the man and in
his works, something that demands our respect,
and that shames mere curiosity and idle regard .

•

..

•

CHURCHES
Mullewa (1920-3)
The church at ll'lullewa is mentioned first because it is the one most deeply imbued with the
spirit of the architect, summing up his ideals,
and bearing witness to his thorough eclecticism.
He not only designed it but built it with his own
hands (1920-3) and was its parish priest for over
fifteen years. Little wonder that one feels tllat
one breathes his spirit just as surely as in Assisi
one does that of St. Francis. One of the only two
books which Monsignor Hawes wrote is a small
descriptive guide to this church which concludes,
"If a church carries an atmosphere of prayer and
induces . . . an uplifting of the soul, so tllat
merely to enter witllin its portals helps p eople
to pray- if everything around seems to emphasise
the fact of the Divine Presence . . . then, and
then only, can tlle building be said to fulfil its
purpose".7 And to this standard the Church of
St. Mary, Mullewa, lives up.
Secondly, this church is tlle one in which
Hawes uses light and shade best (especially in
the sanctumy and the baptistry) making it the
most successful of all his interiors. TIlirdly, it is
the church· which Monseigneur Hawes described
as signifying "Antiquity", an effect achieved partly
throu gh his use of rough unplastered stone walls
(and which the recent necessmy introduction of a
wooden ceiling has not been able to destroy) ,
and partl)1 through tlle massive sweep of great
"Romanesque" Arches, and partly through an
overwhelming mixture . of styles and furnishings.
Of the five altars, that of the Holy Rood, with its
Oamboyant go thic reredos, was the most beautiful
until its effect was lessened by tlle introduction
of a largc mass-produced madonna. Note also the
large paschal candlestick, a pennanent crib, and
a "squint" throu gh tlle thick wall to enable the

..

THE following is a descriptive list of the West
Australian buildings of Mgr. Hawes. They have
been arranged in order of importance, a dangerously subjective procedure; the sketch map
shows . their geographical locations, and should
enable. anyone who wishes to see these buildings
for himself to plan an itinerary. Visitors to the
State are advised to consult the R.A.C. or the
Tourist" Bureau for infonnation on the state of the
roads:: tlle roads to Yalgoo and Tardun, for instance, are not easily negotiated by light cars.
However the main churches can be visited quite
easily in a three- or four-day visit-if one omits
Carnarvon-and without leaving the bitumen
road. There is at present, as far as we know,
no hotel at Mullewa, the old one having been
burnt down.
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bell-ringer to see the Elevation of the Host at the
high altar. Perhaps the greatest beauty of the
exterior is the West Front with its seven massive
pillars of wisdom, surmounted by eleven beautifully carved panels portraying the seven sacraments.
St. Francis Xavier's Cathedral, Geraldton (1916-35)
This, the church which Monsignor Hawes
designated as signifying "Solidity" is placed second because its exterior is the most striking of
all his Australian buildings. Externally, its architecture is predominantly Californian Mission, its
twin towers being practically a copy of those a t
Santa Barbara, though its dome is humbly reminisce nt of Brunelleschi's one for the Cathedral of
Florence. The great central dOOlway is French
Romanesque, and the cone-roofed round tower
at the N. E. corner could have come from a n early
Renaissance chateau: this whole N.E. complex
presents a very curialis but highly successful blend
of traditional form and modernistic treatment.
Inside th ere. is almost as much a riot of styles as
at Mullewa; but the general effect, though a little
disappointing after the exterior, is nevertheless
uplifting, with touches of grandeur; notice especially the great unfluted Norman columns of the
nave, supporting round arches, and the four great
arches beneath the octagonal dome. The zebra
striping on walls and arches is reminiscent of
Siena cathedral and th e use of two tones of grey
with pink-buff produces a most ha rmonious effect.
Note the Canons' stalls in the apse, the altar of
th e Twelve Apostles in the north transept, th e
two cribs, one of them specially constructed to
use both natural and artificial light, the crypt
where the second crib is found, and the un obtJ'usive stations of faintly tinted bas-relief. The
sanduary and altar have the numinous fe eling
characteristic of the best of the Catalan churches:
the fin e timbered ceiling of the sanctuary is so
designed that, in the morning light at least, the
beams seem to form a crown of thorns over th e
altar. The polychrome wooden crucifix with the
Blessed Virgin Mary and St. John, and the splendid gilt-v,iooden candlesticks are characteristic of
H awes' designs. Notice the painted baptistry with
its little fresco.
Utakarra Cemetery Chapel (1936)
Situated about Hf miles from Geraldton on the
right hand side of the road to Mullewa, the exterior of this Chapel with its plain whitewashed
walls of plaster over brick, has partly the effect of
Spanish Mission and partly that of a contemporary
The interior, in which Monsignor
building.
Hawes' use of light is second only to Mullewa,
has an arched brick ceiling, many Romanesque
cement arches painted red and white (though the
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J . DOllle and Sanc tua ry.
2. Bell Tower.
3 . North
Transept. (Notc : Thc north transep t has he en extended
since lVIZl'. l-Iawcs J tunc; the extensions can be seen
in the illustration of the north-west side of the building.
Notice the war nlcJUorial in Iront of the door in the west
wall of the new tra nsept.)
4. South Transept.
5.
Sacristy. 6. Acolytes' Vestry. 7 . The High Altar. B.
Altar of St. Joseph. 9. Altar of St. Michael and All
An gels.
10. Altar of the Holy Rood.
11. Altar of
St. Jobn Baptist. 12. Shrine of Our Lady. 13. Shrine
of the Sacred Heart. 14. Shrine of St. T e resa ("The
Little F lower").
15. Stairs up to Organ Loft.
J 6.
The Baptismal Fon t and Baptistry. 17. Grotto for the
Christmas Crib.
lB. Confessional.
19. Pulpit.
20.
P asch al Candle Stand . 2 1. Sedili a.

colour is peeling off), many wrought iron grills
painted black and gold, and a very simple altar.
The overall effect is at once homely and majestic
combining simplicity and awe. An apt emblem
and reminder of death . Notice the fin e, :flat,
painted cmcifix in the Eastern or E arly Italian
manner, painted by . Hawes himself. In front of
the sanctuary grills, and covered by a mat, is a
metal sheet bearing a self-executed brass of the
architect-for this sacellum was designed to be
his own tomb, and was one of the many renunciations which h e h ad to make when he felt
the call of St. Francis to return to the Bahamas
and become (he hoped) a full-time hermit there.
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Perenjori (1937)
The Church of the Holy Cross at Perenjori is
noteworthy for the severe simplicity of its high
altar, surmounted by a gigantic stone baldachino
supported on two massive columns, Christ and the
Twelve Apostles being carved along its front.
The general effect is best described as 'neoE gyptian'. Note also the massive paschal candlestich with a lectern hewn out of it. The exterior
is unlike any other of Hawes' buildings. A corrugated iron or asbes tos roof replaces his usual
cordoba tiles. The clerestory is lit by portholelike windows. The west fa9ade, which was completely plain except for a large round window and
a Norman portal, has recently been given the
dubious addition of a wooden cross in the intervening space.
Northampton (1936)
St. Mary's Church, Northampton, lives up to its
designation by the architect as signifying "Spirituality". This is largely due to its neo-Gothic
style, and its situation, with the west end on the
lower side of a slope. The entrance is above
steps, and surmounted by a very long and narrow
window. The severity is relieved by a conetopped round tower, a green tiled roof, and the
architect's usual green shutters over the fulllength of the windows of the side aisles. The
best p oints of the interior are the side "aisles"
with their round arches, the clerestory of long
windows, and the light shining down on the high
altar's throne from two long very narrow windows.
Carnarvon
The Church of St. Mary, Star of the Sea at
Carnarvon, some 300 miles north of Geraldton,
bears th e architectural designation of "Simplicity",
justified by its plain smoothed stone, its simple
lines and its un-corrugated iron roof. The main
beauty of the interior is the effect of indirect light
from various windows (including two long ones
similar to those of N ortl13mpton) shining on the
altar with white candlesticks and no retables.
One can be a little doubtful, however, about the
value of a pale blue dado on the stone walls and
the recent addition of flowers painted on the front
of this simple altar.
Morawa (1933)
The Holy Cross Church, Morawa, uses the
local stone (yellow, chocolate, brown and pink),
red cordoba tiles (so typical of Spanish mission
architecture), green-painted shutters externally,
with little wooden double-doors internally to
all windows, and wooden doors with iron grills
at the west end (for the purpose of allowing
visitors at all hours without any danger of sacrilege) , all devices repeatedly used by Hawes.
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The sanctuary has a roof of zinc painted white.
The interior, with its walls of blue and white
stripes, and stripes on the architraves of doors
and the arch over the high altar, is, like Geraldtol1
Cathedral, somewhat reminiscent of the churches
of Siena and Pisa.
Bluff Point (1937)
The Church of St. Lawrence, some two miles
out of Geraldton on the right hand side .o f the
road to Northampton, is cruciform (as Hawes'
churches almost always are), built of the local
stone, and dominated by a central octagonal tower
with a flat dome. The interior, however, is most
disappointing.
On th e left of the road the Anglican Church
of St. George is by another architect, Eales, but
seems to show a little of tlle influence of I-Iawes
though it is fra gile, sweet and light, while the
latter's work tends to be sturdy, severe and heavy.
Nanson Convent Chapel
Built of the local stone and recently extended
without any jarring note, the exterior is wortll
a glance-especially for those who have not seen
Morawa or Bluff Point. The interior is, however,
unimpressive, being used mainly as a schoolroom.
Kojarena
This church is also built of local stone; but it
is unimpressive, the iilterior being poorly' furnished and little used.
Yalgoo Convent Chapel
This, which was reputed ly beautiful once, is
now a shambles, best seen, if at all, by twilight.
Cal'llamah
The ex terior is a second-rate Carnarvon; and
the interior so re-modelled that no relic of the
original architecture is left.
OTHER BUILDINGS
Nazareth House, Geraldton (1940)
It is tlle most impressive of Hawes' remammg
buildings, its m~in beauty being the massive,
controlled, severity of the deSign, with four corner
towers and four fa.; ades of double arches broken
by four central gateways. The central courtyard
of fine proportions is worth a visit.
C.B.C. Geraldton (1936)
Its west front is a very good example of a
public school of the thirties.
St. John of God, Geraldton (1936)
A well, if unexcitingly, designed hospital.
Priests House, Mullewa (1920-23)
Designed and built, like tlle church, by Hawes
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himself; its chief external beauty the cloisters
with their plain round arches.
The Hermitage, Morawa
Built of local stone like the adjacent parish
church, its main beauty is the interior which, with
its simple domed ceiling, a fireplace surmounted
by a crucifix moulded out of the concrete mantlepiece, small windows and cupboards, leaves just
room for a table, chair and bed.
The Hermitage, Geraldton
Though a trifle ersatz, being externally like
an English country cottage, and internally boasting the musicians' gallery of an English baronial
castle, it deserves restoration and would make an
excellent Hawes museum. It was built by the
Monsignor as a place to end his days
as a chaplain to St. John of 'God Hospital, and
the main post of the gallery stairs once bore an
effigy of his fox terrier, Dominie. Alas, both
Hermitage and dog were to be given up, like the
tomb in Utakara, when he left for the Bahamas.
Melangata Homestead
To the traditional Australian station homestead,
Hawes has merely added a Nonnan tower, some
c10rnlers used for ventilation, a few archways, a
little gem of a chapel, and the arrangement of
two breeze-ways to give a cruciform effect.
The Convent, Tardun
Another example of Hawes' adaptation of the
Australian homestead, here a two-storied one, to
his own ideas and objects.
The Farm School, Tardun
The plans that Mgr. Hawes drew up for 'this
were never quite followed, his great central tower

being omitted, while the building of a chapel at
right angles to his great south front in 1961 has
definitely diminished its effect.
• All illustrated in the booklet Centenary of the
Catholic Church in "Vestem AustratUJ.-ld4t:i1,946: Service Printing Co., Perth; presumably
1946. Pages unnumbered.
(1) A local Perth "sight": somewhat resembles
Liberty's in London, and has a copy of LibCIty'S clock.
(2) Mgr. Hawes' OWJl views on architecture can
be found in Liturgical Arts, 1950 (published
by the Liturgical Arts Society Inc., 7 East
42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.) in a long
article entitled "Scratchings of a Cat
Islander". Quoted in Anson (cf. note 3
below), p. 162. The views are shrewd and
to the point.
(:3) Cf. The Hermit of Cat Island by Peter
Anson (London, Burns & Oates, 1958). Tllis
life of Mgr. Hawes includes illustrations of
his Australian buildings (Bluff Point, Mullewa, Geraldton Catlledral, and Northampton)
as well as of buildings by him in England
and the Bahamas. The list of Westem
Australian buildings given by Anson in his
Appendix, p.208, is not quite accurate:
Wiluna ("Willina") and TIll'ee Springs should
both be 'starred' as they were not in fact
built. Nanson Convent is probably not by
Hawes, and the church at Carnamah is. See
sketch-map.
(4) Anson, p. 71.
(5) Cf. Anson, p. 67: and for a description of
th e church d. pp. 168-170.
(6) Utakara Cemetery Chapel had been intended by its builder to be his own tomb.
(7) SOLwenir of the Church of Our Lady of Mt.
Carmel and S.S Peter & Par.tl, Mullewa, West
Anstralia. City and Suburban Print, 386-7
Hay St., Perth, Western Australia; undated,
22 pages, unnumbered, illustrated .

.Epitaph For A Failed Free- Verse Poet
Hie jacet a poet, Floruit unknown;
Now a universal melody in bone.
The soft rustlings of the worms give out
The harmonies his verses flout,
And, when they've analysed their while,
Will leave the pattern of all style:
Austere, rhythmically compact, and neat,
His only narrative at last complete.
Pray for him beneath this stoneAlive: a failure; dead: articulate in bone.

J.
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Catherine H. Berndt

The Arts Of Life
An Australian Aboriginal .P erspective

r

0 say that tastes differ, that one man's meat
is another man's poison, that beauty is in the
eye of the beholder (or to murmur indifferently, De GlIstib lls!"), is to repeat old platitudes:
but recognizing as much does not, of itself, erase
or smooth over diversity which is more than a
matter of words. One can acknowledge the existence of contrary opinions without either sharing
them or even having more than superficial acquaintance with their content.

l

I

Certainly this has been so where the Australian
Aborigines are concerned, from the point of view
of m:ost Europeans who caine into contact with
them while ' their traditional . culture was still
largely unaffected by . pressures from outside it.
Now, at a time when that traditional culture has
gone from most parts of the Continent, other
Australians ' are becoming more interested in learning something about it, or more ready to pay
attenti~n, witho~lt contempt or patronage, to
ideas, beliefs, modes of thou ght and behaviour,
which in many respects differ profoundly from
their own.
This is in sharp conb'ast to an approach which
is still well entrenched here and there, although
less conspicuous than a few years ago and therefore easily glossed over by people anxious to
ignore or forget it-the view that the Aborigines
are not only hopelessly incompetent (except perhaps for stock work, or domestic duties, or un skilled labour) , but also inherently boorish and
crude: a view which might be summarized, in
polite paraphrase, as 'manners beastly, customs
vile'. The converse extreme is, of course, an
uncritical acceptance of things Aboriginal ( or
quasi-Aboriginal), to such a degree that almost
any pronouncement, or verse, or painting, from
such a source draws an enthusiastic response. But
in between the two lies the middle way of trying,
sincerely, to understand what traditional Aboriginal culture was like; and this is a task made
all the more difficult because those elements which
are, so to speak, marked 'for export' must inevitably be little more than fragments seen out of
context.
It may be true that idiomatic expressions represent the last and the hardest part of learning
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a language, and that symbolic allusions can be
sllccessfully grasped only after more prosaic aspects have been mastered. It may be true, also,
that there are enough pan-human similarities to
ensure that communication is possible even across
<.; ultural boundaries: that in the sphere of art
and aesthetics, at least, reactions of pleasure or
sympathy or emotional satisfaction need not rest
on deta iled explana tions of content. Much depends here on circumstances and intention. How
far is it necessary, or desirabl~, or possible, to read
a document in its original tongue? And how
much 'translahOll' is needed when a whole world
of feelings and ideas mllst be coiweyed in minia>
ture, without pedantry or footnotes?
1 do not propose to take up these questions,
but because they have a direct bearing on the
topic of this paper they should be kept in mind.

THE Aborigines could b e described as a hardworking, realistic people, caught up in an almost
unending struggle for subsistence. In their world,
minute observation of their natural snrroundings
was not a hobby, or a diverting means of relaxation. 111ey could not neglect any source of water
or food. Even if they did not need these urgently
at the time, tlle moment of need would probably
come later, and the record must be available-unwritten, but nonetheless effective among a
people whose survival often depended on the
accuracy of their memories and the efficacy of
their transmission. Their religious beliefs and
·rites too had, essentially, this pragmatic slant.
Notwithstanding the lim.its imposed on them
by their environmen t and by their material equipment for dealing with it, however, this description is incomplete-because for them, as for most
human beings, the basic necessities of living were
not to be framed only in material terms. Even in
the harshest areas, in the harshest seasons, something more was involved-and not merely humour
an d joking of a more or less conventionalized
kiIl~l, or affection between persons over and above
the formal demands of their relationship. Aesthetic expression and dramatic vitality found
greatest scope, perhaps, in the sphere of sacred
ritual, sacred art, and sacred song: but even in
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.ceremonies held simpiy for pleasure the same
qualities are evident. Individual· creativity' was
not emphasized in Aborigmal society: there was
some provlSlon for it, althou gh not a great deal.
But songs, dram atic periormances, painting and
carving, body decoratlOns, d ancing, need be no
less pleasing for being cast in a h'aditional mould.
Associations with the land, natural phenomena,
physical survival and spiritual continuity, and
relations among human beings: these provided
the basic framework upon which each group built
up its particular patterns, enmeshing with others
in such a way that all through the Continent
there are both divergences and uniformities of a
far from fortuitous kind.
Throughout much of Australia, however, apart
from rock drawings and engravings, the greater
part of the Aborigines' efforts in this direction has
not been accessible to outsiders. Ritual and singing, body painting and ground drawings, recounting of myths and tales, are ephemeral and transient when no mechanical instruments are present
to record them for the benefit of people in other
times and places. Nor, on the whole, are objects,
artifacts, material representations, so rich and
numerous elsewhere- or, perhaps, so close (relatively speaking) to European tastes- as they are
in Arnhem Land.
It is not for such reasons that Arnhem Land
is the centre of attention in this paper. Other
regions could serve just as well. Apart from the
song versions of sacred myths, the art of story
telling represents in many cases a dramatic ritual
in itself. Ceremonial paraphernalia and body
decorations are as colourful and varied throughout
central Australia, for instance, as one could find
anywhere : the dancing as exhilarating, the ritual
miming as unobtrusively polished. No-one acquainted with T. G. H. Strehlow's translations of
Aranda sacred songs could doubt their intrinsic
beauty, corresponding, in balance of form and
quality of content, to the symmetrical blending
of line and colour in the sacred ground designs.
But even in ordinary camp songs, or semi-sacred
magical singing, there is the same happy combination of word-image, music or rhythm, and (often)
dramatic expression.
Thus, to take a brief example, a rain-sequence
localized at Kaningara Well on the Canning Stock
Route draws on familiar sights and sounds, but
in so dOing becomes more than a perfunctory
formula for inducing rain to replenish the rockholes and soaks. The word-pictures in each short
song are cumulative, leading up to the hopedfor result: clouds of varying shapes and sizes
appear on the horizon, rising massively; the earth
below them grows warmer and more humid; a
little bird, associated with water and waterholes,
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hops about expectantly; lightning plays in the
sky, and a strong wind breaks branches from the
h'ees; the first rain drops patter lightly on the
ground; at last, as the clouds stand directly
overhead, rain pours down with the heavy sound
of thunder, while water, trickling at first, goes
running in all directions: streams flowing, rockholes filling; even the smallest soaks are renewed
and revived.
In turning to Arnhem Land, then, it is well to
remember that this is not a special case: that
essentially, even in regard to subject matter,
and undoubtedly in regard to overall orientation,
much of what is said in respect of that area could
serve as a firm basis for discussion of others.
,~!estern

Amhem Land.

Non-sacred ceremony has none of the high
seriousness and intensity of purpose which characterize . ~ecret-sacre d ritual- although tlle distinction
between !:Ilem is often, in practice, more blurred
than this lTl,ight suggest. But whether the occasion has been planned beforehand, perhaps as a
setting for inter-tribal trade, or came about merely
because one or two people happened to fee! lil,e
it, there is a light-heartedness about such gatherin gs which the Gunwinggu artist Midjaumidjau
has captured very well in his painting, on bark,
of sllch a ceremonial scene (Plate 1). The songman, seated in the left hand corner, claps his
sticks rhytlunically as he sings; opposite him the
didgeridoo player provides a sonorous accompaniment; on the left, two men are dancing; on the
right, a woman moves gracefully without stirring
from th e spot, m aking the conventional string
figures ( 'catscradles') appropriate to th at particular song.
Midjaumidjau himself has a reputation as a
songman, as well as a painter. Apart from his active role in sacred ritual, he 'owns' a series of songs
which his spirit-familiars bring to him in dreams.
Although his own part in tlleir composition is not
made explicit, they provide an opportunity for
self-expression to a fa r greater extent tllan do the
more formal sacred songs with their stress on
adherence to traditIonal prescriptions. If, however,
the songman's position is a relatively specialized
one, in this situation, that does not mean that
there is a sharp line between performers and
audience, or spectators; Some men and women
are acknowledged to be b etter dancers than others,
just as some are better artists or craftsmen, or
better singers: a few claim to b e poor singers
(and their performance, when pressed, usually
confirms this). But in these open camp ceremonies any adult can join in the dancing: any
children, too, provided they are interested · enough,
and have practised enough in their own play
groups to ensure that they do not spoil the per-
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formance. (Until a few years ago Gunwinggu
children had th eir own set of traditional songs,
with dance-steps to match, mostly relating to th e
natural world around them: to animals, birds,
reptiles, fish, insects, plants, wind, rain and
clouds.) And anyone who wants can learn the
songs, and repeat and explain them if asked to
do so-although hu sba nds discourage their wives
from displaying too much eagerness to learn th e
'sweetheart songs'.
In songs and dancing of this nOll-sacred type,
commonplace topics and events are presented in
such a way that they become something more.
The simplicity of the songs, of the steps, and
of the subject matter, is deceptive. This is so
in th e rea hn of painting as well. The freshwater tortoises shown in Plate 2 are, on the surface, no more than that-simply tortoises. But
the artist, Nipper Maragar, one of the few surviving members of the i\'Iangeri tribe, ' was not
content with indicating a few rough shapeseven thou'gh for increase purposes a symbolic representation is often thought to be as effective as
it more 'realistic' one.
Instead, he has included
just enou gh figures to fit nicely 011 to his bark
sheet without crowding (a local preference, in
bark painting ), and arranged them in a pleasing
pattern. Looking at this bark, we can identify
the subject without knowing the local names for
fresh-water tortoises; nor need we know anything
about local mythology to appreciate line and form
in the painting. Similarly, in another bark from
the same artist (Plate 3) it is possible to make a
straightforward interpretation of 'man spearing
fish', without any help from the Aboriginal environment. This is direct communication between
artist and viewer, but it is communication at a
very superficial level indeed. Even if all that
concerns us is what the artist as a person was
trying to say, we need to know something more
about local views and local conventions in regard
to his subject matter : and this leads, us, inescapably, into the field of mythology.
In this as in other regions, the whole territory
is divided up among local groups which hold it
in trust, inalienably, on the basis of unwritten
titles framed in mythological telms. Virtually
'every prominent landmark or water has its mythical associations : and across and between them
goes a maze of tracks, commemorating the journeys of various characters in the pre-human era.
The major figures of western Arnhem Land are
credited with responsibility for instituting sacred
rituals; but usually a little below them in importance are hundreds of minor characters, djang, the
spirits and guardians of the majority of local sites.
Many of these were in human form to begin With,
and only later assumed various other shapes, or
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turned into th e multitude of odd rock-formations,
east of th e East Alligator River, which the stories
help to 'explain'. Stories about djang are not all
ascribed to the same point in time. Nor is there
any resb'icting rule of 'one charac ter, one story'.
Different local traditions, within and between
language groups or b'ibes, may be partly responsihle for this; but in any case it is easily accounted
for in terms of various m anifestations of one main
character, or a close relative, or emp hasis on
different episodes in one basic story.
Barramundi is an example, on both scores. At
Bobongi ill GUlllader, in eas tern Gunwinggu territory, he is said to have been present from the
very heginning of time-unlike most other djang,
whose stories begin in one place and end ill another; and because of this he was in a position to
insist th at Leech, who came along afterward
and wanteel to settle there, should move a little
distance away and find his own small site. In
another version-or another manifes tation-Barramundi came from far in the east beyond the
Liverpool River, already in the form of a fish ,
following th e streams until at length, stranded
inland in shallow wa ter, he turned into stone.
Two furth er varia nts tell how he made the East
AIJ;gator Ri ver, in co untry where incoming Gunwinggu have filled the gap left by various tribes
which are now almost wholly extinct. In one
version (Plate 3), a hun ter speared him in his
home at the headwaters of the River, and in
his headlong Right to the sea he created the
River as it is now: finally, at its mouth, he turned
into a rock visible at low water toelay. The
second of th ese versions reaches the same conclusion through a different sequence. Here, in
human shape but acknowledging his Barramundi
destiny, he came from the south west, following
the waters and looking for an appropriate place
to transform himself. H e tried (literally, 'felt' or
'listened to') one place after another, all named
in the story, but rejected each in turn. In one
there was a big stretch of sand, and the water was
too shallow; in another the water was deep, but
11e didn't like it'; in others there was too much
mud, or too many weeds. On his journey to the
C02st he passed the rocky djang site where two
Wild Turkey brothers had been swallowed by the
Rainbow Snake (a monsoon and Rood symbol),
who in yet another story had herself m ade the
East Alligator River as she rushed inland, in a
swirl of salt water, in search of her victims. This
last Barramundi version has a parallel in one
of the myths about Long-necked Tortoise. Coming from the west, from the direction of the
Adelaide River, she too tried to assume her fated
shape, investigating one water and then another
until, at the end of a busy journey, she found
the place she was seeking.
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Some djarlg sites are 'dangerous', hedged about
with taboos; but even when they are not, damage
to one of them is expected to bring furth er disaster. In the long accounts of the travels of the
First People, often packed with seemingly trivial
detail, and occasionally little more than lists of
their doings at various places, the misfortun e
which led to their metamorphosis as djang provides a ( or, th e ) dra mat ic climax . Sometimes
they cook a gomma or a possum in a sandy place
near the wa ter, no t realizing that the Rainbow
will hear if it sizzles on the fi re. Or a motherless child cries, refusing all efforts to comfort or
quieten it, bec ~lu se it has b een teased, or misses
its mother, or wants somethin g it cannot havea basket of wild honey set aside as taboo, or even
the identical yams which it has just eaten : nothing
else will do. A man or woman weeps in grief,
recallin g paren ts or brotller or sister left behind,
or dea d, or ah'eady turned into djan-g. A party
of njalaidj dancers, noisily engaged in their ceremony as ilie drone-pipe sounds, tile sticks clap ,
a girl calls from th e top of a t all tree, and (for
good measure) a motherless child wails incessalltly, do not realize tlleir peril until they feel the
ground growing soft beneath ilieir dancing feet.
People cut do\o\'ll a palm tree, or accidentally
knock against a stone, unawa re at first that they
have broken a taboo. Or someone in a fury of
rage, vowin g vengeance on a whole camp despite
the fac t th at he himself must perish with it,
smashes a di arlg rock- especially, a rock commemoratin g the Rainbow herself.
Wh atever tile provocation, and th e details of
what follows, the outcome is almost invariably
the same. A great wind comes blowin g, ilie sky
darkens, iliunder roars, and th e earth shakes, as
wa ter comes rising to submerge the ground, the
camp, and everythin g and everyone in it. In all
but a few cases th e Rainbow 'swallows' her victims, drownin g them; and pres entiy she vomits
their bones, which turn into stone.
Occasionally she is tllwarted.
Old Nabiridauda came from far inland,
travelli ng northward, carrying long baskets
full of wild honey and various stringybark
flowers and seeds, and thinking to himself,
'I'll go strai ght on until I come into Gunwinggu country'. He slept on th e way, and
early each morning set off again, pouring
ou t seeds, so that trees grew up, and
flowers, an d wild bees to make honey from
them. All the way, throu gh rocky country,
he poured out his flowers. The rocks were
very rough , he couldn't get down: but at
las t he came down to soft ground and
follo wed a track between high rocky cliffs
. . . Presently he came to a pool, where
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a black-skinned barramundi had turned
into diang. It was a dangerous place,
nobody was allowed to spear fish there; but
he didn 't know . . .. When he heard the
Rainbow coming he became hard, turning
into stone. She tried to eat him, but they
just went hard together, he, and all the
thi ngs he was carrying. And he stands
there today, outside his cave, with one hand
at his for ehead shading his eyes, looking for
bees, while just ins ide tile cave lies the
Rainbow, turned into stone. . . . .
No t all stories, even dja ng stories, conform with
tilis IJ1 ttern . Severa l fo llow it up to a point,
like the tale of two young men who went lookin g
fo r fish and crabs on the coast at low tide, and
were trapped by the feet in a large clam .
. . . They tried to move, tried to open ilie
sheIl with their hands, tried to free themselves t o get back to th e shore. No, iliey
could not. The sea came closer. They
wept, iliinking of their mother and father.
As salt water spread around iliem iliey
broke their spears and spearthrowers into
pieces and let them drift on the tide: 'Go
up on to the beach! Then tiley will come
and see you, and look for us : but by then
the sea will have swallowed us completely.'
The sea came closer: they embraced each
other. Now the tide came up to their
. . and iliey
throa ts: it covered them
turned into stone there . ...
[n other stories people have encou nters with
spirits-and sometimes, in consequence, are suffocated or burnt to death in the caves; or they work
sorcery on one another, or q uarrel; a girl refuses
to go to the husband her parents have chosen for
her, preferring her youn g sweetheart, and he
pu ni sh e~ her for rejecting him .
A few of the
story characters are so sensitive that the least
noise distresses them and keeps them from sleeping; two tree-grub d jang people left the place
where they had planned to camp for a long time,
because th e water snails murmured too loudly:
'Let's go furtl1er on: they told each other, 'where
th ere are no creatures to dishu·b us.' And in one
poignant story a woman's husband, who had been
divin g for long-nosed crocodiles, is torn to pieces
before her eyes. (The crocodile had been reconciled to its fate, but 'when it reached the surfa ce of the water and saw the sun, it didn't want
to die'; it turned on its captor, and destroyed him
instead. )
Whatever the topic, however, it is treated in
the ordinary language of everyday. The stories
achieve their effect throu gh unspectacular prose,
given life and intensity by the tones and gestures
of the speaker. Nothing extra is really needed.
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But the Gunwinggu are not as literally minded
as they sometimes seem. Apart from having three
interrelated sets of kinship terms in ordinary use,
they have a preference for circumlocution in
certain cire um st~nccs ( th e Rainbow is often 'that
creature'; geese and ducks are, often, 'winged
mea ts'; a newly dead person is 'he who is far
away; the belly of a corpse is a 'palm-leaf
basket'), and for figurative expressions: to 'tum
one's hand' is to deceive; to 'burn' a person with
words, or speak to him 'with a hard mouth', is
to scold him. And so on. Also, in addition to
having an interroga tive particle (which, conveniently, indicates a qu estion to follow), Gunwinggll includes an assorbnent of words expressing hesitancy or doubt; and this perspective is
reHected in th e stories.
The characters ask
th emselves, or each other, ' Where shall we
go?'
'What shall we do?' or (as a rule
rhetori cally) , 'What is the name of this place?'
They brood about their own feelings, change
th eir minds (Barramundi remained in one place
for some time before coming to tlle conclusion
th at it wouldn't suit), lose their way, make mistakes; one of th e alternative words for 'becoming
d;an g' is transla ted as 'going wrong' or 'making
onesclf wrong'. But underlying all this hesitancy
is a more persistent sense of purpose and destiny, which the stories make equally clear.
The dramatic impact which the Gunwinggu
and th eir neighbours achieve in the sphere of
myth and song, and in their art and ritual as
well, comes through the way in which they handle
everyday words and everyday things- or, conversely, tlll'ough the 'ordinary' way in which they
handle thc ex traordinary and fantastic.
Eastern Amhem Land.
Eastward from th e Crocodile Islands to Yirrkalla and Cape Arnhem is a network of related
dialects (m ada, 'tongue') quite unlike Gunwinggu
both in struchlJ'e and in vocabulary. This is only
one of many contrasts between them. But there
are similarities too, and some continuity, particularly in tll e sphere of sacred ritual and, to a lesser
cxtent, of myth. One instance of such a partial
overlap is the "Vawalag (Wauwalak) sequence,
illustrated in Plates 4 and 5.

Several versions of the Wawalag myth and the
rites associated with it are relatively well known,
if only throu gh W. L. W nrner's A Black Civilization and R. M. Berndt's Kunapipi. The two
Sisters' journey from somewhere far inland, carrying long baskets of stone spear blades; the birth
of the elder girl's child; the arousing of the great
PytllOn , emerging from his sacred waterhole with
rain and wind, lightning and thunder; the Sisters' desperate rihJal dancing, inside their small
bark hut, to keep him at bay; his final coiling
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around the hut, swallowing them one by one, to
vomit and then swallow tllem again: this bald
sketch of some of the main incidents is surrounded
with a wealth of detail and symbolism. Much of
it recalls the symbolism of the Rainbow Snake
further west : but here it is more intricate, one
'explanation' leading to another concealed within
or behind it. There is a parallel in the bark
drawings. In Western Arnhem Land barks the
Rainbow is a free-standing figure, not hard to recognize. Here (Plate 4) tlle realistic snake figure
is almost hidden in the careful filling-in of conventionalized motifs, in characterstic eastern
Arnbem Land style.
It is the same with most of the mythology
of this eastern side, which apart from the Wawalag aud a few other cycles is told more often
throu gh the medium of song-and those, too,
have th eir song versions. There are exceptions.
In th e Milingimbi-Arnh em Bay area, particularly,
the ca tegory of stories designed primarily for
entertainment includes some strikingly dramatic
examples: dramatic tales in which suspense, grief,
humour, a re delineated with a fin e sensitivity to
plot-sequence and situational effect (but, as in
th e west, mu ch less attention to character) . A
competent story teller can make his (or her)
recital an event to be long remembered by his
audience, a vivid 'theatrical' presentation designed
for th e cye alm os t as much as for the ear.
In the song cycles, however, the approach is
q uite differen t, and not only because they are
in song instead of narrative form.
The linguisti c units and clans, all named, and
divided between two p atrilineal moieties (whereas
th e wes tern Arnhem Land moieties are matrilineal), have their own traditional versions of
various cycles, and their own distinctive tunes;
a nd the majority of p ersonal names (of which
everyone has at least two or three) come directly
from th e songs, or the place names they incorporate. In all of these songs the action proceeds
slowly, and plot development is minimal. The
principal concern is the building up of a complex
of images, through a host of 'singing words' pointing to various attributes of the quasi-human or
spirit creatures, natural elements, and in8nimate
objects with which th ey deal. To be included in
a song is to 'have a name' -to be certified as
having some im portance, however small, in the
local scheme of things.
There are 'outside' versions of all the main
cycles and myths, either sung in the open camp
as men clap th e sticks and blow the didgeridoo,
while women dance in the stylized fashion traditionally laid down for each song: or chanted by
women wailing in grief or joy. 'Inside' versions,
secret-sacred, witll more complex symbolism, are
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known only to fully initiated men. There are
also children's 'play' versions, simplified accounts
in nan-ative style with only a scattering of 'singing words'.
A song cycle which has a number of features
in common wtih the western Arnhem Land story
of Nabiridauda (the bee-diang man) reveals somethin g of the divergence in treatment between the
two cultural traditions: but the short extract set
out here is dras tically condensed. The essence of
the original lies in 'repetition which is not repetitian': lingering, in different words, on the
same image-or slightly different images, because
viewed from slightly different angles. Here this
quasi-repetition is omitted, as calling for too involveda dis cussion; except for the names of the.
main character, only the bare sequence is retaiJled.

with people (spirits) standing around it; stonebladed spears, made by the Wawalag and Ridarngu p eople, left resting in the tree by the pool,
or being 'tried' by men who are practising with
th em; th e cleared ceremonial ground, with its
sacred mound of earth, people of different subsections talking around it; two post figur es standing in th e clearing, representing two young girls,
witll bark hair, and dancers circling around them;
clouds risin g far inland, in Wawalag country, and
rain spreading nortllward; the diU1'warag bird
crying out as it sees the red sunset sky, the 'red
cloud'; the Laglag, Maiamaia (etc.) people
(spirits) eating raw kan garoo and wallaby meat,
spitting out the blood, making the sky red; and
finally the 'red cloud' song itself, the redness of
the sky reflected, shining, in the red waters of the
pool.

'He came from far inland, from the
country of the Rainbarnga (Rembarnga)
people, the ';Yawalag people, the Ngalagan
people (places named) . Wudal, Woial,
Maiamaia, Laglag, Binambungu, Maralabwingu , Maiajirdjir- with boomerang legs,
covered all over with tufts of wild cotton
or white feather down; leaves, like bracelets, on his arms and legs, and across his
forehead a band of kangaroo claws. He
was thirsty, thinking about water as he
travelled over the rocks, over the flat stones,
over th e tiny pebbles, through gorges b etween high rocky cliffs, through sharp
green grasses, coming this way. Now he
came to it paperbark tree, cut it with his
boomerang, drank the fresh water. Singing
and dancin g he went on , coming this way.

The arrangement of this 'bee-and-honey' cycle
differs according to who is singing it: the Riradjingu, Djamba dbingu, Marangu, and certain other
dU ll mOiety lin gu istic units, all have a 'right' to it
and a traditional way of treating it. But the
main olltl.ine, and mll ch of the detail, remain
fairly constant; and conventionally this cycle, like
a number of others, always concludes witll the
'red cloud', although th e 'explanation' of its redness depends on which myth-cycle is concerned.
It rna)" for instance, be ascribed to the blood of
the Wawa lag Sisters, which attracted or repelled
the Python and so led to the climax of their
story. The connection between th e \;Yawalag
myth and vVudal cycle is a tenuous one, said
to cons ist only in a common place of origin-the
place where the "Vawalag live; Wawalag, like
Wudal and Maiamaia and otller such names, can
refer to a group of people as well as to its inclividual members. Nevertheless, there are several
sim ilarities . 111e conventionalized figure shown
ill Plate 5 (the elder Sister) actually belongs to
th e. sacred Wawalag series ; but the post figures
described in the Wndal songs are almost identical, and also, in some versions, represent two
young sisters.

,

The cycle continues, tclling about the long
baskets \\ludal wears slung from both shoulders,
fillin g tllem with honey: bees are humming and
dronin g inside them. He approaches a stringy
bark tree by a large pool. The songs dwell, in
turn, on his long honey-baskets; tlle bees, 'dancing' as they come to the tree for honey; the tree,
its branches broken by the wind, and by Wudal
himself as he chops them down with his stone
axe to get the honeycomb; its flowers, falling on
to the flat stones, on to the tiny pebbles, and
on to the surface of the pool, losing their petals
as they lie there in the dry season; the crow,
coming to eat honey from the flowers, 'dancing'
among them, and calling out as it flies down to
tlle pool for water: its 'eyes' are the 'eyes' (seeds,
or centres) of the flowers themselves; little birds,
twittering amon g the flowers and leaves; a small
caterpillar which eats the leaves into lacy p atterns;
a blanket (frilled ) lizard, holding on to th e tree
with its sharp claws; the pool of fresh water,
WESTERLY

Cross-cutting references and symbolism make
tllis region one of the most faScinatin g in Aboriginal Australia for the student of myth, song,
elrama, and graphic art. Even in a single cycle,
there are innumberable interlinking expressions
an d concepts, 'names' in one song repeatcd in
another with subtle variations in meaning and
context.
The straightforward rain-sequence
found in many parts of the Continent (as in the
Kaningara example ) is here spread among a
number of separate cycles, each with its own elaborate imagery. The same imflge ry and symbolism
permeate what could be called informal talking
contests, when people with grievances engage in
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a flow of impassioned eloquence. Occasionally this
is the end of the affair for the time being, especially if nobody appears to take notice. But it can
equally well (or could, a few years ago) lead to
an open spear-fight because' at least one of the
speakers has worked himself into a frenzy through
his own words. At its simplest, this is merely the
use of the appropriate clan symbols: a shark totem
man biting tlle end of his beard, or his fighting
bag, shaking his head as he advances, is the great
shark with its various 'singing names', ferociously
attacking his prey. But other images too can be
powerful in their effects. One which appears in
several cycles, and often reduces people to tears
of sadness, is 'quiet sea'-a stretch of water lying
still and calm after a stonn.
The people of this region are sometimes said to
be more 'hard-headed' than most Aborigines.
Years of contact with trad ers from what is now
Indonesia sharpened their desire for material
things; and they are certainly less retiring and
submissive than many of their fellow Australians.
But their approach to the everyday world is coloured by a variegated pattern of imagery, expressed through the skilful use of words even
more than through graphic art fonns, ritual, and
dance. They delight in oratory, in sentimental
appeals, in symbolism which evokes in vivid terms
tileir own past, their own land, and the people
who are linked to it tl1rough spiritual even more
than thl'Ough material ties.

l Ir

0 break off at this point is to break off at the
beginning. Even leaving aside further consideration of content, tllere is the problem of creativity, of individual variation-tile 'personal touch'
which is just as important here as it is in situations
where less respect is accorded to the voice of
tradition. Nevertheless, perhaps enough has been
said to emphasize the significance in Aboriginal,
and specifically in Arnhem Land perspective, of
that dimension of culture and experience which
goes beyond tile routine, down-to-earth business
of making a living: the 'arts of life', the domain
of the aestlletic.
Within the Aboriginal world are differing traditions, differing conventions, differing styles of
expression: but these recede in magnitude before
the more far-reaching and spectacular cleavages
separating that world from the European cultUl'al
tradition which has now superseded it as 'tlle
Australian way of life'. Nevertheless, the 'gulf
between' is not unbridgeable. In aesthetic appreciation, in symbolic allusions, in poetic expression, these Aborigines are no more alien to Europeans than many other contemporary peoples are,
and assuredly less so than many of those of the
past-even of th e European past. Understanding
these facets of Aboriginal culture means, in the
widest sense, learning a new and, substantially, a
'foreign' language: but the handicaps here are
no more insuperable than in other cases; and the
results are at least equally rewarding.

Reverie
In the mulberry tree,
Of my heart, the thief,
A woman swings,
As green as grief.
Thick from the needles
Of the crooning pine,
Her sad voice murmurs
An old rhyme of mine.
While down the glass
Of this window pane,
Her fingers are smudged
By thick tears of rain.

GRIFFITH WATKINS
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Tom Gibbons

Several; Deadly Dogmas Of
Modern Art
1. "Notes and Queries on Modem Painting"
would be an apter, if stuffier, title for the speculations which follow. I have no all-embracing
thesis to develop. Indeed, my views are muddled
and contradictory. It would be folly to pretend to
deal witll so vast a topic from a single point
of view; what is "Modem Painting", after all?
If I have an axe to grind, however, tllis results
from the suspicion tllat we may have been applaudin g the Emperor's non-existent Clothes a
little too freely and a little too long. Perhaps it's
time for a child-like finger to point to an exposed position or two.

2. Autobiographical Note: "Modernism" in art
and literature was tlle orthodoxy under which I
grew up. Just after the Second World War, I
was a fairly typical sixth-fonner in a fairly typical
English state-grammar-school. I was encouraged
by my various teachers to read tlle New Statesman, to admire such painters as Picasso, Klee
and Matisse, and such writers as Joyce, Pound,
and Eliot: the revolutionaries of what was then
a quarte r- of-a~centu ry ago.
My teachers were so lively and persuasive
that I must admit to finding, for some years,
certain difficulties in enjoying any painting or
literature which was not Modem. For some time,
however, and especially during the eighteen
months in which I have been writing reviews
for The Critic, I have been forced to re-consider
many of the attitudes which I had more or less
unconsciously adopted. To take a quick example: like most of my friends, I dutifully sneered
at those oil-painting kits which appeared in
colourmen's shops a few years ago: the sort in
which one colours-in numbered sections of a
printed canvas.
I don't really know why I sneered. Such kits
provide a harnlless enough pastime. Somebody
might well learn a great deal about painting
from them. After all, the process is almost
identical with the one used to teach apprenticepainters during the Renaissance.
These notes and queries, then, are part of my
own self-questioning. I don't expect them to
reach any definite conclusions.
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3. As the "Modernist" revolution is still taking
place, very belatedly, in Australia, I find myself
in a very peculiar position. Insofar as I question
several of the basic assumptions of the "Modernist" position, I find myself on the side of the
"reactionaries".
T he!! protest about Modem
painting because it's unorthodox. I react against
ib assumptions because it's the orthodoxy of my
(A putative liaison with readolescence.
actionaries is very embarrassing to an old New
State811W1J. reader, and I hasten to add that I
have not written any letters to newspapers demanding tlle burning of paintings or the lynching
of painters. )
4. The central section of this "article" will consist of a questioning of certain basic propositions
which seem to me to constitute a sort of Modernist Orthodoxy. This Ortllodox Creed is nowhere
written down, of course, and it could easily be
claimed that I am tilting at windmills. In reply,
I could only say tha t the tenets I am about to
question seem to me to be part of the mental
equipment of a great many Modern painters and
critics.
5. I had been tllinking for some time that Abstract Expressionist Landscape was the practical
OrtllOcloxy into which Australian painting was
settling down. I was confirmed in tllis view by
the recent Rubinstein Scholarship exhibition in
Sydney. What could one say of the paintings,
except that they were "much the same"?
However, my attitudes to variety and orthodoxy are very confused (see later) .
6. We need to remind ourselves constantly, I
think, of the oppressive limitations of subjectmatter and tone which were imposed on 19thcentury painters. The early 20th-century allowed
in, not only ash-cans, but wit, satire, fantasy and
terror. The recent Tate Gallery exhibition showed
tllat Australian painters have been taking full
advantage of their new freedom . But is this
freedom already withering away? Do the Abstract Expressionists constitute a new Academy?
o

7. Abstract Expressionism is the one fonn of
Modernist painting which apparently subscribes
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to all the "tenets" I am going to question. I
have not tried to list them in any order of importance.
Tenet (a): "Abstmction is better than Representation."
This is a strange belief. All paintings are
abstracti ons from a four-dimensional continuum
into a two-dimensional plane. A "representational" line-drawing involves a high degree of abstraction.
A note by ~·Iaurice Raynal 011 a 1914 colltbge
"Head" by Picasso: "Picasso has pushed abstraction to the limit. Instead of a subject described,
we have an object signified. The picture is no
longe~' even ' an object, but a dat'll1n; a summingup, a statement-or a 'state'. And though symbolic contac t is kept with reality, it is a tenuous
one indeed."l
I do not pretend to und erstand Raynal's third
and fourth sentences. H owever, if one wants to
use {\ visual sigu whi ch pushes abstraction to
the limit, why not simply write tlie letters HEAD
in the middle of one's ca nvas? Wh at could be
more abstract th an that?
Even when one takes Modern painting as 11
react ion against the extreme representational illu sionism of some 19th-century painting, the reactio'n seeills naive and ill-founded. It is perhaps
analogous 'to the naive view that an audience in
a theatre believes the play to b e "real". For we
always know, of course, that the most trompel'ceil of paintings is only a pain ting. Our response
to such a painting is highly complex. Reduce the
illusionistic element in painting, and you reduce
th e complexity of the response.
This anti-illusionist tenet seems to entail a good
many more, most of which are concerned to emphasize that a painting is an object, a support
covered with pigments. But before I go on
to question these subsidiary tenets, I will take
this opportunity to express my dissatisfaction with
the famous pronouncement of Maurice D enis, and
with the countless critics who have parrotted it
since he first made it iT) 1890. H e wrote, you will
recall : "Remember tha't a painting-before being
a horse in battle or a naked woman or an anecdote, of any kind-is essentially a plane surface
covered with colours assembled in a certain 01'der."2
Why "before"? Why "essentially"?
T enet (b): "A ' painting is an ob;ect."
We have always known that a painting is an
object.
,.
Tenet (c) : "We must emphasize that fact that
the paint is paint."
We have always known that paint is paint.
W e have always admired the brushwork ' of a '
Rembrandt or a Rubens.
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Query : Are our senses so blunted that we can
only recognize an impasto when it's half-an-inch
high?
Query: Are "textures" so fashionable because
good reproductions are so cheap?
T enet (d) : "We must abolish perspective and
emphasize the picture-plan e."
We have always known that a painting is on
a Rat surface. It is precisely b ecause we have
known this th at we have b een able to enjoy the
.illusion of perspective.
Tenet ( e ) : "We mllst allow the canvas (0'1' whatever) to show thro ugh the paint, ill order to show
that the pa'illting is on a call vas (01' whatever)."
vVe have always know n that the painting is on
a canvas (or whatever) without having to be
reminded in such an obvious manner.
Tenet (f): "Pa intings shot/Itl not be literaI'Y."
I.e. they should not tell stories. I fail to see
any justifi cation for this dictatorial assumption,
Why shouldn't paintings tell stories?
Are we still, in 1962, reacting against the 19thcentury fashi on for pictorialized sentimental anecdotes? Must we bar all stories, on this negative
ground? Surely th ere are some un-sentinlental
stories to be told? V\lhat's wrong with sentimentality, anyway?
Tenet (g): "Paintillgs should be rough, to u.gh,
masculine."
"fllis, which is a symptom rather than a ten et,
1 will tentatively call "Brandoism". It suggests,
perhaps, th at kindliness and a delight in the real
world are strictly for cissies. It evokes a world
fit only for H emingway H eroes to live in.
Tenet (h) : "B y abstracting, we can emphasize
design."
There is plenty of design in the Old Masters.
Most of th,e m used geometrical patterns as the
formal bases of their paintings. They, however,
covered these pa tterns up a little, les t they appear
too un-subtle to the beholder. Present-day beholders are apparently content with the highly
obvious.
Tenet (i): "The painting shou.ld be a record
of the act of painting it."
All paintings are necessarily this. Some are
" velY much more.
Tenet (j): "There is something called 'Pttre Art'."
I would prefer to suggest th at there are 9nly
paintings ('in this case )" and that tllese ' paintings
, have various uses; that they are function al. Paintings can: be an investment; cover a crack in the
wall; look nice on the landing; be a cocktail-party
conversation-piece; un ify the lounge-room colourscheme. And so on.
T enet (k): "Paintel's , should be absolutely free
, to paint as they please."
And so they are, thank goodness, in a free
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society. But also, in a free rnarket, they may
never sell a single painting. I fail to see why
patrons should not commission paintings, to the
extent of specifying size, colours, and subjectmatter. The results of this approach (such as
the Sistine Chapel) haven't been too bad in the
past. Why shouldn't artists be competent business-men?
The self-image of many present-day painters,
I suspect, is still that of the 19th-century Romantic Bohemian. And each generation of young
painters still wastes a great deal of time in
nOisily attacking a non-existent target-a French
Academy which was practically powerless even
when Cezanne was a lad. I am reminded of
John Armstrong's painting, The Battle of Nothing.
When the Blake Society actually dared to specify. a "topic" to be painted in exchange for a
£250 prize, one well-known abstractionist protested in these terms: "From now on the era of
imposed restrictions, conditions, suggestions, information, etc., begins and a downfall follows."3
But Michelangelo did pretty well under exactly
these conditions.
Perhaps, as Professor Gombrich has suggested,4 not many painters are capable of successfully facing a completely existentialist situation, in which they are absolutely free to choose
any subject, any style, any medium, any size of
canvas, and so on. Painterly talent, I suspect,
is one of the. commonest talents. And I also
suspect that even quite major artists are helped
by rules, regulations, and conventions. Not all
who have talent are "heroic" figures, able or
even willing to start Rebuilding the Whole of Art
from Scratch (another 20th-century obsession) .
Here I reach a contradiction. For, despite my
liking for as much variety as possible, I suspect
that most of the "great" works of art have been
produced when powerful artistic conventions have
been operating. When powerful conventions are
operating, one seems to get a general level of
competence within the particular mode, and very
often a "great" artist who exhausts the possibilities of that mode. The conventions of the
Elizabethan dramatists, of the Renaissance painters, of the Russian icon-painters, of the 19thcentury English novelists, of the French Impressionist painters: all these produced "masters".
Perhaps the 20th-century is qualitatively
different from all past centuries; perhaps these
historical analogies are useless. We cannot know.
Tenet (I): "Every painter should be original."
See (k) above.
Tenet (m): "The act of painting should be mysterious, terrible, and pain/ul."
Picasso: "People do not realise what they have
when they own a picture by me. Each picture is
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a phial filled with my own blood. That is what
has gone in to it."5
A sad state of affairs, it seems to me, when
painters don't even enjoy painting any more.
Tenet (n): "As it is impossible to define 'a work
or art', we defy anyone to prove that our old
lawnmower isn't one."
The difficulty here is the familiar one of
drawing-the-line: one doesn't know quite where
"art" fades into "non-art". One has a similar
difficulty in deciding where prose becomes poetry,
and whether the examinee who gets 49% deserves
to fail.
But we can distinguish a sonnet from a novel,
and an Honours shldent from a failure. 'file fact
that a piece of driftwood might accidentally reproduce a Henry Moore sculpture does not prevent our distinguishing between a Rembrandt
and a lawnmowel'.
Tenet (0): "The invention of photography has
dispensed with the need for representational
painting."
What use would a camera have been to the
Byzantine artists, to Leonardo, to Vermeer? Was
it any use to Lautrec?
Tenet (p): "The malerisch is preferable to the
lillear."

Why?
Tenet (q): "The AlIa Prima is preferable to the
'considered' painting."
Again, one asks: "Why?" This tenet harks
back to Wordsworth half-understood and misapplied : "The spontaneous overflow of powerful
..
feelings.
(Compare the 1920-ish "Progressive" dogma
of forcing huge brushes onto tiny school-children,
in the interests of "self-expression". Apparently
lots of children like doing scrubby little drawings with scrubby little pencils.)
Tenet (r): "Big paintings are bettel' than little
'paintings." (Gigantism.)
In the Abstract Expressionist mode, they are.
For, as decorative murals, they fit nicely into
Bauhaus-type buildings. ( Motto: "When the Id
is kicked out of the door, Pollock comes in
at the window.")
But framed bits of Pollock, two feet by three,
hung on the living-room wall: these are rather
less at home.

..

..

"

8. Many modern paintings are so badly painted
(from the point-of-view of materials) that I doubt
whether they will last more than twenty years.
Art-Gallery-Attendant's Back: a new complaint
brought on by having to sweep up fragments of
flaking Modern paintings three times a day.
The shifts in fashion come Witll increasing
speed. Are painters becoming like the rest of
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us in our Consumers' Society, frenziedly producing deliberately obsolescent junk in order to keep
the industrial machine moving?
9. The clashes of tex tures and colours in Modern
painting and architecture are so obvious as to
suggest that our senses are becoming monstrously
coarsened. Apparently we no longer respond to
subtle variations in colour and texture; we respond only to the most violent of opposites.
This coarseness, and the 'Gigantism mentioned
above, are perhaps the results of our exhibitionand-prize system . Historically, this system is
quite novel.
10. Has any representational painting won ,ID)'
important recent competition? If not, why not?
11. Have we, in general, exchanged the complex
for the simple, the subtle for the obvious? Has
the reaction against all tlle ingredients of earlier
painting left us with notlling at all worth talkin g
about?
For a painting can have formal values and be
about human experience. It can have perspective and be flat. Tt can show its brushwork and
be illusionistic.
12. A great deal of 20th-century painting has
consisted of wry jokes about painting. The most
recent development, which should arrive in Australi a fairly soon , is to have paintings which are
jokes about the perceptual processes involved in
looking at paintings (see, for exa mple, Escher
and Albers).
Where do we go from here?
13. Abstract Expressionist practice corresponds
quite closely with Symboliste doctrine; Symbolisme has, however, arrived on the visual scene
fifty years after its appearance on the literarv
scene. The long-overdue literary questioning ~f
Sym boliste orthodoxy has been conducted over
the past few years by Donald Davie (Artiwlate
Energy), Frank Kennode (Romantic Image) and
Graham Hou gh (Image & Experience). The only
analogous questioning in the visual field is a
brilliant and neglected essay by Father Vincent
Turner, S.J.6
14. One major Symboliste desideratum is that a
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work of art should not be paraphrasable into
any language (see Tenet f above). A perfect
Symboliste p:tinting cannot be discussed, and it
certainly can't be evaluated. In front of such
a work, each of us is alone with his private and
incommunicable reactions.
Critics who adopt
the Symboliste position should logically, therefore, stop writing and play Bingo instead. Indeed, confrontcd by the following critique (with
which I shall conclude) I feel, as an Aggravated
Square, tll at Bingo is a very sane pastinle indeed:
"Helen Frankentllaler continues to work in tlle
crisis area of freedom and necessity: more and
more, internecine war flares where reason and
unreason dance their padded knife-fight.
She
paints our case : how to be intelligently free
under the Cheshire-cat smirk of self-consciousness.
This is deadly pressure: in this show
'problems' seem to have been summoned , under
the guise of 'images', to ease it. In most cases
this takes the form of a bled or aggravated
square or rec tangle which serves as a domicile
shaken by the retum of the prodigal chaos.
Black with Shadow is one of the pictures that
tIy for unity through the biology of painting
rather than , like Newman, tllrough its physics.
Perhaps it demons trates the savagery that obtains
he tween the two: tl1e black square braces against
the kiss of all orange leech, while a waste of
eggs and energy spumes from the jarred rigidity.
This is an important and embattled artist. Prices
nnquoted."7
o

o

o

( 1) Picasso by MauricE' Rayn al.

Skira/ Ceneva

1953/p.56.

(2) Th e I3rI1lCJll et
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Yea rs· by Roger Shattuck.
Faber /London 1959/ p .231.
Stanislaus Rapotec in Th e Nation/23 .ix.61/
p.l5.
The Tyranny of Abstract Art by E. H. Gombrich (Atlantic Monthly , April 1958). (Titlp
changed from The Vogue of Abstract Art by
a polemical editor.)
Quoted in The Bulletin/27 .x.62/ p.18.
The Desolation of Aesth etics by Fr. Vincent
Turner, S.J. (in The Arts, Artists & Thinkers. Longmans Green/London 1958.)
Art News N.Y./January 1962/p.l0.
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Alec I(ing

Australian Poet and Settler
-Tough or Sentimental

J

UDITH WRIGHT'S image of th e double tree,
in her poem 'for New England', is an image
that speaks to us of th e central problem of
writing poe try in Australia. Since poetic language
is the most conccntra ted expression of an im agination common to all men in varying degrees, the
image points at th e problem, not only of writing
imaginatively, but also of living imaginatively in
Australia. Judith Wri ght finds in herself 'the
double tree', the 'homesick and the swarthy
native, the En glish and the indigenous tree of
Australia. Not un til th ey fu se into a single tree
will she find her land turn sweet in her mind.
This is not an image of adju st ment, but of
so methin g more difficult and more rewarding.
There have been two kinds of adjustm ent practised by new Ali stra lians ( th at is by all who
have been brought to this country either by ship
or by womb) ) : one has been sentimental and
th e other tough. T he sentimental adjustment was
to surroun d oneself with the properties of th e
old co untry : to erect a palissade round th e spirit
of oaks, sycamores, blackberry hed ges, rabbits,
blackbirds, sparrows, old prints, four-poster b f'ds
and imported suits. The tough adjustment was
to go native in the white m an's way: to build a
shack which excluded nothing but ra in and wind,
to bare one's breast to raw life and 'havc it
retllrned covered in welts', and to obliterate if
possible the civilisa tion left behind.
The sentimental adjusbllent still goes on, the
tou gh has bred an Australian myth . Both are
fals e because they each ignore what cannot be
ignored. We cannot live in a new country,
making ourselves at home in it, if we fence
oursevles aga inst it. And we cannot make the
new country a home of the human spirit, if we
grub up th e roots which feed th at spirit. Judith
Wright's image of the double tree does not mean
adjusbllent at all, but a process of g!'Owing the
new in a soil already rich in inherited properties.
If we cu t ourselves off from this rich inheritance,
the 'old' world, in which our hUll1'ln spirit grows,
we merely confront the new with a kind of inarticulate shlpidity. To live onlv sentime;'Jtally
is to live soft; to live only toughly is to live
mean. To live as the double tree, as many have
done who have shaped our country, is to live
whole.
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The notion tha t a new country requires a new
mind is a trivial refl ection f!'Om the world of
practical life, which necessitates new skills, new
adhoc manner and relationships, and a constant
improvisa tion. It does not require a new mind.
On the contrary it requires the oldes t possible
mind, one grounded in th e enduring and ancient
art of human life. Onl y such a mind can fully
imagine and articulate the new, finding for it its
tru e language, tran sforming its raw strangeness
into the un expected and the fresh, so that it
becomes part of the inexhaustihle variety and
plen itu de of life offered to man's spirit for love,
hate, or suffering. Those who cannot or will not
tra nsform a new counb-y so th at it may grow its
graces and ugliness in the visionary life of man,
will find themselves sentimentally or meanly adju stin g th emselves to it, disfi gurin g it or themselves.
Th t: analogy of this with th e writing of poetry
in Australia is very closp. Many people have
thought tha t a new country demands a ncw
poetry, as if a poet could suddenly create a
form of words as unlikely as a black boy which
said 'Australian' . On the contrary it demands a
poetry g!'Ounc1ed as deeply as possible in the
traditional art of poetic makin g; for its special
task is to grow th e new images in th e age-old
world of seeing, feeling, understanding (the world
th at poetry cares for), so that these images can
come to be at home there within the house of
man's welcoming and inventive mind whose structure is the poem.
Our earlier poets were not tryin g to write a
new poetry. They were gropin g im aginatively
into th e new country by creating the familiar
poetic world, and feeling how the new images of
a new land came to life in the rhythms of an
When Hm'pur wrote his
ancient art of seeing.
'Midsummer Noon in an Austrnlian Forest' he
was recreating the form and tone of an 18th
cenhlry mode whose origins are as old as Hor1ce.
It was a mode of easy contemplation, fondling
the memory of natural sights and sounds, and
opposed to the brisk concentrations of urban
sa tire. To write such a mode in Australia has
been thou ght a weakness, a carry-over from a
way of life that should have been left behind.
This is nonsense. He was writing true poetry for
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Australia; and his poem does authentically discover to us a few of the sights and sounds of
this country to be known with ease and freshness through the long practised mode of imagining wh ~('h enfolds th em .

To have learnt from his poetry might have been,
for Harpur, an immeasurable strength. What is
weak in Harpur is not his belief in Wordsworth
as a master of poetry, but that, instead of learning from him, he tended to imitate him.

A Midsummer Noon in the Australian Forest
Not a sound disturbs the air,
There is quiet everywhere;
Over plains and over woods
Vlhat a mighty stillness broods!
All the birds and insects keep
Where the coolest shadows sleep;
Even th e bllsy ants ore fOtlnd
Resting in thei,r pebbled mormd;
Even th e lac list clingeth now
Silent to the barky bough;
Over hills lind over plaiflS
Quiet, vast and slumbrolls, reigns.
Only th ere's a drowsy humming
From yon warm lagoon slow coming
'Tis th e dragon-hol'net-see!
All bedaubed resplendently,
Yello w on It tawny grollndEach rich spot nor sqllare nor round,
Rudely heart-shaped, as it were
The blurred and hasty impress there
Of a verm eil-crusted seal
Dusted o'er with golden meal.
Only there's a droning where
Yon bright beetle shines in air,
Tracks it in its gleaming sight
With a slanting beam of light,
Rising in the slInshine higher,
Till its shards flame out like fire.
Every other thi,ng is still,
Saoe th e ever-wakeful rill,
-VVhose cool murmur only throws
Cooler comfort round repose;
Or some ripple in the sea
Of leafy boughs, where, laZily,
Tired summer, in her bower
Turning with the noontide hour
H eaves a slumbrous breath ere she
Once mom slumbers peacefully.
o 'tis easeful here to lie
I-Hdden from noon's scorching eye,
In this grassy cool recess
Musing thus of quietness.

The early poets of Australia are, like Harpur,
simply not great enough. We could not have
expected a great poet to have appeared here
at this time. And yet it is th e irony of the
situation that only a great poet could have shown
LIS what being an Australian poet really means.
Only a great poet could have created a whole
world of natural and human life within which
the new, the strange, the bizzare, could have
walked and declared itself-could have found its
voice in th e age-old 'mankind of our going'.

Harpur wrote much of his poetry with
Wordsworth in his mind. It is supposed that
he wrote bad Australian poetry because of this,
on the assumption that Wordsworth wrote his
poetry in order to adjust himself to the Lake
Country and its odd inhabitants, and that therefore it wouldn't do in Australia. But Wordsworth's interest, as he says himself, was in the
mind of man. He was rediscoverin g the relation
between mind and the universe of life around.
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It was inevitable that poets should soon have
fallen for easier ways of being Australian. The
balladists took to adjusting their poetry to the
tough rampage of practical life. They are sometimes called our folk poets. They are worlds
away from folk poets. In effect they abandoned
poetly to record, in tumbling verse, the physical
exploits of hardy men and their togetherness.
Patterson is the better versifier, because he is less
a poet than Lawson. There are signs in Lawson,
especially if we include his short stories, that
he could fe el the old world of humankind, its
ten thousand year capacity for boredom, heartache, loneliness, longing, as well as for humour,
devilry and prowess. He might, if he had been
greater, have imagined for us the comic and
desperate heroism of man, to whose tune a crowd
of go-getting Australians spasmodically worked
arid fought, staggered and sang and wept.
The balladists adjusted poetry to Australia by
ignoring poetly. They chose the tough solution.
They chose to be Australian by writing a form
of verse capable of reflecting what was peculiarly
because superficially Australian, as if the imagination of humankind had to be left behind in order
to feel authentic in a new country.
There
appeared soon beside them the poets who adjusted poeby to Australia by choosing the sentimental solution. TIley imported furniture and
landscaping to protect imagination anel poesy
against th e raw and the tough.
The oddest poetry of this sort and the most
interesting is 'The Bush' by O'Dowel. It is, in
intention, a rapt meditation in the high style, on
it longed-for unity of the 'two trees', a unity of
our inherited imagination and the new images
of this country; and yet it succeeds, in the end,
in achieving a sentimental solution. The length
of the popm, the ode-like stmcture of stanzas
pleated and laced with 'language strong and
high', shining with the names and echoes of the
myths and legends of our race-the intention of
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all this is to create a world of poetry capable
of recallin g our riches t inheritance of imagination, within which the images of the strange and
new may be known an d relished. But, in fact,
this hard ly ever happens, for the strange and
new are pushed away and obscured by fancy
and dream; and instead of entering firmly into
th e poem, th ey tend to dissolve .
'rhe poem remembers the fancifulness of childhood, how
. . . . m y b oyhood saw how Su.nbursts
flamed
Or filmy hinds lured on a pale Gisin .
Wh ere lith e indignant saplings crowdin g
claimed
The digger's 1'Ovage for th eir plundered
queen;
A nd h eard within yon lichened 'mullockh eap'
L ord Edward's waiting horsem en moan in
sleep;
01' flew the f1'Ogra llt path of swans COtlsoling
Lir's exiled daughter wandering with m e,
A nd tra ced b elow the Wattle River rollin g
EXliberant and go lden toward the sea .

The poem (lreams, also, how
M other Bush ill your deep dreams abide
Gllpids II lert for man and maid unborn,
Apprentice Pu cks a.mid !l our saplings hide ,
And wistfll l gorges wait a Roland's 110m:
Wallet of Sigu.rd shall this swag replace,
And centlllll'S cu·r l.let where th ose 17rumhie.\·
race.
T hai: drover's tale of love shall greaten
duly
Tllrou.gh magic prisms of {I myriad years,
Till burns Isolde to Tristram's ferl.lotlf
newly,
Or Lmmcelot /;0 golden Gttinivere's.

The poetry, here, docs not meet head on the
bu sh and its gorges, the bmmby and the drover.
and transfigure them; it merely dreams them out
of sight into a legendary future.
O'Dowd knew well enou gh the meaning of
th e 'two lTees', and that to try to tear up our
ancient roots as we move away from the old
world to settle our bodies in the new, is fo olish
nonsense :
Who fenced th e nymphs in European
vales?
01' Pan tabooed from all but Oxford
dreams?
Wam ed Shakespeare off from for eign Plutarch's tales?
Or tethered Virgil to Italian themes?
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And w hen the body sailed from your
co ntrol
Think ye we left behind in b ond the soul?
1V lwte' er was yolt'rs is ow·s in equal
:measure,
T he T emple was not built fo·r you alone,
A ltho' 'tis ours to grace the common
t reasure
With L anes and Penates of our own!

But the effect of the poem is in the end sentimental. The new country is diminished and lost
inside the fulsom e poetry; and the roll call of
names and titles from our past of legend and
myth .expresses a nostalgia for what is, in the
poem, unimagined and unimaginable. The poem
becomes a Palace of Art like Tennyson's, georgeous but so muffled up aga inst the prickle and
naked touch of the actual Australia that we are
aware, vmy soon, of being lost in endless selfindulgence.
The poeh'y of Hugh McHae shows another
kind of sentimental solution . In effect, it chooses
not to live in Australia at all. Th ere is, of course,
nothing wron g with poetry that wants to live
somewhere else-except to those who insist that
poets writing in Australia should always be writing of Australia (as they might insist that Milton
should not have written about Man's first disobedience, but about the enticements of Sir Lucius
Lucifer inviting th e innocent Adam Perkins and
his \Vife Eva, residen ts of the pastoral village of
Finchley, to join hinl and his friends in the
wi cked Pandemonium of London ). l'vtcRa e's jolly
poems, his amorous poems, his romantic poems,
are written in a country of the mind, where he
can choose whatever furnishings he likes, Greek
laurel trees and saty rs, 18th century pubs and
wenches, medieval castles and barons. H is well
articulated poetry is technically more polished
and elega nt than any b efore it, bceause it plays
with its wan ton or romantic images fanci fully.
an d does not often have to cope with more stringent imagi native problems . But it is not a fals e
poetry unless it is supposed to be a sort of allegorical vision of the real Australian way of life
in which all males are free to be satyrs, all females plump wenches, and all industrialists robber
barons.
When, however, McRae does write a poem of
A.us tralia, the images of his country of th e mind
crowd fo rward to blur his sight:
Australian Spring
Th e bleak-faced Winter, with his braggart
winds,
(Coiled to his scrawny throat in tattered
black),
Posts down the hiphwatl of his late domain,
His spurs like leeches in his bleeding hack.
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He rides to reach th e huge embattled hills
Where all the brooding summer he may lie
Engldf'd in Koscitlsko"s silent snow,
His shadow waving o'e'r the lofty sky.
And jolly Spring, with love and laughter
gay
Full fountaining, lets loose her tide of bees
Upon the waking ember-flame of bloom
New kindled in th e hon ey-scented trees.
The old, old man forsakes th e chimneyhole,
"Vh ere erst he warmed his bones and lazy
blood,
And, clasping Molly to his wheezi,n g breast,
Triumphant floats, cock-whoop, upon the
flood.
This is well bred but fanciful. It does not
make U S know an Australian spring in a fresh
way by seeing how man's old imagination can
dance to ye t anoth er unexpected rhythmic variation of nature (as a northern autumn is known
in a fresh way through Keats who uses its image
to figure out, with a profound renewal of pain
and pleasure, the rhythmic cycle of birth and
death to which all life belongs ). On the contrary, it invents fanciful properties ( especially in
the romantic, merry-E ngland , last verse) which
disguise an Australian spring for a neat poetic
charade. It is a poem of imaginative and sentim ental ignorance-rath er a nice one, too.
A new country is not a hom e for the human
spirit IInti! it is loved (or hated). And both
the 'it' and the 'love' are necessary. Love (whose
analogy is a poem) is sight and insight and the
consequent joy, not self-indulgence, sentiment, or
adjustment. Love exposes itself to what is seen,
and transfigures the 'it' into a 't1lOu' (to use
Martin Buber's terms)) , homefelt, enchanting,
even in its strangeness and otherness.
It is
supposed th at Australian poetry is getting better
because it is beginning to t ake Australia for
granted, and so to use Australian imagery as
unselfconsciously as English poetry uses English
imagery. But neither love nor poetry takes anything for granted. If it is gettin g hetter as
Australian poetr\', it is became it is gettin g better
as poetry. And hy being better poetry it is a
better sort of insight into an Austnlia which it
has no intention of taking for granted. On the
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contrary, it intends to bring Australia home to
itself, to put it in its place within the ancient
world of human love, imagination, and knowledge. The greater the poem, the more practised
in t1le old wisdom and intelligence of our race,
the more it can love and understand the place
of its gestation, this fr agment of cosmos round
about us here in this country at this time.
Australian poetry is an image of our capacity
to make something of this country, not merely
to expose ourselves ignorantly to its strangeness,
or to cover ourselves up sen tim entally aga inst its
rawn ess. It is still a little fumbling; but then
so are we all in our im aginative uncertainty. We
tend to live still, like the newest settlers, oscillating between toughness and sentimentality. We
import and copy culture-objects from the old
'World, not to feed om minds by a nourishment
which impels discrimination, but indiscriminately
to put a simu lacrtlJ11 of civili zation round us over
which we pee r at the ullcivili zed hinterland
which we guiltil y call til(' 'real' Australia. Our
public gardens sprawl with rose bushes trying
to preserve th eir nostalgic adam in th e tou gh
heat.
In th e country we constru ct suburban
hom es, their A'(m inster wall-to-walls swea ting in
protest. Our broadcasting stations, B-c1ass and
National, tend to be divided, in accent and preoccupation, into th e tough and the sentimentaL
"Ve are, in the eyes of the others, full of physical
prowess and resourcefuln ess, but their praise of
us as young and virile makes us wince a little,
for we are, like them, heirs of all the ages and
capable of grown I1p humanity, and do not much
like an image of ourselves as a gang of boys, loud,
unbuttoned, and body-minded.
All men live simultan eously in two worlds,
in the world of mankind , ane! in the physical
world of our birth or adoption; and the two trees
of life growing in these two worlds must fuse
into one for men to be whole. But the fusion
is more difficult in a new country. To be selfconsciously Australian, or self-consciously unAustralian, is to be uncertoin of one's true centre,
and unable to let the double tree of life grow in
unselfconscious naturalness . But it h ~ s grown
anel is growing. The poem and the settler settle
in, lea rning from the imagination of Man how
to feel and know this once biz'lrre and seemingly
inhuman land. Thev no 10'1 ~er fe'll' to belong at
onCe to mankind and to Australia.
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L. R. Burrows

A Mid- Victorian Faust
NYON E presuming to meddle no matter how
"\ gingerly with the manifold figure of Faust
will sooner or later find his dazed attention
harking back to the Gospel-tale of another man
bedevilled by an unclean spirit who, on being
asked for his crede nti~ls, replied : " My name is
Legion : for we are many." For th at original
16th-century Dr. Faustus, dubious and boastful
thaumaturge, was at least superhumanly potent
in conjuring tip a legionary fictional progeny who,
however different might be the successive wombs
of time in which they w.ere conceived, still retained in th eir ravaged features some remnants
of the found er's face, still contrived to wear "the
family nos e for individual us e", and always piously cherished th e ancestral connexion with the
Prince of Darkness. This monstrous multiplicati on of Fausts-alI th e sad variety of Hell- may
be glimpsed in Miss E. M. Butler's The Fortunes
of Faust. I say "glimpsed" because, though she
h'eats in some detail about fift y specimens of th e
genus Faust (nicely classified), she has even so
been rigorously selective. Many obscurer or less
attra ctive members of the species are accorded
only a pnssing nod or are coldly coffined, unsung
and unwept, in th e capacious bibliography. And
lloubtless yet others have wriggled throu gh the
dragnet altogether. One certainly has: the subject of this paper.
It is not surprising that the Faust story should
have been, and should continue to be, popular
with audi ence an d author, though it is perhaps
remarkable th at the errant prototype should have
sired a mostly stay-a t-home race rarely venturing
outside Gelmany. What m3kes the Faust myth
. permanently alluring to poets, philosophers and
humbler people is that it symbolizes a key situation in man's existence as a moral being, and so
offers means v1ried, colourful, far-ranging, penetrative, for probing and dramatizing the human
condition. It is a temptation myth, basic3lly
similar to the Genesis story of the Fall of Man.
When the satanic serpent inveigled curious Eve
into tpsting the forbidd en fruit of the tree of
knowledge, he thrust up on previously contented
hum'mity not only a new self-consciousness, a
novel and sharp aware'less of se'(tnlity, but also
moral responsibilitv, the discrimination between
good and eviJ.1 For his darin g and dangerous
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desire to know, to explore the mysteries and
potentialities of the universe, man was ejected
from the amoral, effortless felicity of Eden into
a dismayingly arduous and perilous world-a
world bereft of the lush leisure of Paradise but
possessed of the bracing spiritual advantage of
being, in Keats's phrase, "a vale of soul-making".
Ruefully man discovered his sundering but dynamic duality, his status as a creature intermediate between angel and animal, a prey to
warring and jarring forces. He was a shuttlecock, a battlefield, a tug-of-war, a continuous and
fluctuating conflict: strife between higher and
lower impulses, between lofty idealism and brute
"reality", the spiritual and the sensual, the pure
and the impure, the creative and the destructive;
everywhere and always the confronting choice
between the way up and the way down. Ever
since, man has woken to find himself in a dark
wood and has struggled to find the narrow path
of righteousness, to work out laboriously, painfully his salvation.
So in Goethe's Faust we trace the frenzied and
bewildered course of a man "with two souls
housed within his breast", each wrestling for
mastery:
The one has p assion's craving crude for love,
And hugs a world where sweet the senses
rage;
The other longs for pastures fair above,
Leaving the murk for lofty heritage.
This in&::ates one aspect of the conflict within
Faust-a clash between a rage to live in the
senses and a longing for an exalted spirituality.
It is exoressed rath er differently when Faust says:
Unwelcome, alien, hostile things intrude
On all of truth and shining excellence;
Then, having this world's treasure, we conclude
Thinp-s of more worth are frauds that cheat
the sense;
And the loud world with its distracting
strife
Benumbs the very nerve of noble life.
This is the sensitive ideolist's shrinking from the
co"fident, coarsening "values" of the world in
which however he m'lst to some extent live pnd
move and have his being: the loud, distracting
world and its treasure are opposed to "things
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of more worth"-nobility, truth, shining excellence. In the scenes concerned with Margareta's
seduction and Faust's agonized remorse, the conflict is translated into terms of sex and lovethe first being a makin g use of another person's
body as an insh'ument of self-gratification, the
second involving as well as ' the satisfaction of
sexual desire such feelings as affection, tenderness, respect and unselfishness. It is the difference, say, between L es Liaisons Dangereuses and
Keats's letters to Fanny Brawne. Faust's experience brings him to a harrowing realization that
sowing the wild oa ts of sensual pleasure can yield
R lu xuriant crop of guilt and self-reproach.
Mephistopheles, the D evil, the tempter, is
tr"ditionally the active agen t of evil who as the
power of ' this world can proffer temptations of
dazzli ng grandeur, and can too make it ma gically possible for the tempted victim, the Faust, to
sound the dep ths and heights of his cravings for
knowledge.. experience, dominion, happiness or
\\,!Iatever th c goal may be. A sort of djinn from
it hottle, a god from an infernal machine, he can
with diabolical efficiency save time, labour and
dul! abstraction and enabl e his client to run the
gamut of his desires within the necessary dramatic
fore-shortenin g an d with the preferable dramatic
vigour and vividness. He is the embodiment and
symbol of wickedness, and as such takes shape
and nature from the author of his being. He may
be a "laily worm", it helly-crawling reptile exciting hoth terror and con temp t; or he may be an
a rchangel ruined, the Byronic hero-rebel animating th e firs t two books of Paradise Lost and
inspmng awe, admiration, even sympathy. For
Goethe he is in the famou s phrase "the spirit
that deni es" . He is, says G. H. Lewes, "so
utterly and essen tially irreverent, that even in
the preSf?ilCe of the creator, he feels no awe; the
grander emotions i1re not excitable within his
soul; ann, like all his species, he will not believe
that ot'hers feel such emotions: 'Pardon me: h e
says, '1 cannot utter flne phr~s es : Mephisto is
not H hypoerite : he cannot even pay that homage
to virtue. He is a sceptic pure and simple."2
Mephistopheles, if one may say so without questioning his supernatural origins, is very much a
man of the world, cynical, mocking, sophisticated,
bmtal, self-assured, at ease in the beau monde
and th e demi-monde. The devil is, we know, a
gentleman, and if we look at him through the
eyes of a Rom antic, he is a fine gentleman of a
distin ctly 18th-century type; his speech is colloquial, slangy, racy, irreverent, taunting; he is
Clarissa's Lovelace. Goethe's devil is not at all
admirable, and he is moreover under suspicion of
being (once th e whole design is seen ) an ass: he
cannot win his heavenly wager-God has loaded
the dice. Mephisto is merely a gad-fly to sting
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forward backsliding man; he toils to serve creation. That, at least, is the role assigned him in
Heaven; but Mephisto too has his dualism of
being, and there are moments when he can speak
with the magniloquence of a "strange son of
Chaos" . Nor by the end of Part I is his failure
apparent, though it has been presented as a "foregone conclusion". Prince of Lies or Prince of
Flies, he can plume himself on a noticeable
achievement. Even so, the prime mover is doubtless Fau stus, and the potent devil is in Faushls'
breas t: "Myself am Hell." But his questionable
inSignificance apart, and though Goethe might not
have Rgreed, Mephisto is in one reincarnation the
Byron of Don Iflan as he appeared to the righteous Evangelicals of the tim e, fluttering with mortal
offence the shocked hems of their starched garments;3 and as he appeared to the aspiring and
reverent ima gination of Keats, who cried out in
a fury of indignation and wounded sensitivity:
"How horrible an example of human nature is
this mall , who has no. pleasure left him but to
gloat over and jeer at the most awful incidents
of life! Oh! this is a paltry originality, which
consists in making solemn things gay and gay
things solemn, and yet it will fascin ate thousands,
by th e ver)' diabolical outrage of th eir sympathies ."
Mephistopheles incarnates his creator's notions
of wh at is evil, but h e is not, we feel, for
Goetlle a terrible or important figure as he is for
Milton. It is Faust who .is the focus of interest
and involvf' ment for Goethe. W'hat is Faust striving for in his divine dis content? And how will
he reach fulfilm ent? By th e time of the pactscene, "the ageing scholar in his Gothic study
has been transform ed into an ardent and palpitating hum an being whose quest is not knowledge but life".4 Auden sees him as the typical
Romantic hero :
The Faust of Marlowe is simply an old
professor who wants to be a god-like hern
in th e epic sense. He wants power to do
great deeds and win glory, he wants to
sleep with the most beautiful girls, he wants
to be etern ally twenty yea rs old. Goethe's
Faust has quite other aims. He doesn't
want to do anything, he wants to experience eIJerything. Hence the curious wager
with Mephistopheles, for to cry to a
moment of experience, "Stay: you are so
beautiful," would be to renounce his quest,
to exclude some possible future experience.
He does not seduce Marguerite because he
desires her or become a swamp drainer because he wants to do good to mankind, but
because he wants to know what it feels like
to be a seducer and a benefactor. 5
Or one mi ght say that Faust ranges through the
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length and breadth of human experience that ·he
may. come to terms with life; he seeks a modus
vivendi. Only after a comprehensive sampling of
the .storms and stresses· of life can he know what
it is he has to do, what vocation, what function '
it is that will still his restlessness . Anyway, only
through a comprehensive experiencing of life can
Goethe magnify him into a towering image of
man an d mankind's predicament. Like a latterday Christ, Faust will identify himself with all
mankind, will suffer their sufferings and shoulder
the burden of th eir e;;istence, will point at last
to the saving light:
My heart, from learning's tyranny set free,
Shall no more shun distress, but take its toll
Of all the hazards of humanity,
And nourish mortal sadness in my souL
I'll sound the heights and depths that mim
can know,
Their very souls shall be with mine entwined,
I'll load my bosom with their weal and woe,
And share with them th e shipwreck of mankind.
Though it is of no great significance in Coethe's
presentation, I will mention a furth er characteristic
of his Fallst. Besides being a titanic symbol of
humanity, Faust is in his local habitation a scholar,
a recl use, an intellectuaL He is introspective and
heSitan t, cut off from the unthinking, instinctive,
animal happiness of simple people but yearning
after it, longing to share wholeheartedly and unselfconsciously in the uncomplicated enjoyments
of common life-the beer-drinking, the dancin g,
the pretty girls-but prevented by the knot intrinsicate of his very nature. He h as the academic's awkwardness, his lack of aplomb in the
social graces:
I have the gravest doubts of my success,
Deficient as I am in fine address.
In front of other folk I often quail,
And through embarrassment am bound to
fail.
But Mephistopheles, a Turveydrop of Deportment,
can offer brisk encouragement:
You'll soon improve, my friend, have no
misgiving;
Once self-assured, you learn the art of
living.
The Devil, we note again, moves with sang-froid
in good society.
These comments on the Faust legend and
Goethe's h andling of it are obviously superficiaL
They are also deliberately partial. I h ave merely
been disentanglin g one or two threads of interest,
und erlining a few motifs, that reappear in a
different context and with a different emphasis
in the English poem I am to discuss. This poem,
which has been called a mid-Victorian Faust, is
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Dipsychus by Arthur Hugh Clough. ItisnEHth~i' :
so great nor so famous an achievement as Goethe's'
drama. Clough did not live to complete it, nor '
had the fragments that survive reached any finality of expression or organization. 6 Compared
with Faust, D ipsycl11ls ' lacks a wide variety of
scene, any striking dramatic development, and a
hero of epic proportions. But though Clough was
probably stimulated by a rereading of Goethe 7 to
cast his poem into the form of a dialogue between
a kind of Faust and a kind of Mephistopheles,
Dipsychus is not to b e dismissed as a miserably
unsuccessful attempt to imitate Goethe. It dramatizes a conflict that is genuinely Clough's own; and
the conflict is presented with a scrupulousness,
subtlety, and wit that ensure the poem's still .
being read with interest, sympathy and enjoyment.
Dipsyc!tus is a protracted debate between two
characters whom Clough first designated as Mephistopheles and Faustulus- the ironical diminutive is notable; but Faustulus was later abandoned
in favour of Dipsychus, the two-souled, and
Mephistopheles is in general simply called the
Spirit. "The thing which it is attempted to represent," says Clough in an amusing prose Epilogue, "is the conflict between the tender conscience and the world." Dipsychus is a young
man shivering hesitantly upon the momentous
brink of adult life, painfully undecided about his
future course of action and (which cuts much
deeper) anxiously questioning whether any kind
of decisive action is desirable or even possible
to a man with high ideals. For to act is to
commit oneself to the world and the world's
materialistic values, and to make any great success in the big world is to play into the hands
of the deviL This is the primary theme: the
inevitable collision between the inner world of
the individual and the outer world of society to
which he must in some degree fit himself. The
tender conscience, the exalted soul, the highflying egO-ideal-whatever we wish to call it-is
appalled by the discrepancy between its standards
and the standards of the world about it. It is
for the middling many a mere matter of adjustment, as modern jargon has it, of compromise; but
to such a thorough-going idealist as Dipsychus,
to compromise is to admit defeat, to contaminate
one's aloof purity. Yet for him complete moral
insulation against the world is not a satisfactory
answer; he is ambitious to perform great and
noble deeds, to help his felLow-men, to act an
energetic and useful part in life. To do that he
must descend from his pedestal into the dusty
arena, and in so doin g must soil his shining conscience. . . . Round and about and over this
central and salient quarrel the debate skirmishes,
manoeuvres, :ocks perplexedly; and as one might
expect, it is when the problem is conceived in
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term of love and religion that it is most baffling,
most acutely rending.
Diagrammatically the
·dilemma is not exceptional or peculiar, though
not for everyone is it such a nagging, disabling
ulcer of radical uncertainty. Most men, perhaps,
start out with more workaday ideals or, adolescence past and middle-age coming on, recall
but rarely their trailing clouds of glory and comfortably accept a regimen of high living and plain
thinking. Yet there will always be those who see
in Dipsychus a wrestler with a quandary not
unlike their own.
Dipsychlls was the product of Clough's hasty
vacation-trip to Venice, and the scene of the poem
is set there. Vlhether the setting is meant to
ha ve any particular poetic significance is not
clear, unless it is that sensuous and sensual
delights are conspicuously lively and accessible
there, in the city "where naked Venus keeps",
according to Pope, for whom and his contemporaries it was renowned as the most luxurious
brothel in Europe; the city too (as we are reminded in the poem) which only thirty years
before had been the conniving witness of Byron's
pichlresque debaucheriesThe ground which Byron used to ride on,
And do I don't know what beside on.
The world, the flesh and the devil, then, are
only too much with Dipsychtls as he sits, melancholy and censorious, in th e Piazza, watching the
animated crowds bent on exuberant pleasure. It
is evening, and Sunday- not an English Sunday.
"Christ is not risen," he repeats, quoting verses
he made "last year at Naples". The verses are
also Clough's, and express a mood of tormented
and darkly bitter disillusionment; he has lost his
form erly fervent and wholeh earted belief in Christianity, which to his sceptical mind is now seen
to possess no proven, no sure historical authenticity;8 and the bereavement pains and shocks him.
Besides this despair of a nature that longs to
helieve but is debarred from doing so by a strong
sense of inescapable fact, there is a savage irony
evoked by the contemplation of a world for which
- all too patently- Christ never was risen, never
will be risen. The attitude, as we see later, is
complex; for Clough and Dipsychus, though reluctantly compelled to scepticism, have still a deep
nostalgic reverence for religious aspiration and
for the moral nobility of Christianity. They both
strain after a Puritanical subduing of the flesh and
the world, and so look with contempt on the easy
accepters and enjoyers of sensual revellings and
vitiated moral standards. Yet for them also the
world with its joys and rewards has powerful
attractions, and they wonder whether their shrinking from the coarse and animal may not after all
be a wishy-washy timidity, whether the tender
conscience is not too tender, whether they are
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beautifully sensitive or only nesh. Hence the
irony directs itself two ways, both to the world
that disregards fine moral excellence and to the
possibly over-conscientious, over-introspective observer.
"Christ is not risen." As Dipsychus soliloquizes, the Spirit interpolates his comments, a
"disparaging, sardonic, and cynical familiar".9
His is the voice of assured, mocking "commonsense" that never boggles at the status quo but
uses it, accepts it, is free and easy with it. Even
religion and its institutions (as the world conceives them-by law established) are to be accepted with and like everything else: the devil
is a conservative.
Christ is not risen? Oh indeed!
Wasn't aware that was your creed.
Dear, how odd I
He'll tell us next there is no God.
I thought 'twas in the Bible plain,
On the third day he rose again. .
H'ml and the tone then after all
Something of the ironical?
Sarcastic, say; or were it fitter
To style it the religiOUS bitter?
Nay'Twas weli enough once in a way;
Such things don't fall out every day.
Having once happened, as we know,
In Palestine so long ago,
How should it now at Venice here?
Where people, true enough, appear
To appreciate more and understand
Their ices, and their Austrian band,
And dark-eyed girlsDipsychus cont.innes to muse on the garish scene
before him, revolving the ironical discrepancy
between the nobl e Ideal and the sordid Actual;
gloomy, withdrawn, the introvert:
The whole great square they fill,
From the red flauntin g streamers on the
staffs,
And that barbaric portal of St. Mark's,
To where, unnoticed, at the darker end,
I sit upon my step. One great gay crowd .
The Campanile to the silent stars
Goes up, above---its apex lost in air.
While these- do what?
The Spirit answers readily and with verve, in
pacy and jostling verses that rise to excited,
almost incoherent whoopee:
Enjoy the minute,
And the substantial blessings in it;
Ices, par exemple; evening air,
Company, ano this handsome square;
Some pretty faces here and there;
Music! Up, up; it isn't fit
With beggars here on steps to sit.
Up-to the cafe! Take a chair
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And join the wiser idlers there.
Ayel what a crowd! and what a noise I
With all these screaming half-breeched
boys.
P01tOUt dogs, boys, and women wanderAnd see, a fellow singing yonder;
Singing, ye gods, and dancing tOQ-Tooraloo, tooraloo, tooraloo, loa;
Fiddle di, diddle di, diddle di da
Figaro SU, Figaro giuFigaro qua, Figaro laf
How he likes doing itl Ah, ha, hal
But Dipsychus, on his "lonely pious altitude", is
immune from such infectious gaiety:
While these do what? Ah, heaven, too
true, at Venice
Christ is not risen eitherl
At· the beginning of Scene II ("the public
ga rden") Dipsychus is a little more cheerfully
responsive to th e external world: "Assuredly, a
lively scene!" What he goes all to note appreciatively, however, is not lively or human; he
expresses instead a rhapsodical "Rom'antic" feeling
for Nature-for "beauteous" scenery: "the great
Alps, rounding grandly o'er, Huge arc, to the
Dalmatian shore".10 There is a pointed contrast:
in the Spirit's reply, wittily clinched by the rhym ing of Azzunzione and funzione:
T his rather stupid place today,
It's true, is most extremely gay;
And rightly-the Assunzione
\Vas always a gran' funziol1e.
And now, after Dipsychus has questioned the
identity of his Mephisto"Vha t is this persecu ting voice. that haunts
me?
\Vhat? whence? of whom? How am I to
detect?
Myself or not myself? My own bad
thoughts,
Or some external agency at work,
To lead me who knows whither?there comes his first testing, and the general
conflict between the ';Yodd and the Spirit is
made acute and particular in the attraction and
repulsion of sexual desire. Mephisto, practised
connoisseur of Eve's flesh, points out the "lots of
pretty girls" with "their dark exuberance of
hair",
Black eyes, rich tints, and sundry graces
Of classic pure Italian faces!
Dipsychus responds to the challenge in what may
be styled his affronted-exclamatory vein:
Off, off! Oh heaven, depart, depart, departl
Oh mel the toad sly-sitting at Eve's ear
~ispered no dream more poisonous than
this!
Such vapid, repetitive rhetoric protests too much,
of course, reveals the essential instability: a hairWESTERLY

trigger susceptibility to the sexual bait is precariously balanced by a shocked shying from the
loathsome trap. The Spirit hums a verse from
Berangerll-"Ah comme je regrette Mon bras si
rJodu"-and Dipsychus invokes the aid of Wordsworthian Nature in his struggle for moral purity.
"Preserve mel" he cries to the clear stars, the
solemn and icy Alps. But they cannot. He
wavers before the inviting glance of a passing
girl:
Spirit

There was a glance, I saw you spy itSol shall we follow suit and try it?
Pooh! what a goose you are l quick, quick I
This hesitation makes me sick.
YOll simpleton I what's your alarm?
She'd merely thank you for your arm.
DipsychllS
Sweet thing! ah well! but yet I am not sure.
Ah no. I think she did not mean it. No.
Spil'it

Plainly, unless I much mistake,
She likes a something in your make:
She t.urned her head-anoth er glanc&-She really gives YOll every chance.
Dipsychus
Ah, pretty thing- well, well. Yet should
I go?
AJas. J cannot say. What should I do?
Spirit

VVhat should you do? Well, that is funnyf
r thillk you a re supplied with money.
Dipsychus
:-.[U, no-it may not be. I could, I wouldAnd yet I would not--cannot. To what
end?
Spirit
Trllst her for teaching! Go but YOll,
She'l! quickly show you what to do.
Well, weIll It's too late nowDipsychll s certainly behaves ludicrously here,
~ !ld the Spirit has the advantage.
The comedy,
based as it is on the robust facts of seXll al life,
would no dOll bt have been condemned as · nastily
continental by the agreed "public" standards of
Victorian morality; and in fact the second and
meatier half of tllis scene does not appear in the
version · printed in 1869 by Clough's wife. The
humour is indeed nearer to Prior ot Pope than
one would expect from a young square-toes nourished in Hugby Chapel. · And these comments
have even greater relevance to the next scene:
Dipsychus
o moon· and stars forgive! Arid thou, clear
heaven,
Look pureness back into me. 0 great God,
-w11Y, why in wisdom and in grace's name,
And in the name of saints and saintly
thoughts,
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bf mothers, and of sisters, and chaste wives,
And angel woman-faces we have seen,
And angel woman-spirits we have guessed,
And innocent sweet children, and pure love,
Why did I ever one brief moment's space
To this insidious lewdness lend chaste ears,
Or Plrley with this filthy Belial?
Spirit
Oh yes, you dream of sin and shameTrust me, it leaves one much the same.
'Tisn't Elysium any more
Tha~ what comes after or before:
But heavens! as innocent a thing
As picking strawberries in spring.
You think I'm anxious to allure youMy object is much more to cure you.
r know it's mainly your temptation
To think th e thing a revelation,
A mystic mouthful that will give
Knowledge and death-none know and live!
r tell you plainly that it brings
Some ease; but the emptiness of things
(That one old sernlon Earth still preaches
Until we practise what she teaches)
Is the sale lesson you'll learn by itStill you undoubtedly should try it.
' ''Try all things"-bad and good, no matter;
You can't till then hold fast the latter.
If not, this itch will stick and vex you
Your livelong days till death unsex youHide in your bones, for aught I know,
And with you to the next world go.
BrieRy-you cannot rest, I'm certain,
Until your hand has drawn the curtain.
Once known the little lies behind it,
You'll go your way and never mind it.
Ill's only cure is, never doubt it,
To do- and think no more about it.
Dipsychus
Could I believe that any child of Eve
Were formed and fashioned, raised and reared
for nought
But to be swilled with animal delight
And yield five minutes' pleasure to the maleSpirit
It was a lover and his lass,
With a hey and a ho, and a hey non ina!
Betwixt the acres of the rye,
With a hey and a ho, and a hey nonino!
These pretty country folk would lieIn the -spring time, th e pretty spring time.
Dipsychus goes on to ponder in Galahad vein
his long-preserved virginity ("0 Joseph and Don
Quixote!") and reaches his sage solution: "the
matrimonial sanctities . . .the prattle of young
children , .. the sanction of tile law"; in short,
the angel in tile house. The Spirit is irritated
but obliging:
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Well, well-if you must stick perforce
Unto the ancient holy course,
And m ap your life out on the phn
Of the connubb! puritan,
For God's sake carry out your creed,
Go home and marry--and be d--d.
I'll help you.
Dipsychtls
You!
Spirit
o never scout me;
I know you 'll ne'er propose without me.
Dipsyclws
have talked o'ermuch. The Spirit passes
from me.
o folly, folly, what h we I done? Ah me!
Spirit
You'd like another tum, I see.
Yes, yes, a little quiet tum.
By all means let us live and le ~ rn.
Here's many a lady still waylaying,
And sundry gentlemen purveying.
And if 'twere only just to see
The room of an Italian fille,
'Twere worth the trouble and the . money.
You'll like to find-I found it funnyThe chamber all, 'vous fait es votre affaire
Stand nicely fitted up for prayer;
vVhile dim you trace along one end
The Sacred Supper's lengtIl extend.
The calm Madonna o'er your head
Smiles, col bambino, on the bed
Where- but your chaste ears I must spare...,\"'here, as we said, VallS faites votre affaire.
They'll suit you, these Venetian petsl
So natural, not the least coquettesReally at times aIle quite forgetsWell, would you like perhaps to arrive at
A pretty creature's home in private?
We can look in, just say goodnight,
And, if you like to stay, all right.
Just as you fancy-is it well?
Dipsychus
o foily, folly, follyl To the hoteIl
The' superbly comic finale, with Dipsychus'
panic shriek echoing bathetically, rieeds no under'lining, but there are some perhaps no less obvious
points tIlat it VliIl be convenient to emphasize.
Here the conRict sets up certain opposites, the
description of which varies according to the angle
of vision. For Dipsychus tIlere are on the one
. ·'side: God, purity, wisdom, saintliness, innoce:nce,
angel women, mothers, sisters, chaste wives; on
the other side : filthy Belial, insidions lewdness,
sex as -animal delight, mere physical self-grati,fication. For the Spirit, however, sexual activity
is natural, sensible, "innocent", unmysterioussimple country pleasure; and Dipsychus' fussy
tumloi] is mystic and romantic rubbish.
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The elevated and at times passionate idealism
of Dipsychus finds its characteristic expression
in a self-consciously "poetical" blank verse. In
later longer soliloquies this verse, with its und eniable E lizabethan-poetic-drama flavouring, has
an unpatterned, meandering movement,12 now
slowly meditative as the speaker ponders, checks,
hedges, hesitates, now twisting more forcibly and
in agitation as feeling intensifies, now breaking
in to flurries of exclamation and declamation. The
Spirit, no prey to uncertainty or to "mooning",
generally finds a fit medium for his confident
common sense in racy octosyllabic couplets, neatly
and crisply patterned. His is the mode of Augustan light or social verse. He talks with verve
and ease and wit. H is tone is' iroJl ic, mocking,
jeerin g. 13
In these opening scenes the Spirit may seem
clearly the stronger, the more persua sive from th e
reader's standpoint. But then he has the initiative of the attacker, and he attacks too from
an assured and firmly defined position. As the
poem proceeds Dipsychus is allowed a lengthy
and sYJllpatheti c hearing, and his scrupulous
hOT1 es t ~' an d an guished sincerity receive their
due weight. The discomfited prig approaches
intenn ittently the status of a vVrestling Jacob .
H!" himself, at one point, dares to claim comparison with tJl e shorn Smllson. Such a comparison,
howev("r, is misleadin g. Dipsychus is no Samson
Agonistes.
Milton's Samson ma y display his
weakn esses, doubts and despair but at the last
he rises to "plain heroic magl1itude of mind",
a.rm ed with celestial vigour. Dipsychus does not
conquer; he sU!:J1nits.
He quits himself like
l)ipsychus-unheroically, "tWirlin g and twiddlin g
ineffectively. And indeterminately swaying for
pver " .
This lack of magnitude unfits Dipsychus for
classical tragedy, bu t it fits him for a 19thcen tury ironic tragi-comedy. Goethe's Faust may
be represen tative of Mankind. Dipsychus is "youl
hypocrite lecteurl-mon semblable,---mon frerel"
He is the puzzled high-minded young man of the
modern world, a Victorian Hamlet-or is it a
Victorian Prufrock?14 He is not all young men;
though perhaps most young men will at least
have a blurred glimpse of his problems. He is
a. type of young man, one who has "something
~ertainly of an over-educated weakness of -purpose"; "there is a disposition to press too far the
finer and subtler intellectual and moral susceptibilities"-"to stand still in transcendental doubt".
H e carries 'to an extreme one way of reacting to
the pressures of life. Yet we must perhaps remember that "individu als differ in character,
capacity, and positions; and, according to their
circumstances, will combine, in every possible
variety of degree, the two elements of thoughtful
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discriminating selection and rejection, and frank
:Jnd bold acceptance of what lies around them.
Between the extremes of ascetic and timid selfculture, and of unquestioning, unhesitating confidence, we may consent to see and tolerate every
kind and gradation of intelmixture".15 Dipsychus
represents one of these exh'emes; and there is the
Spirit to represent the "frank and bold acceptance
of what lies around" us. Hamlet is in himself
both ex tremes : he procrastinates and shilly-shallies,
and he stabs the rat behind the arras. But Clough
places in deba te the two separate voices, till ill
the end, by a process of sheer attrition, the timid
self-culture sinb wearily to the wall. Hamlet call
Hght w.ith blade, with bloody blameful blade, but
Dipsychus is a protracted Cold War.
Of th e opening of this Cold War I have given
a sufficient sample, and to describe in detail it.s
subsequ("nl: inlTicate and eddying skirmishings
would be a lengthy and unnecessary labour- the
poem is there to be read. It will be enough to
state baldly th al th e debate throws up, among
oth ers , the following topics. There is first a
discussion of the virtues or otherwise of " good
society" : does it offer grace, decorum, loveliness,
refinement? or does it crush "the green and vernal
spontaneity, And waste the priceless moments of
the man In regulating mann er"? The Spirit's
COll1m e n t Oil good society'Tis sad to what democracy is leading;
Give -me your Eighteenth Century for hi ghhreedingleads nllturall., · to the next question, "Can we
da re to enJoy ourselves in well-padded comfort
when we know th at others are slaving in misery
li n d wa nti''' " No," snys DipsychllS: "VVhy not?"
says th e Spirit:
D i]Jsychus
To make oile's fellow-man an instrumentSpirit
Is Just tbe thing that makes him most content.
Dipsychus is insulted by a "Gem wn brute", but
cannot be sti rred by the Spirit to avenge his
honour; which leads to a consideration not only
of honour b ut of -t he 'pacifist p osition in general.
TI1ere is a co ntinual -return to the religious prob.
lems with which the poem began : is Christ risen?
can God really exist? Ironically the earnest Dipsychus is the doubter with "a strong Strausssmell" a_bout him, a
rationalistic
Half-puritano-semitheistic
Cross of Neologist and Mystic,
as the Spirit con temptuously says; while the Spirit
is an advocate of
Believe whatever things you can.
Take your religion as 'twas found you,
And say no more of it--confound youl
And finally should be mentioned a question that
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Dipsychus dwells on at some length: whether
his reluctance to ac t is not partly to be blamed
on the modern world which is so debased, petty,
commercialized, that there are no adequate outlets for great and aspiring souls.
The modern Hotspur
Shrills not his trumpet of "To Horse, To
Horse!"
But consults columns in a railway guide;
A demigod of figures; an Achilles
Of computation. . . .
We ask Action,
Anel dream of anns and conflict; and string up
All self-elevotion's muscles; and are set
To fold up papersas Clough was to tie up parcels for Florence
Nightingale conducting heroic Action in the
Crimea. This was a question, it will be remembered, near to the heart of another religious
sceptic, George Eliot, who explicitly poses it
on behalf of her Dorothea Brooke. Dorothea
demands, like St. Theresa, an ardent epic life
but her aspirations are "dispersed among hindrances". Modern life does not provide a medium
in which to shape ardent deeds.
Dipsychus has many changing moods of resolution and dismay, and in the exploration of his
"twisted thinking" he is possibly allowed too
much rope-one may feel inclined to follow the
example of "my uncle": "I won't say I didn't
drop into a doze while the young man was
drivelling through his later soliloquies." In the
end he is driven to follow the Spirit's reiterated
advice:
Submit, submit!
For tell me then, in earth's great laws
Have you found any saving clause,
Exemption special granted you
From dOing what the rest must do?
Of Common Sense who made you quit,
And told you, you'd no need of it,
Nor to submit?
To move on angels' wings were sweet;
But who would therefore scorn his feet?
It cannot walk up to the sky;
It therefore will lie down and die.
Rich meats it don't obtain at call;
It therefore will not eat at all.
Poor babe, and yet a babe of wit!
But Common Sense? Not much of it,
Or 'twould submit.
Submit, submit!
As your good father did before you,
And as the mother who first bore you!
a yes! a child of heavenly birth!
Bnt yet it was pupped too on earth.
Keep your new birth for that far day
\~hen in the j!rave your bones you lay,
All with your kindred and connection,
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In hopes of happy resurrection.
But how me:mtime to live is fit,
Ask Common Sense; and what says it?
Submit, submit!
'Tis Common Sense and human wit
Can find no higher name than it.
Submit! Submitl
a I am with you, my sweet friend,
Yea, always, even to the end.
Dipsychus bids farewell to the "piOUS sweet simplicities of life" and cries a tormented welcome
to "the greedy flesh, the world, the Devil" .
Mephistopheles, then, seems to have won the
contest,16 though more through his opponent's
gradual failure of nerve th an by any great decisive action of his own. The two sides of the
conflict are in fact felt to be fairly evenly balanced. It is not a simple struggle between good
and evil, right and wrong, but something more
complex, subtle, baffling, tangled. 111ere is a
radical ambiguity: who is right? which is good,
which evil? The Epilogue describes the dilemma.
After his acid comment on Dipsychus's soliloquies,
"my uncle" continues:
"But there was a good deal that was unmeaning, vague, and involved; and what was most
pJain was least decent and least moral."
"Dear sir," said I, "says the proverb-'Needs
must when the devil drives'; and if tl1e devil is
to speak-"
"Well," saiel my uncle, "why should he? Nobody asked him. Not that he didn't say much
which, if only it hadn't b een for the way he said
it, and that it was he who said it, would have
been sensible enough."
.
"But, sir," said I, "perhaps he wasn't a devil
after alL That's the beauty of the poem; nobody
can say. You see, dear sir, the thing which it is
attempted to represent is the conflict between
the tender conscience and the world. Now, the
over-tender conscience will, of course, exaggerate
the wickedness of the world .... "
"Perhaps he wasn't a devil after all": in fact,
thou gh there is something of Clough in Dipsychus,
there · is also much of him in the Spirit. The
likeness between Dipsychus and his creator is
obvious enough: one has only to read the Easter
Day poem that Dipsychus quotes, or to follow
"my uncle" tracing over-tender consciences back
to Dr. Arnold~"he spoilt the public schools".
But Clough and the devil? Henry Sidgwick, in
his Iierceptive essay on Clough,17 says that in
describing the struggle between the world and
the ideal, " Clough does not decide the question;
and though his symp3thies are on the side of the
ideal, we never know quite how far he would
pronounce against the £enel." He goes on to
point out th'l.t when in the first edition of the
poems (1862) several of the Spirit's characteristic
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songs were printed separately, "it was a little
unfair to Clough (though less than might be
expected) to publish his fiend's utterances as his
own". I think one might put it more strongly
In his letters and prose remains
than this.
Clough often offers devil's counsel: the Spirit
frequently moves him. As one example (more
could easily be given) , consider this letter of
advice to a friend (1852):
Enter the arena of your brethren, and go
not to your grave without knowing what
common merchants and solicitors, much
more sailors and coallleavers, are acquainted
with. Ignorance is a poor kind of innocence. The world is wiser than the wise,
and as innocent as the innocent; and it has
long been found out what is the best way
of taking things . . . . the changes of
position which women and students tremble
and shilly-shally before, leave things much
as they found them .. .. Let us not sit in
a corner and mope, and think ourselves
clever, for our comfort, while the room is
full of dancing and cheerfulness. The sum
of the whole matter is this: Whatsoever your
hand find eth to do, do it without fiddlefaddlin g; for th ere is no experience, nor
pleasure, nor pain, nor instruction, nor anythin g else in the grave whither thou goest. 18
I am not saying that Clough should be fully
identified with Mephisto, whose views on the
class qu estion, for instance, are not Clough's own;
but neither does Clough identify fully with Dipsychus, who displays none of the gusto, ironic
wit, and assurance that animate the Spirit's utterance. Like Dipsychus Clough has a strong
yearning for the ideal; like the Spirit he has a
strong sense of everyday reality-"the positive
and present". He uses the Faust myth to present this deep-seated psychological and moral
conflict within him; and over it all he throws
the tri cky light of basic ambiguityThe Devil oft the Holy Scripture uses,
But God can act the Devil when he chooses.
In effect the conflict is as open as possible: Clough
is no champion of Either / Or, and to exert the
Will, to add up too soon, is the worst mistake.
Even so, we may note th at the Spirit, the voice
of Society and Common Sense, emerges as a
powerful and positive antagonist in this intestine
drama-poetically no less than ethically.
Some light is thrown on Clough as a poet if
we transpose the Dipsychus strug ~le jryto different
terms. I suggest that essentially, if approximately, the oppositions are those between the
"Augustnn" virtues of the 18th century, and the
"Romantic" values th1t reach full force in the
19th century. On th e O'le hand (the Snirit), the
down-to- e~ rth, "civilized", social, sensible, witty;
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on the other (Dipsychus), the soaring, dreamy,
yearning, lonely, introverted, solemn. Clough was
reared in the religious tradition stemming from
Wesley, with its "overexcitation of the religious
sense", its "animal irritability of conscience", its
anxious self-questionings.
Like others of his
generation l9 he came to view with approval
and longing an acceptance of religion that was
instinctive, traditional, unworried. Similarly he
had been suckled on Wordsworth, but came to
lean more and more towards 18th-century literature, especially such a poet as Crabbe. And
perhaps poetically the devil does finally win:
he is undoubtedly the livelier voice in Dipsychus.
Towards the end of his life Clough began a
series of tales on love and marriage that owed
a good deal to Crabbe's tales. Like Crabbe he
is happiest with the solid human scene: and
these verse-stories (not only Mari Magno but The
Bothie and Amours de Voyage) are his best and
most entertaining work.
Too often in the past we have heard of Clough
as the earnest doubter, the tired struggler with
religious difficulties, Dr. Arnold's solemn disciple
whose vital forces were sapped in the moral
forcing-house of Rugby and paralysed at counterReformation Oxford. Not that there is no truth
in this image of Clough. So Matthew Arnold
presented him in Thyrsis, the image there, moreover, softened and prettified by the pastoral decoration, the diffused melancholy, the faintly patronizing pity. The image is sad, but it is much
more sadly incomplete and misleading, as Arnold
himself was aware.
Clough is Dipsychus or
Faustulus, involved so painfully, so intimately in
the clashes and confusions of the religious and
ethical life of Early-Victorian England; we cannot doubt that. Yet too Clough is Mephisto, the
Spirit, the sardonic observer, the believer in a
robust common sense, the contemner of the wishywashy, the poet with the novelist's eye. It is
this Clough with his humour, humanity, and
poetic vigour who deserves literary recognition.
More than that: he deserves to be read.
(1) See A. Toynbee's comments on various myths
in illustration of his theory of challenge and
response (Study of History, abridged ed.,
pp. 60-67) .
(2) Life and Works of Goethe (Everym:m Ed. ),
p. 469.
(3) Dr. Arnold writes in a letter of 1819: "Don
Iuan hos been with me for some weeks, but
I am determined not to re"d it. for I was so
annoyed by some specimens th~t I saw in
glancing over the leaves. th'lt I will not worry
mvself with flny more of it." (St'lnlev's T.He
of Dr. Arnold. 1845, Vol. 1. D. 63 . ) ArnoH's
moral earnestnp.ss is well kno 'In. but his
liter1rv symD'lthif's awl i'ltellf' cll.1fl l interests
were far wider than those of the Evangeli-
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(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
(10)

(ll )
(12)

(13)
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cals. He could recommend Smollett to a
pupil and enthuse over Humphl'e y Clinker:
"It is not too much to say that I have read
it through fifty times." (Prothero's Life of
Dean Stan ley, Vol. I, p. 65.) He was, by
the way, an admirer of Goethe and would
have liked to introduce him into th e Rugby
curriculum (Stanley's L ife, Vol. II, p. 71).
It may be noted that while at Ru gby Clough
wrote some humorous verses in the manner
and stanza of F rere's T he Monks and th e
the Giants and of Byron's Beppo and Don
Ju an (S. Waddington, A. H. Clough, 1883).
E. M. Butler, Th e Fortunes of Faust, p. 207.
W. H. Auden, Introduction to Poets of the
English Language, Vol. IV.
The most complete version is to be found
in Th e Poems of A. H . Clough, ed. Lowry
et ai., Oxford 1951.
In a letter dated November 18, 1849, Clough
acknowledges with thanks a gift of "Goethe's
works" from F. T. Palgrave. Dipsyclws was
written "during or soon after a journey to
Venice in the autumn vacation, 1850" (Oxford Clough).
Save in an after-Gospel and late Creed
He is not risen indeed,
Christ is not risen.
- Easter Day.
Butler, op. cit. The phrase is us ed of Goethe's
Mephistopheles.
Dipsychus is fond of the symbolic Alps:
lofty, stern, snow-covered ("pure" ), towering above the world of men. No doubt Dr.
Arnold sits on top. When W. D. Arnold
first saw the Himalayas he was "reminded
of Pap:!". (F. J. Woodward, The Doctor's
Disciples, p. 202. )
Cf. Maupassa nt, La Maiso n T ellier, end of
Section II.
Aimless and h opeless in my life I seem
To thread th e winding byways of the town,
Rewildei-ed, baffled, hurried hence and
thence,
All at cross-purpose ever with myself .. . .
This brief account of th e verse-fonus in Dipsychus does no justice to the variety of
metres th at both speakers use on occasion,
bllt it is poetically tru e eno ugh, as the Spirit
recognises:
I too . . ..
Could speak high sentiment as welt as you,
And out-blank-verse you without much ado.

(14 ) No! I am not Prince Hamlet, nor was meant
to be;

(15)

(16)

(17)
(18)

(19)

D~f~r'e~tia l, glad to be of use,
Politic, cautious, and meticulous;
Fun of high sentence, but a bit obtuse;
At times, indeed, almos t ridiculousAlmost, at times, the Fool.
Clough's cast of mind was inescapably realist
and ironic-and characteristically reduces the
grandeur of myth to the "plain tale". See
his comments at th e beginning of A Review
of Some Modern Poets: "Is it . . . so very
great an exploit to wander out into the
pleasa nt field of 'Greek or Latin mythology?
. . . . The novelist does try to build us a
real house to be lived in ... and is more to
our purpose than the student of ancient art
who proposes to lodge us under an Ionic
portico."
These quotations are from Clough's Review
of Some Modem Poems, 1853. He is turning to consider th e poems of his fri end
Matthew Arnold.
There is a curious, fragmen tary sequel to
Dipsychus called Dypsychus Continued. Dipsychus is thirty years older and Lord Chief
Justice but still (very improbably, one feels,
in the circumstances) agonizing over his
actions and problems: in adm inistering the.
law, he is doing th e devil's work, not God's.
A woma n enters. She and Dipsychus, thirty
years ngo, lived together "in sin" . He called
her Pleasure. she says, but now her name
is Guilt. This interview m'lkes Dipsvchus
danverously ill and he resigns his office.
At this point the fragment ends. The situation it sketches is so ocld ancl unconvincin g
that it can hardly be taken seriously. Clough
seems to have intended retribution to come
to Dipsychus for havin g submitted to the
Devil, but the gesture is, I think, oerfunctorv. Ancl such a seq uel seems to nullifv the.
delibemte ambiguities of Dipsychus itself.
Clough was clearlv attemotin g to redress the
moral bala nce of th e earlier poem, as he did
elsewhere-d. his two Easter Day poems.
Essaus and Addresses, 1904.
Pnems and Prose Remains of A. H . Clough,
1869, Vo!' I, pp. 168-9.
E.g., J. A. Froude. Vide the First Letter of
The Oxford Counter-Reformntion in Short
Stt/.dies in Great Sttb;ects, Vol. IV.
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Richard Sadleir

-An Appreciation

The Fortunes of Richard Mahoney
"Every man is not only himself . . . men are
lived over again; the world is nolV as it was in
ages past."
So reads the epigraph to Book I of the trilogy
The FOl·tun es of Ri,chard Mahoney, and as we
read we are confron ted by the strength of a
mind so deeply and comprehensively aware of
life, at so nnn y points, that it is impossible not
to be thrilled, as a dream sometimes thrills one,
by the feeling of actu ality with which the imagination can cut to th e nerves of a character, an
emotion or a- situation.
It is Henry Handel Rich1rdson's penetration
which ena bles her to display boldly and frankly
so many sides of life in her clnracters; and which
makes The Fortunes of Richard Ma honey a great
novel; "big" not just in outline-its variety of
physical settings, the range and diversity of its
characters- but in the author's ability to explore
nnely the capacities and qualities of hun13.n being, th rough a knowledge and underst1nding of
man in so many of his aspects: social liaisons,
sexual and intimate rebt i o ~ s'1ip s" mys tical artistic
and spiritual impulses, all illuminated by a psychological penetration which serves the writer's
creative purposes brilliantly.
So deep is her hsight into the individual life
that Richard Mahoney, while being one of the
most sustained 8nd full character studies in English literature, also reaches to some of th e permanent and universal patterns of human life.
The vicissitudes of lvhhoney's life, the fortunes
he throws away, the chances if security for himself and his family he frequently and deliberately
gives up, his res tless inability to live in one place
and be sa tisfied, alJ these convince us in the end
how far down in his own natnre h :s tragedy lies
and how little it depends on external circumstances. W e are reminded, as we read, of Webster's lines abou t
"divers m en who never yet expressed
Th eir strong desire of rest bllt by lInrest,
By vedng of th emselves ,"
All the in cidents of Mahoney's life, which
seems to a superfici al glance so eventful, are
really only variations on a single, underlying
theme: he is incap able really of action; at the
best everything he do es is a reaction since, never
havin g und erstood his own self, his deepest
motives, he is "'lived" by forces beyond his conscious knowled ge and which often even contradict
his ration 'll self. He is like a man divided in
two, or ridden by a ghost.
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Mahoney is in m any ways an impressive
figur e; a capable man, intelligent, educated, artistically sensitive, a skilful and dedicated doctor,
an enquiring mind sincerely concerned with the
scientific and religious thought of his day. Yet
only in the final crisis is he placed in a position
where he can see that every action of his, every
thought, has never been finally more than the
product of an obscure pride which is his nature,
so that the fruit of every assertion of his will
has been remorse. For example, early in "the
trilogy, Mahoney wins a law-case against a dishones t contractor, but his legal victory, already
distasteful to him because he fe els his lawyer
is not a scrupulously honest man, turns, irrationally, into a sense of personal defeat and guilt
when the lawyer's clerk tells him:
"I say Mr. Mahoney, a rare joke-gad it's
enou gh to m ake you burst your sides! TInt old
thingumbob, the pl"intiff, ye know, now what'n
earth d'you think 'e's been an' done? Gets outer
court like one o'clock-'e'd a sorter rabbit fancyin' business in 'is backyard. W ell, 'ome 'e trots
an' slits th e guts of every bhmed bunny, an'
chucks the bloody corpses inter th e street. Oh
lor! What do you S1Y to th, t, eh Unfurnisl~ed
in the upp er story what? Heh, heh, heh!"
Mahoney is always a stranger, whether in
Englond or Australia, as a shop'(eeper on the
goldfields or a rich man among the best Melbourne society, or a doctor with his p l tients;
and this is because it is not his immediate environment which is mos t real to him, which is
the directin g power in his life, but it is that other
world which each of us, un consciously, both carries within himself and inhabits; those areas of
ourselves which are not even in contact with the
present moment or the outside world because
they are made up out of our past lives, our most
affecting experiences, our fears learn t from experience and our hopes for the future, all of
which amount to another, purely subjective,
mental environm ent which m akes the world a
very different place to everyone of us.
In this way Richard Mahoney displays man's
common, human capacity for creating on earth
either his own hell or "transhuman paradis e".
He carries his humanity within him, as the
Trojans bore their hous ehold gods, despite time
and place. He is everyman.
This article reprinted from The Pelican, 28/9/62.
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Allan Edwards

Riders

•
III

the Chariot

-A Note on the Title
iHOUGH most discussions of Patrick White's
Riders in the Chariot make some reference
to the significance of the title they throw
little light on its possible meanings and many
readers still find it somewhat mystifying. The
notes that follow are largely derived from Mircea
Eliade's Myths, Dreams and Mysteries which the
present writer happened to be reading when he
firs t encountered Patrick White's novel and which
he found singularly illuminating. They are sugges tive only. Others will no doubt see the usefuln ess of Eliade's descriptions of the typical
behaviour p atterns of the shaman when trying
to elucidate Th e Attnt's Story and, more particularly, Voss.
Basic to all of Eliade's contentions is his belief that all myths participate in the cosmological
type of myth-that is, underlyin g all of them is
the belief that in the Beginning (in illo tempore)
gods and men mingled together; there was no
distinction between Paradise and Earth, Earth
was in fact Paradise; men knew nothing of sickness, ageing, and dea th; they understood the
langua ge of animals and lived at peace with them;
they did no work at all, finding abundant food
within reach; in short, they lived happily in a
timeless perfect world. In some parts of the
world, however, a distinction is made between th e
Earthly Paradise and Heaven itself. Heaven is
depicted as very close to Earth, or as very easy
of access either by climbing a tree or a tropical
creeper or ladder, or by scaling a mountain. As
a result of some catastrophe, Man has fallen from
this fabulously happy state of existence. He retains his nostalgia for it and makes persistent
efforts to return, if only momentarily. These
efforts to return manifest themselves most clearly
in the ecstatic trances of certain specially gifted
individu·tls. In th e trance state they are held to
enter into, or at any rate obtain glimpses of the
paradisiac condition of the mythic Ancestor before
the catastrophe of the "fall". " . . . . the most
representative mystical experience of the archaic
societies," says Eliade, "that of shamanism, betrays the Nostalgia fo-, Paradise, the desire to
recover the state of freedom and beatitude before
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the 'Fall', the will to restore communication between Earth and Heaven; in a word, to abolish all
the changes made in the very structure of the
Cosmos and in the human mode of being by that
primordial disruption. The shaman's ecstasy restores a grea t deal of the paradisiac condition: it
renews th e friendship with the animals, by his
flight or ascension, the shaman reconnects Earth
with Heaven; up there, in Heaven, he once more
meets the God of Heaven face to face and speaks
directly to him as man sometimes did in illa
tempore" (p. 66).
Amongst th e other mediators of the sacred in
archaic societies the sham.an is distingu ished as the
specialist in - ecstasy. Because he is able at will
to pass out of his body and undertake mystical
journeys through all the cosmic regions, h e is a
healer and a director of souls: like Hemles Psychopomp, he is a guide of souls to the abode of
the dead as well as a visionary; he is a healer,
it should be noted, because he alone can pursue
the wandering soul of the sick person, capture it,
:md lead it back into the body it was deserting.
The ritualized procedures of the shaman usu ally include
( l) an appea l to the auxiliary spirits which
more often than not are those of animals
with whom the shaman. converses in a secret
language;
(2) drum-pl aying and dancing as a preparation
for taking off on the mystic journey which
leads to
(3) a state of trance, real or simulated, during
which the shaman.'s soul is believed to have
left his body.
In the first stage, the shaman imitates the behaviour of the anirilals, copying their cries, esp ecially the cries of birds, as a stage on the
way to recovering the bliss and spontaneity and
one-ness with all creation that characterized man
in his "unfallen" state. In the second, besides
the ritual dancing and drum-playing, the shaman
may make use of the other traditional aids, notably a notched tree or post representing the Tree
of the World. The Cosmic Tree on top of which
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sits the Lord of the World moves up through
seven, or nine, or sometimes twelve levels or
heavens. As the shaman reaches each notch or
stage, he will pause to describe to his audience
in endless detail all that he sees happening. Altern atively, as he plays upon his drum (which by
the way has been fashioned from a branch of the
Cosmic Tree) the shaman as he goes into a trancestate claims to be flying on it, approaching, ancl
circling the Cosmic Tree.
Interesting parallels to these ritualized procedures of the shaman may be see in the tales
of the ancient fath ers of Christian monasticism
who are often shown in friendly relations with
wild animals which they feed just like domestic
pets, e.g., St. Francis or St. Jerome; and the
shmrum's ascent into Paradise may recall St. Paul's
account in II Corinthians, XII: "I know a man
in Christ who, fourteen years ago, was caught
up to the third heaven-whether in the body or
out of the body I do not know, God knows-and
he heard things that cannot be told, which a man
may not utter."
A further para llelism is of interest in its application to Riders in the Chariot. In the Christian
tradition Paradise has been rendered inaccessible
throu gh fire-its entrance being guarded by angels
with flaming swords. A whole group of the tech niques of the shaman is concerned with the mastery of fire. Whilst he is in his state of trance
or ecstasy he is able to swallow live coals, touch
red-hot iron and walk upon glowing coals. This
capacity to endure the temperature of live coals
is widely believed to demonstrate that the shaman
has passed beyond the limits of the human condition and p artakes of the nature and condition
of spirits and like them to have the power to
become inviSible, to fly in the air, mounting up
to Heaven and passing unharmed through its
barriers of flam e or descending into Hell and
emerging from its fires unscathed.
Shaman~ seem to be found in all parts of the
world-in the tropics as well as in the Polar
regions . Everywhere it seems, one becomes a
shaman (a) by spontaneous vocation-the "call"
or "election"; (b) by carrying on a family tradition; and ( c) by personal decision ,or, less frequently, under pressure from the tribe or clan.
Every shama.n, whatever the method of selection,
must undergo a prolonged course of instruction
leading to an initiation ceremony which may be
public, the course of instruction including experiences of an ecstatic nature ( dreams, trances,
visions) and the mastery of traditional procedures
and rituals (the names and functions of spirits,
the mythology and genealogy of the clan, the
secret languages of birds and beasts, and so on).
The future shaman marks himself off from ordin-
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aty folk (often enough in childhood or early
youth ) by progressively strange behaviour: he
becomes a dreamer wandering off to woods a nd
desert places where he has visions, goes into
trances, or has fits during which he is incoherent
and inarticulate. However, one may also become
a shrtl1wn very much more suddenly and dramatically as a result of some unusual event or accident
of traumatic intensity, e.g., amongst the Eskimos
one shaman had been touched by lightning,
another had spent Rve days in ice-cold water
without, he claimed, wetting his clothes.
Many Nineteenth-centulY investigators were
inclined to account for the behaviour of shamans
in terms of epilepsy or of epilepsy combined with
nervous instability intensified by living conditions
of great severity-the excessive cold, the long
nights, th e desert solitudes, and the diet with too
few vitamins of the Arctic, for instance. More
recent investigators in Indonesia, the Amazon
basin, and the Sudan on the other hand have
testified to the superior .intelligence, force of
cha racter, and self-command of shamans and
have pointed out that shamans who may have
begun by showing symptoms of illness or neurosis
seem in the processes leading to initiation to have
overcome their disabilities and to have won
throu gh to a new psychic integration.
Looking into the strange behaviour of the
shaman-in-the-making, it would seem that the
syndrome of his "illness" follows very closely the
classic ' rituals of initiation. The sufferings of the
"elect" are in every way similar to the tortures of
initiation; just as the candidate was slain by the
demons-"masters of the initiation"-so the future
I'hal1um sees himself being cut to pieces by "the
demons of the illness". The specific rites of
shamanic initiation include a symbolic ascent to
Heaven by means of a tree or post; the sick man
"chosen" by the gods or the demons sees himself,
in a dream or a series of dreams, travelling on
his celestial way right to the foot of the Tree of
the World. His ritual death, without which no
initiation is possible, is experienced by "the
patient" in the form of a descent into Hell. He
is present, in a dream, at his own dismemberment,
watching the demons cut off his head, tear out
his eyes, and so on; and he frequently goes
through long and elaborate exercises in contemplation surrounded by skeletons and bones. The
whole process represents a total crisis which may
lead to the disintegration of the personality, is in
fact designed to that end. Wtihin the context of
archaic thinking, this induced "psychic chaos" is
regarded as a replica of the "pre-cosmogonic
chaos", that amorphous and indescribable state
which precedes all cosmogony. This symbolic
return to chaos is indispensable to any new
Creation. Hence, in order to arrive at a new
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state of being in which one has the means to
penetrate into other dimensions of reality one
must dissolve and destroy the old, "profane" man
as a · stage on the way to a rebirth with a new
sensibility specially sensitive to the "sacred".
To come now more specifically to chariots.
According to A. M. Hocart the kings of SouthEast Asia and Oceania were always carried shoulder-high because, taking rank with the gods, they
must never touch the earth: like gods "they flew
through the air". Similarly the apotheosis of a
Roman Emperor included an ascension, thus conforming to a ritual pattern common throughout
the Oriental world for thousands of years and
exemplified again in images and mythical biographies of the divine Messenger, the Elect, and
the Prophet.
In · ascending to Heaven in a chariot, kings,
emperors, and prophets transcend the human condition . and . become like the gods themselves, gods
traditionally being represented either as seated ·
on thrones or, if more mobile, travelling in chari~
Dts drawn by appropriate beasts, Venus drawn
by doves, Juno by peacocks, Bacchus by leopards,
and the God seen by Ezekiel by four living
creatures full of eyes resembling eagle, ox, lion,
and man. To this· might be added the following
from The Lost Language of Symbolism by Harold ·
Bayley:
. . By the ancients the Sun was generally
depictecias a charioteer driving a team
of four horses. This immortal cll'lriot of
the. Sun is in all probability the subject of
the PJssage: "King Solomon made himself
a chariot of the wood of Lebanon. He made
the pillars thereof of silver, the bottom
thereof of gold, the covering of it purple,
the midst thereof being paved with love."
This verse, like the rest of the poem, is a
tissue of symbolism. The wood of Leb'lnon
was a simile for incorruptibility, silver typified knowledge, gold was the symbol of
wisdom, and purple-a combination of red
and blue-presmmbly denoted . a conjunctiori· : of the red of Love and the blue of
Truth . . The assertion that Solomon "made
himself" a chariot, expresses the vital es"
s.ence of mysticism, i.e., that man is his own
fate and the maker and controller of his
o\vh . destiriY. · It W(lS a cardinal doctrine
that the hmhblest individual might in time
develop his spark of Personality into a
spiritual Sun, . and by his own · efforts,
charioteer-like, driv.e his s01.1l into . the innerm6st Halls of Heaven . "The righteous,"
S'l)'s the writer of Matthew, "shall · shine
forth as fhesun in · the kingdom of their ·
Father.'~ Elisha is recorded to have hod a
vision of the mountain of the Lord filled
with chariots nnd horses of fire. The writer
of PS'ilm L VIn refers to the chariots of
God being "twenty thousand, even thousands of an!!els", and the Indian mVthologists
conceived Indra and the Immortals driving
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their cars of light and lustre, which "gemmed the sky liKe stars at mght".
In Bonaventura's Life of St. Francis, ·
there is narrated an incident which occurred, it is said, in Assisi. According to
this account St. Francis was sleeping one
night in a hut, and was "absent 111 the
body from his sons". Suddenly at about
midnight, while some of the brethren were
taking rest and otbers keeping watch, "a
chariot of fire of marvellous brightness, entering by the door of the hous e, turned
thrice hither and thither through the dwelling, and over the chariot a shining bdll
of fire rested, in appearance like unto the
Sun, making the night radiant."
This
. phenomenon-an experience to which other
mystics have testified was known as the
"Vision of Adonai".
It is to be inferred that the poet who was
responsible for The Song of Solomon had
personally experienced this coveted "Vision
of Adonai", and that he alludes to it in
the passage, "I went down into the garden
·of nu Is to see the fruits of th e valley and
to see whether the vine flourished and the
pomegranates budded.
Or ever I was
aware mu soul made m e like the chqriots
of Amni-nadib."
The Song continues
"Heturn, return, 0 Shulamite, return:
return that we may look upon thee. What
will ye see in the· Shulanlite?" The answer
;"As it were the company of two armies", i~
extremely suggestive of the charioteer Host
seen. and recorded by Elisha: "It came to
P 3SS as they still werit on arid talked that
behold, there 8npeared a chqi"iot of fire ·
and horses of fire · and parted them · both
asunder, and· Elijah went .. UD .by a whirlwind into Rewen . And Elisha cried. 'Mv
father, my father, the chariots of Israel and
the horsAITien thereof!' And he saw him
no · more."

.

In the light of Eliade's studies Patrick White's
four riders can .best be described as shamans, untrained, uncertificated, unorthodox and unacknowledged, struggling in a world that has little or 110
place in it for seers, dreamers, visionaries, and
mystics . Voss and Laura and the aunt in ·The
Aunt's Story clearly belong to the same order of
beings. It is White's great achievement as a
novelist to render from within the life as perceived a.nd endured by these "displaced" shamans.
Just what we make of their . ~pproach to reality
. will depend a great deal upon our assessment
of th e nature and meaning of mystical experiences generally.
Orthodox Christians tend to look askance at
.seers and visionaries who operate independently
of a Church. Enthusiasm and enthusiasts are suspect. Orthodox non-believers are even less welcoming-they tend to take refuge in explanations
derived from medicine and psychiatry. Some
. readers, however, whilst puzzled, disturbed, and _
mystified find White impressi~e and may be glad
to look into Eliade's book for the help it may
give in grasping White's intentions.
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/eana Bradley

London Stages, 1961
lO attempt a
l contemporary

comprehensive review of th e
stage would be, I think, an
enterprise beyond a residen t uf Western
Australia. The text is, after all, only part of
the whole play and it does not come alive until
it is presented in its proper medium. We, h ere,
are inevitably from one to four years behind the
ordinary new plays and owing to th e limited au diences ava i.Jable for such material much of the
avant garde drama bypasses us completely.
True, we can read the printed page but only a
high degree of skill and imagination can clothe
the bones of the playwright's ideas with the flesh
of an emotional experience. To read, say, Behan's
The Hostage is very different from being one of
an audience respondin g to its varying moods.
With' this Iilll ib ti on in mind I offer a kind
of doc tllll eiltary on a year of the theatre in and
around London- wh at was being shown, to
whom and with what degree of appeal.
As wh at E ric Keown calls 'an unrepentant
square' I find myself gravely out of sympathy
with much of the avant garde drama and by
this statement try to forestall the accusation of
bias. I am biassed. This sort of theatre seems
to me undiverting as entertain ment- unless we
return to the merriment of watching a good
hanging a t Tyburn or poking the Bedlamites on
Sundays-and nihilistic in thou ght.
I would
agree with Norman Marshall's contention that
much of modern drama is utterly destructive and
it is an interesting point to note that when a
Sunday paper ran an Old Play versus New Play
series they chose to oppose Noel Coward (poor
old Noel who shocked the theatrical world with
The Vortex in the days between the World Wars)
with, not Wesker ' or Pinter, Beckett or Ionesco
or Delaney, but Robert Bolt whose piays are
intelligible in dialogue, architecturally pleasing
and bear witness to some belief in compassion
and the dignity of mankind. A Man for all
Seasons was an immense success and is, I think,
in the best sense of the word, a noble play. In
Bolt's world the apes do not inherit the earth.
It is generally conceded that the great periods
of dramatic output have occurred when t11e
theatre's appeal was to the largest portion of the
community-of course this may b e reversing
cause and effect- but whichever way we look
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at it we come back to the point that a coterie
audience doesn't, as a rule, make for great and
lasting drama. T he Res toration theatre. played to
a limited audience-and still does. The less
essentially 'Restoration' the play is, t11 e larger the
audience. And much t11e same thing can be said
of avant ga rde drama today. In University
theatres ea rnest players present it to a, presumably, Uni versity audience-and only the box office
returns can indicate just how large (or, toO' often ,
how small) that audience can be. Surely thou gh,
the ultimate test of a play is the range of its
appeal and it is worth while to look at those plays
which sei!.med to have th e greatest attraction for
the greatest number.
First and foremost, of course, there are the long
runs-My Fair Lady, Irma la -Douce and, inevitably, The , lvIousetrap with its 9-year record.
, Apart from mere fashion or force of habit ("My
elear, we always go to see The Mousetrap on the
first Wednesday of t11 e month") what makes
these plays so popular? The first two are musicals
and the 'm elodies help to carry them but there
is more to it than that. The Shavian paradoxsuch as the awful fate of Alfred Doolittle who
is forced into visible respectability- appeals just
as much now as it did a generation ago; it provides the incongruous situation that always
makes us laugh even in an atomic age, and the
music and the spectacle are only adjuncts to the
dialogue. . The ending, noticeably, has been
altered to give the 'popular' appeal and everyone
should be happy'. There is enou gh mental stimulus for" the intelligentsia, a certain Cinderella '
quality for th e less highbrow and it is pleasant
to listen , to arid to watch. Of course it has indefinite runs. It is entertainment plus. And
yet-and yet, there ' are a few ,who are faintly
disconcerted at th e jump' from Shaw to the
choruses. To them the marriage is not wholly
satisfactory and they tend to think a little wistfully of anot]ler surprising union that came off
rather hetter-Gilbert and Sullivan. Will My
Fail' Lad,y wea r as well? th ey ask. But their
small query is lost on th e tumult of popular
applause.
Irma la Douce has a different appeal. It is,
frankly, a rather pornographic piece anel how it
got past the Lord Chamberlain I cannot tell, but
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it is so delightfully presented with elements of
comedy and fantasy intermingled that we can
enjoy a lewd laugh without embarr.lssment and
this is a grea t ease to the natural man who lives
inside our more or less respectable habiliments.
There is music here too and a happy-if highly
improbable-ending and everyone goes home
satisfied. Escapism? Well, why not?
About The Mousetrap one is completely at a
loss. Why a thriller-and not nearly as good a
thriller as, say, Night Must Fall-should go on
and on one can not say. And people go to see
it again and again. I myself saw it twice and
enjoyed it just as much the second time-after
a 5-year interval-as I did the first. I fancy
it must be a habit, like having eggs for breakfast.
Certainly there seems nothing in the play itself
to explain this phenomenon.
In the next category we have the revivals and it
is interes ting to note which of these were most
popular. Hamlet, of course, has a perennial
appeal that is not wholly snobbish. Apart from
the 'culture' audience, school-children and so
forth, there is the vast body of people who go
to see the play because they enjoy it. It ' is a
wonderful action p'iece, something of a 'mystery,
an experience of the sheer power and beauty of
the English langua ge and, of course, if you want
that sort of thing, you ca n see Hamlet as the
original Angry Young Man who speaks so much
better than John Osborne's heroes. \Vebster's
Duchess of Malti too, was very successful and
here one cannot help making the comp arison
between the material and altitudes of Jacobean
drama and those of today. There is the same
inclination towards the perverse and the unnaturaL Incest, homosexuality and sad ism combine with such ordinary items as murder, madness and adultery in both sets of plays, although
The Duchess and the very fine revival of Middleton's Th e Changeling present these much more
powerfully by reason of their poetic qualities.
I cannot, however, recall in the Jacobean playwrights anything quite like the cannibalism of
Tennessee Williams' Suddenly Last Summer or
th e zestful coprophily of Wesker's Roots or
Beckett's E ndgame. Confronted with this last,
one appreciates the cheerful and vulgar jests of
Bartholomew Fail' for their matter of factness.
Other highly successful revivals were Ibsen's
Lady fl'Om the Sea, which left one wondering
why th e pbywright was ever called 'the Father
of Realism', Synge's Playboy done with a strong
stylised lilt-quite incomprehensible but lovely
sounds, and Dr. Faustus which, as ever, whether
read or seen, appeared as fra;pnents only of a
colossal edifice. Neither the m'lgnificent and
broodin g Lucifer suitably lit by the red fires of
hell, nor any amount of brilliant stage tricks
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with the Pope's dinner and at the Emperor's
court could hide the fact that the middle of the
play is woefully thm . The audience resp:mse was
rather like tha t at a good conjuring trick and
the p erpetual presence of the Good and Evil
Angels aloft in niches each side of the proscenium caused some unease until the whisper
wen t about from the inevitable inform ed pers on
in the back stalls that they were wearing safety
belts. But the mighty fra gments caught the attention by the sheer magnificence of th e verse
and the tremendous close of the play left one
exhausted but queerly exalted. Faustus and his
damnation in the vision of nearly 400 years ago
is much more impressive than the 1961 vision of
Luther and his anal devils.
And so, by John Osborne as a transition, to the
new plays of the year.
These fall roughly into two groups-those who
present their material in a more or less traditional
form (that is, with somethin g in the way of plot,
coherent dialogue, forward movement and so on)
and those whose authors invent new. forms for
themselves. The ideas and attitudes of the
playwrights may, of course, be presented in either
way.
Of the first group I suppose the most successful plays of the year were Rattigan's Ross, Bolt's
The Tiger alld The Horse and A Man for All
Seasons, Whiting's The Devils and Th e Miracle
Worker.
Of the plays mentioned, it is interesting to
note that three are semi-biographical in something of th e heroic tradition. Ross is based on
the life of Lawrence of Arabia, A Man for All
Seasolls on that of Sir Thonns More and The
Miracle W orker on that of Helen Keller. Here,
then, is the modern version of the drama about
the ahllost legendary King or Warrior, these
figures are the Leal'S and the Macbeths of the
20th Century. Notice that each of the figures
has become something of a myth, each in a
different way, and the playwright's battle is half
won already because we bring to the protagonist in each drama our own imaginative response
from readin g and hearsay. I am not in any way
denying the skills of the playwrights concerned
but I do suggest that, even in the world of the
'little men' -the Willie Lomans-we still respond
to the larger than life figure-though our scales
of measurement may be different from those of
the Elizabethans. And in each case one was
left with the feeling that human kind is not
contemptible, that the world is not wholly without hope. The body m1.y fail, be humiliated or
broken but there is spirit as well ,' S body and it
is triumph ant over evil whether that evil be
stupidity, political expediency or physic]l disWESTERLY

ability. Each ot these plays was an exciting and
satisfying experience.

Th e Devils presen ts that rather dilRcult art
form-a pldY adapted from a book-in this case
Huxley's The Devils of MeudoTlr-and the result
tended to be rather episodic in structure. In
thought we came back again to something of the
dark world of Jacobean drama. Devil possession
or sexual obsession dominate the play and one is
left wonderin g rather cynically which is which.
The priest is a close relative of the worldly Cardinals of \;Yebster and the message seems rather
confused-in presentation at least. Is a completely full life only obtained by tasting all human
experiences good and evil or is this a self deception? The ending is, frankly, horrible--sadistic
a nd humiliating-but the play holds the attention
by terror if not by pity.
This same cynicism pervades much of the COlltemporary theatre. Lu.ther, another biography,
pulls down the possibly heroic figure to a neurotic
who is troubled by his father and his bowels; the
most dramatic appeal lies in Tetzel the purveyor
of indulgences an cl the play proves that Osborne
can write monologues but not dialogue. In a
comi c setting the same bitterness pervades
Anouilh's The Rehearsal whose theme is the corruption of innocence. In The Lion in Love
Shelagh D elaney produces a sort of second exercise on A Taste of Hone y- frush'ation and squalid
clespair, but the later play seems to me even
more hopeless tllan tlle earlier .. .. same setting,
same characters, more gloom.
Among tile playwrights clear to the hearts of
the coterie audience tllat haunts tile Royal Court
(tlle tlleatre of Granville Barker) we find tlle
names of Beckett, Wesker, Pinter, Simpson, Osborne and Sartre. Some of tlle plays graduate
to the W es t E nd and become popular fare, others
have mysterious 'revivals' at irregular intervals,
between whiles disappearing into the provinces
to spread culture and, for the most part, gloom.
The drama tic techniques vary oddly. Wesker, for
instance, in his first play The Kitchen presented
an entirely plotless documentary about a day in
the kitchen of a large restaurant. Vaguely discernible among a covey of scurrying scullions
was some illicit love affair between one of the
cooks and one of the waitresses, someone was
(inevitably) pregnant but th e detail was lost in
the polyglot dialogue and the clatter of dishes.
TIle only impression one carried away was a grim
determination to eat at home in future. But the
later play Roots, though it cannot resist the lure
to deal with defaecation on stage, has a plot and
some genuin e people and, at tlle end, the heroine,
disillusioned and heartbroken, suddenly finds her
triumph. She can, at last, tllink for herself. TIlis
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play is a welcome change from tlle nihilism of
most of this group of dramatists. Sartre's Altona
contained the usual picture of the breakdown of
an illusion spiced with suggestions of sadism, madness and incest . Pinter, I am assured by Those
Who Understand is highly entertaining but I
found Th e Birthday Party completely incomprehensible and rather depressing while Th e Caretaker, moved to the West End and billed as
'tile funni est play in London', rais ed hardly a
smile on the night I was present. A cheerful
parasite like Jonson's Mosca is perhaps revolting
but at tlle same time enjoyable for his very zest.
Pinter's whining tramp lacked this zest and, combined witll a feeble minded youth who Saw
Something Nasty in the Woodshed, made the
play ratller a painful experience.
One could go un indefinitely listin g th ese
hopeless, destructive and infinitely bitter plays
but to what purpose? It is obvious that they are
a reflection of the great world-wide unease tllat
Ands otller expressions in delinquency, violence,
and interest in sexual aberrations and the ' beat'
generation as a whole. But it must be remembered tllat these plays appeal, for the most part,
to a minority audience unless th ey happell to be
put over by some superb acting as happened to
The Entertainer with Olivier and George Relph.
In as much as most of them are destructive they
seem to have no future. vVhether, on the ruins
of their world a new drama will arise none can
foretell, nor how far the general public \V iII take
tllem to its hea rt. On the whole, audiences seem
to prefer the revivals of a less unquiet age or the
humanity of Robert Bolt, but a later generation
may view the mid-twentieth century as we view
Restoration comedy- interestin g but quite remote.
One phenomenon, to conclude, is worth a
notice all by itself- the extraord inary revue BelIond th e Fringe. Here four youn g men, with the
utmost good humour and the blandest cynicism,
take tlle world apart. Notiling escapes tlleir
devastating criticism-Church, State, Society,
Communism, the railway system . . . . all come
under fire. Nothing and IlO one is spared and
the revue is utterly des tructive. But audiences
love it and one has to fight tooth and nail fo r a
seat. One laughs so heartily at everyone else's
foibles that one can endure th e laughter at one's
own and it is only afterwards that one realises
how completely tlle established order has been
blown sky high. TIlere is a wonderful satire on
Macmillan-but an equally uproarious one on the
earnest Socialist. TIlere is a sermon tllat is completely deflated by the last two words-and
clergymen send their curates along to learn sermon techniques. The authors started a restaurant
called Th e Establishment as a sort of appendix
to their show which is one sustained satire on
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tJle Establishment-and who are now its most
eager patrons? The Establishmentl
Ju ~t why this revu e should have such appeal
when it would seem to be the essense of all the
nihilist drama of th e year is hard to tell. Perhaps it appeals to the innate cruelty which enables us to laugh at the misfortunes of others,
thankful that they are not ours. Perhaps it is

witty in a period when heavy suffering is more
common than wit. Perhaps it has the tremendous zest th at we get in the gre1t s1tirical comedies of-say-Ben Jonson.
Whatever it has,
Beyond the Fringe is at once the complete presentation of the Nihilist theatre of '61 and its
complete justification . vVe laugh, and as long as
we can laugh, however wryly, th ere is hope.

Trevor Jones

Music And The University
Variations On An Enigmatic Theme '\ V I ITI-I

.of

th e possible exception
politics an',d ,
j'eligion , it is doubtful if there is any
either fi eld ' of hum an endeavour abollt
which , so much ' nonsense and unjn forl11 ed :~Oln
ment is hem:d as the mt of music. Music is '
considered "fair game" for anyone, and it is
not surprising, though disturbing ' to those concerned, to find that of all disciplines embraced
by the modern university, the position of music
in tertiary education is the least understood, the
most misinterpreted, and the most often criticiseu .
Misconceptions about the aims and methods of a
university music department are found in all
quarters, both inside the universities among staff
as well as students, and outside from conductors
ilnd broadcasting officials to perfornlers and ordinary "music-lovers". Much of the blame for this
situation lies with music departments themselves,
for the ideas which they now take for granted
are in reality very new an d differ greatly from
those held when most of today's musicians were
trained. 'As someone who, being professionally
involved in university music and th~refore frequently called upon to answer such qil~~tions ancI
criticisms,' usually finds himself unable to r~ply
coherently on the spur of the moment, the writer
gratefully takes this opportunity to express his
views on the nature and importance of the university's task in the musical world. It is stressed
that, although most of these views have considerable currency in many places today! and are, in
fact, being applied in varying degrees in some
of the leading university music deparbnents both
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, in Australia ,,<l nd abroad, they are here put for' ward as, ~he writer's own personal opinions and
are not i,ntended to reflect upon the practice of
a ny p[trtlc.ular, ,institution.
Since the misappre, , hensions ' to be referred to are, in all probability,
world - w~(le, it is felt tJlat it will be mOi"e valua ble
to consider the problem ill' a general way than
merely to attem pt a survey of what applies in
particular cases.
If the res ultin g discussion
appears 'soinewhat abstract and theoretical as a
consequence of tJlis approach, it has the advantage that the writer will be un trammelled by any
considerations other than intrinsic va lues as he
sees them , Wi tJlOlIt b eing subject to any charges
of direct or implicit criticism of a ny specific
status quo. ,
Perhaps tJ1e , best introduction to the problem
is to examine 'the criticisms which, in the writer's
experience, are most frequently levelled at university "musiC departm ents. These resolve themselves primarily into complaints at several "shortages" iri a community: a shortage of perfonners,
of composers, ,of teachers, and of informed critics.
Secondly, mqst misconceptions are based on faulty
definitions6f several key terms : "music", "theory",
"academic~', "musicologist", "conservatorium" and
'~ Bachelor of Music" . " The answers to the "shortage" charges will, it is hoped, em erge in the
course of tJlis discussion" but the con ect defin ition
of tJlese much-abused words must be attempted
here and now.
"Music", for most people, means "performance", usuall y piano playin g, instead of a living
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and creative art; to "learn music", far from being
merely the acquiring of muscular and mental
control over a machine for purely executant purposes, is to study one of the m ajor arts of man
and to ga in a humanisi~g and sensitising experience without equal. "Theory" is held to comprise all those dull, pedantic accessories such as
harmony, counterpoint, form, and history, often
irreverently referred to collec tively by conservatoriUlu students as "the frills", and which, like
medicines, are to be tolerated only because they
are considered "good for one" and are forgotten
as soon as possible after the dose has been administered. The true importance of the so-called
"theoretical studies", so long obscured by uninspired and unconvinced teaching, lies in their
being , the essential part of any living art, closely
and indissolubly linked with the creative experience itself. Surely it is ex traordinary that the
"theory" of music, far from being a sterile pursuit, alone leads to the only thorou ghly creative
aspec t of music, composition, whereas the, apparently much more vital and fertile studies in
performance lead only to re-creation at b est or
mechanical reprodu ~tion at worst.
Closely identified in the popular mind with
"theory':, is the word "academic", which usu ally
denotes a remote, stultifying dissection of an art
that can only be apprehended, instinctively, as it
were, and in blissful ignorance of its structure
and mechanics, If the application of intellect
and scholarship to music destroys rather th an
enhances one's emo tional responses, the fault lies
either in the methods employed by the teacher
or in the quality of perception in the student, not
in th e process itself. The monster who applies
"academic" reasoning and analysis to "th eory" of
music is , none other than that most denounced of
men, the "musicologist", one who knows all about
music but can neither create nor perform it. That
this kind of picture of musicology has gained
such populari ty is d ue largely to the unfortunate
emerge,n ee of men whose only , claim to musical
ability lies in their knowing how to read musical
notatiOn,.", historians and antiquarians who might
just as well have applied their patient scholarship
to Egyptology , or O ld ' Norse poetry . The true
musicologist is, of course, a p erson possessed of
the deepes t and broadest un derstanding of I11Usic
in all its aspects, who is frequently a gifted, composer and performer as well as an expert schcilar,
and above all a man of' culture who sees.... his
subject in its ,correct perspective , in human affairs.
As for, the common idea' of a "conservatorium",
this is held to be the pinnacle of musical educational institutions, a place to which a university
music departm ent runs a very poor second and
which it should aspire to become, where the real
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business of musical edu cation, namely the learning to sing or play an instrument, takes place.
Misinterpretin g the tlUism th at "composers are
born and not made", many people would consider that only ham1 could come to a young
would-be composer by submitting to rigorous
technical disciplines, and so they would not even
admit composition as a worthwhile province of
a conservatorium. That it should supply a wellgrounded course in basic musicianship and integrated studies in music as an art to be enjoyed
as well as being just a feeder of hun gry orchestras
and a supplier of a meal-ticket to hosts of budding "profeSSional musicians" rarely occurs to the
majority.
Las tly, in this sad catalogue of misconstrued
terms, "Bachelor of Music", with its implied reliance on a "Faculty of Music" in a university,
connotes for most people the true aim of anyone
idealistic (or ras h ) enough to wish to pursue
musical, studies at tertiary level. To attempt to
explain that the central and most appropdate
place for music in a university is in the Faculty
of Arts, ' alld that a specialist degree in music is
only ,i '" subsldiary and ' peripheral. aspect of uni~
versity " studies ' in music, reserved for the few
with nlaikedabilities in composition and ideally
a post- gradu'a't e degree to be taken after an Arts
degree that includes mu s i c-thi~ is to , tr)' to
preach heresy to 'a confirmed rlriddevciutbeliever
in the Sacrosanct and unworldly 'religion of Music
as a tlUI1g apart from life and mundane reality.
( If it ' is . Jelt that the foregoing ' statements are
deliberatel);, perverse, or that tll.ese popular misconceptions have been overstated, the writer avers
that the latter confonn strictly to his own oftrecurring"exp eriences and that the former will be
clarified arid justified in the following exposition
of what" in his view, the appropriate fun ctions of
Conservatorium and University are in the musical
activities of a community.) From this "clearing
of the air" by an attempt to re-define some basic
tennincilogy, the gist of the writer's argument
may already be apparent.
On the surface, a conservatorium of music
consists' , .of 'a, number of practical teacher,S. of
various instnullents and of singing. !fit were
no more than this, any ,community graced with
able private teachers would have, in effect, a
"conservatoriurri", but its essential characteristic
is tl1e co-operation and ii1tegration of ' these teachers in a coherent ' group, offerin g not only a wellbalanced course of instru ction in musicianship
to individuals, whether for ' am ateur or professional
realisation, but opportunities for corporate musical
activities in choirs, orchestras, chamber-music ensembles and operatic "workshop" productions, as
well as conducting tuition and experience for
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those who desire it. It should develop some
degree of keyboard ability and the playing of an
orchestral instrument in all students, whatever
their basic study, and provide elementary background studies in the "language", structure and
development of music. In short, though it is
concerned primarily with the performance of
music, it should aim to produce musicians first
and foremost, and not just "players" or "singers".
A university music deparbnent, on the other
han:d, is concerned with music as an art as well
as a craft, as a humanity, a litera ture and a
science. It does not aim to produce professional
musicians or to b'ain students primarily for any
particular lIIusical career, but to add a deep
understanding of music to a student's education
in the liberal arts. Just as a University English
deparbnent's courses in drama are not designed
primarily to produce profeSSional actors, but
leave this task to "institutes of dramatic art", so
a music deparbnent's responsibilities do not
include the training of profeSSional performers.
A further analogy, however, may illusb'ate the
fact that a performer may beneHt from a university musical education: a technician who has
gained his diploma at a technical college may
be compared with a conservatorium-trained performer, as against the professional engineer with
a university degree and a musician Similarly
qualified. The objection in this analogy to the
fact that the graduate ' in engineering is nonetheless trained vocationally but the Arts graduate
with a Music major is not, introduces the second
(and secondary) function of a university music
department: the training of professional musicians
towards a Bachelor of Music. \Vhether for composers, with th e emphasis on a full understanding
of traditional technique as well as adequate
grounding in contemporary methods, or for fully trained perform ers, the core of studies for the
B.Mus. should be the same as for the B.A. Thus
both the above analogies apply in different ways
to a music deparbnent: the Arts graduate in
music compares with the English Drama major,
and the Bachelor of Music with the engineering
graduate, and both are quite distinct from the
conservatorium diploma holder, as are the products of an acting school or a technical college.
The provision of Honours Schools at the Bachelor
level and of the higher degrees of M.A. and
Ph.D. after the B.A. and the M.Mus. and D.Mus
after the B.Mus. have of course a similar connotation to those in other disciplines.
Although the university music deparbnent's
concern is with scholarship and the conservatorium's with musicianship, it is vital that something of each be represented in the other. Just
as the expert performer needs the penetration and
understanding of styles that scholarly and analytic
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studies can impart, so the scholar needs Brsthand experience with actual music-making
through choral activity and, where possible,
chamber-ensemble and orchestral participation.
Further, both are equally concerned with the
acquiring of such basic musical skills as efficient
score-reading and accurate aural perception. It
is therefore obvious that the ideal situation is one
where th e conservatorium and music department
operate in close collaboration and co-operation
with each other, while each clearly preserves its
own distinctive character and raison d' etre.
The uni\"ersity has an additional role to fulfil
tluough the performance of music that would
otherwise not be hea rd . This field includes
contemporHlY aud "avant garde" music, neglected
masterpieces of the 18th and 19th centuries, and
all music written before about 17.50, whose perfonnance requires detailed scholarly knowledge
of instruments and styles of performance 110 longer
used. Consideration of "box-office appeal" plays
no part in such a task, but. meticulous attention
to accurate and authentic perfonnance, hacked
up by all the resources of musicology, should be
preserved always. An a ncilla.ry function to such
performances of otherwise unknown works is the
active promotion of concerts of these categories
of music by professional perfonners.
It is, perh aps, appropriate to refer back at this
moment to the already-mentioned choral activity
in universities. Of necessity, choral singing is
tl1e mainstay of student music-making in a university, and if. should be the task of a music department to organise and maintain a large choir
composed primarily of students from any and
every faculty as well as its own students. \Vhile
a valuable liaison between th e university and the
community can be achieved by admitting outsiders to such a choir, it must exist, first and
foremost, for students past and present. From
the main choir can be drawn specialist groups
for the study and performance of smaller-scale
works, but in all cases it is the study of the
music through coming to grips with it in rehearsal that is important from an educational
point of view; the limiting of repertoire, either
in difficulty or extent, in order to achieve a
semi-professional standard of performance is thus
surely unjustifiable. The same criteria should
apply to shldent orchestras in a university.
At first Sight, instruction in composition
would appear to occupy a middle ground between
conservatorium and university, and it certainly
should be available to students of either institution to some extent. When one considers, however ,that ideally a composer should be the most
highly and broadly trained of all musicians, it is
the university's responsibility to employ firstclass practising composers who are good teachers,
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and to encourage prospective composers to study
for a Bachelor of Music. Compositions by staffmembers of a music department could justifiably
and legitimately be regarded as highly as research, for both are to a large extent "creative",
though this does not of course imply that research
is not an important pursuit in music departments.
Scholarly research in all the many aspects of
musicology should, indeed, be just as much expected of staff-members in music departments as
in any other field in a university.
What, then, should be the aims and ideals of
a university music department? It should, like
any university discipline, encourage independent
and critical thought of the highest scholarly standards, and strive to produce leaders of musical
taste, opinion anel culture in the community. It
should, without neglecting the essential "live"
experience of actual music-making and creating,
develop "professional listeners" rather than
amateur performers. It should aim at widening
and deepening people's awareness of music as an
enriching and ennobling part of life, Dot as a
mere escape or soporific that exists "in a vacuum"
or apart from the rest of human activity.
TIle scope of this view of music and the size
of the task before its professors is truly enormous.
It. has to do with all countries, all races and all
Iang11ages, of all times anel in all places, in all
forms and for all meelia, embracing the church
rind th e theatre as well as the home, the salon
and the concert-hall, and concerning itself with
the technique of creating as well as with the
understandin g of musi c. One wonders what other
Relel of study covers anything like so wide a
range. It reaches out to touch morc than a
dozen other recognised areas of university study:
languages and literature in all its forms , social,
political, cultural and economic history, classics,
philosoph y, comparative religion and theology,
psychology, anthropology and SOciology, architecture and the fine arts, educational theory, acoustics, mathematics and electronics. Sm'ill wonder
that much of this is treated superficially and
with some diffidence, for what scholar can hope
to master more than a modicum of such disparate
fields in one lifetime!
Nevertheless, students
should at least be made aware of the vast scope
and range of music's ramifications, and encouraged to investigate as many of them as possible.
Tn an age of ever-increasing specialis'ltion inside
and outside universities, few areas of knowledge
can offer so many and varied opportunities for
inter-disciplinary communication 2 , and only' such
a co-operation between scholars of different leanings can hope to implement so comprehensive a
scheme of musical instruction as is here envisaged. The ideal music department could thus
occupy a central position in a university, and
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provide for all scholars and students a common
meeting-ground of ideas. Such a Utopian concept cannot be realised at present, but it is one
towards which an ideal university should not fear
to work, especially since, of all traits, an interest
in music seems to be the commonest delight
among university scholars in all fields.
There are many fields for expansion, both in
research and teaching. Ethnomusicological studies
in "primitive", Oriental and folk music are becoming recognised as more than a specialist research field, and their application to general
musical education at all levels is an inviting
possibility3. Electronic music, so rich in creative
possibilities beyond the purely experimental stage,
is fin apt field for university investigation, requiring as it does much technical knowledge in addition to musical training. New methods, principles
and aids in musical education, as well as the
reshaping of content of much that now barely
passes as "planned courses", urgently require
codification and promulgation at the tertiary level.
Psychological aspects of music and the controlled
therap eutic uses of music have barely been
touched as yet. A sound basis of musical aesthetics and criti cal criteria need to be established
with authority. The thoro ugh exploration of the
history of musical instmments and the collecting,
reconstmcting and fe-learning of the myriad instnlll1ents of the past is a most compelling and
rewarding task. The science of acoustics, both
pure and applied (through th e design of halls
and instruments and through compositional practice) needs to be taken much more seriously as
(\ firm foundation for musical studies of all kinds.
The reconsidcration of harmonic and formal
analysis find its application as a necessary tool
for worthwhile criticism requires a ncw and
iconoclastic approach by the best minds. Lastly,
thou gh this may be considered somewhat beyond
the fram ework of true university studies as enunciated above, there is a need for a kind of
dramatic and fine arts centre, where creative
artists and scholars of all kinds could work together in all forms of theatrical production from
drama, opera and ballet to the film, television
and radio; where else can this be done but at
a university?
All the above areas for expansion have already
received some attention in isolated cases, but the
field is virtually wide open for a purposeful
attack on these and other tasks by the universities. However much we prize the idea of
knowledge for its own sake, th e needs of th,..
modern community incre8singly dem1nd that
serious thought be given to some of these problems and the results made available in organised
courses for those who will apply themselves in
these Helds in the future.
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Three special aspects of musical education that
are often assumed to be the province of universities should here be mentioned very brieRy:
public examination bodies in the field of practical performan ce (such rs the A.M.E .B. in Australia) ), teachers' training colleges, and adult
education and extension boards. Of these, the
first is entirely outside the true range of university responsibility, belonging to the conservatoria, except insofar as such examinations are
directly related to the matriculation requirements
in music of a university. The second is also the
province of others, namely education dep artments,
but there is much to be said for close co-operation
and proximity between .university, conservatorium
and training college in musical matters, and the
universiti es should exercise mu ch more control
over the conten t of courses and the stand ards of
instruction at colleges tll an they frequently do at
present. TIle vitally important work of adult education boards and extra -mural or extension courses
is, however, essentially it university matter, and
music dep artments should be closely concerned
and identified with their work of raising standards of culture and awareness in the community.
The answers to those who charge the universities with failin g to remedy the shortages mentioned at the beginning of this discussion will
now be obvious. '111e shortage of performers is
not in any sense the universities' responsibility,
but that of th e conservatoria, but the universities
can and should provide us with better m.usicians
than the eonservatoria th emselves can achieve
alone; tile lack of composers of quality is at
least partly du e to tlleir failure to avail themselves of a full university trainin g in music, and
to th e scarcity of first-class practising composers
as teachers in the universities; to produce more
and better music-teachers for the schools is the
task of training colleges, but th e universities need

to raise the standards of instruction given in these
colleges by producing more highly-trained instructors for them; the shortage of informed critics is
wholly a matter for university concern, and the
development of. professional critics and private
musical devotees of real discernment and ' educated taste can only take place in such it music
department of an Arts Faculty as has been suggested in this article and is now emerging here
and abroad.
In conclusion, it must regretfully be admitted
that comparatively few universities today hold
such a wide view of music, and that even fewer
(if any) carry out more than a small part of such
a programme of musical activity. If, however,
university music dep artments expect to gain a
sympathetic hearing from Universities Commissions and similar fund-disposing bodies, as well
as a position of unreserved respect from their
sister disciplines, they will need to show that
music, far from being a dubious or peripheral part
of a university's function , is capable of being
interpreted as an innate and essential aS1;Ject of
top-level scholarship and teaching. Indeed, we
may well claim th at, in the ultinnte am lysis,
music's future, like that of every worthwhile endeavour, lies in the hands of the universities.
1. See, fo r example, M . Bukofzer: The Pla ce of

Mu sicology in American In stitutilJTlS of HilZher
Le(1rning ( New York: LibergI Arts Press,
1957); al so D . Grout: "The Divorce of Music
and Learnin g" in The H'lffIwnities. An ApJ11'!lisal, ed. J. Harris (Madison : University of
Wisconsin Prf'ss. 1962). Ch. 14.
2. See L. C. Kni ghts: E'l:plorati.ons (London:
Chatto & Winclns. 1946) . pD. 186-199 ("The
Universitv Teflchiqg of English and History :
A Plea for CorreIa tion") .
.3. F {)r a discllssion of this bv the writer, see
"The Ethnom"sicolo!!ist's Role in Music Eel,, c" ti on" in "The M1Isic Educators Journal"
(U.S.) , D ecember, 1962.
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Julius !(ovesi

The Alienated · Big Animal
ro

be a Marxist is no longer as fashionable as
I say as ·it us ed to be, for
we meet a new type of Marxist nowadays
who appears terribly fashionable. He is a Marxist, not a Communist; his interests are cultural,
not political; he is a humanist, not a terrorist.
Far from accepting Party discipline he is its
latest critic and far from accepting responsibility
for the deeds that have discredited the Parties all
over the world he takes up an attitude of "I told
you so "-even thou gh he did nothing of the
kind. He never quotes the Capital or th e Manifesto, but-and this is what is so fashionablehe refers to "Marx's earlier writings". It is not
the esoteric air that surrounds the phrase " Marx's
earlier writings" (for wouldn't we be impressed
by anyone who distinguishes between a man's
earlier an d later writings ) that has created a
renewed respectability for an otherwise bankrupt
theory. What creates excitement is the claim
that a theory of alienation is to be found in these
writin gs. To talle about the concept of alienation
immediately brings one up to date, for this is
one of the central themes of existentialism.
The reason for this change is manifold. In
Eastern Europe one has to find a doctrinal basis
for any opposition to Party doctrinaires, so that
to turn up some unusual pages of Marx acts as
a fresh breeze of free thought there.! But in
more normal societies where you don't have to
refer to Marx in order to be able to raise your
voice tlle reason for the change is different. For
a long time Marxists were able to disregard the
practical tes t of their theory as evidence against
its validity by invoking a thorou ghly unmarxist
maxim: "this is all right in th eory; only it went
wrong in practice." This maxim is unmarxist
because for Marx there is no other test but
practice for th e validity of a theory. But whether
Marxist or not this is a stupid thing to say. It
is like saying "this house plan is excellent, except
that one cannot live in a house built like that".
nut by now not even the theory holds much
respect in its orthodox presentation. Hence the
need for a new maxim: instead of saying "it is
all right in theory only in practice it went wrong",
one has to say "the theory used to be all right,
only later, in th e hands of certain Marxists and
Leninists it went wrong". One has to add to
this that the criticism of our society today is
conducted in the cultural and not in the political
field (incidentally, this is why one should rather

l
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it used to be.
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discuss this ma tter in a literary than in a political
journal) and this is another reason why neomarxists prefer to talk in terms of alienation and
not in terms of class-struggles. Reading the pages
of the English Uniuersities and L eft Reuiew or
the French Arguments one could be excused if
one gained the impression that the dialectical
progress of class-struggles had already come to
an end and that the romance of dialectic was
continuing now in the cultural field. But all this
js oversimplified. One cannot account for the
views of such French post-Stalinists as Lucien
Goldmann 2 or Edgar Morin in these terms without taking into account the influence on them of
present-day French thought.
There is this change of interes t even among
those who are not committed to marxism but are
its critics or scholars. One searches in vain for
Marx's views on alienation in the standard texts
of up to quite recent years. Even in a work
which was intended to cover the early developments of Marx, Sidney Hook's From H egel to
Ma rx, there is not a single reference or mention
of alienation. One of the most recent critical
works, however, Robert C. Tucker's Philoso phy
and My th in Karl Marx, was originally intended
to be published under the title Th e Alienated
World of Karl Marx, while on the Continent, twothirds of Pere Jean-Yves Calvez's monumental
work La Pensee de Karl Marx is devoted to the
concept of alienation.
While the orthodox expositions of Marx's
thou ght emphasised his break wtih Hegel and
the idealist tradition and consequ ently left many
puzzling elements in that thou ght unexplained,
this new emphasis, by connecting Marx more
c10s .ly with Hegel helps in resolving these puzzles.
To take just one crucial example. It has always
been· an embarrassing question not only in our
classrooms but also for my well-trained Marxist
teachers in Hungary, why the dialetical progress
of history comes to an end with communist society; and closely connected to this is the question why each successive stage in the dialectical
development is a better one, culminating in an
absolutely good society, for how can the description of a factual historical process, supposedly
purely scientific, be used as an evaluative and
even moral measuring rod? But of course, talk
about dialectical contradictions makes sense only
in the world of thought, and this is why, whether
it is true or false, Hegelian dialectic at least
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makes sense. The development of history is
Thought's efforts to regain its own self by eliminating all contradictions stage by stage from within itself. (Economic conditions by themselves
cannot be self contradictory without reference to
our conceptions about them compared to what
they ought to be, and contradictions can be a
driving-force in this field only because we want
to avoid them.) But if it is Thought that develops through the stage of history, and if moreover the progress of Thought is to regain its
own Self, its own essential nature, then naturally,
this process consists of Thought progressively
eliminatin g all contradictions from itself, eliminating all that is not its Self. This mystical Entity
contains its own driving-force by wanting to
regain its own Self (like a Grand Ventriloquist
using om human thoughts and institutions as
puppets on the stage of history) and once all
self contradictions have been eliminated then there
is no more reason why Thought should change :
we have arrived at the truly rational. History is
the history of t1le alienated Self towards regaining
its essential nature. Wheth er it is true or false,
without t11ese Hegelian notions t11e dialectical process does not even make sense and this is why
the rediscovery of Marx's notions on alienation
supplies a vital link for our understandin g of
Marx.
All the left-Hegelians inherited the problem of
the alienated Self from Hegel, indeed they regarded the solution of this problem as their principal task, and what divided them were the different solutions they found to this problem. The
goal of Man is to regain his own essential nature,
for th en Man will be free. The condition in which
i"fan is not free is the condition in which he is
divided, where part of his Self is presented as an
"object" as "not-Self", and this alien element imposes as restriction on him. To regain freedom
is to regain one's own self. For Feuerbach
alienation took the form of religion where man
projected t.he best part of himself into a transcendent Being, alienated this part of himself and
worshipped it as a "Thou". To regain one's self
and one's freedom is to repossess this divine element, to dethrone God and worship Man- the
best conscious fonnulation of our original sin .
Bruno Bauer saw our alienation in terms of our
unconscious motives and assumptions which take
on an objective impersonal life of their own and
impose their oppressive limitations on us. The
solution for him lies in critical philosophy: by
criticising all our assumptions and accepted modes
of behaviour we regain our freedom and repossess
our rational nature.
In the hcmds of Marx alienation took yet another
fonn. Part of one's life-activity became objecti-
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fl ed, alienated, not in the fonn of religion nor
in the form of conventions but in the form of
commodities, especially money. Work is p art of
man's life-activity and it does not stay with the
person as part of his personality but departs from
him and takes on an independet existence in the
form of commodities and money. These objectified, reified parts of the human self ( and let us
pause to imagine money as part of a human self
turned ito an imperson al object in order to realise
the full force of Marx's metaphysical and moral
indignation at capitalist social relationships) act
as alien ou tside forces restricting the full relaisation of t1le human self. But this reification or
externalisation of one's self is only part of the
story. \Ve must remember t1lat Hegel was not
talking about individual human beings, nor was
Marx. For Hegel it is Thought or Spirit which
is alienated from its own nature throughout history and for Marx it is Historic Man in the fonn
of Society which reifies itself; history is the Enfremdllflgsgeschichte of Man with a capital M.3
It is not even th e case as G. D. H . Cole sees it in
his Inh'odu ction to the Ca pital: "In essence there
is . . . but one gigantic associated capitalist and
but one many-handed labourer yoked to the task
of creating Surplus Value . . ." fo]' Marx "not
individuals, but only social classes posses ultimate
reality". This is not how Marx looks at the world
for this wou ld mean that there are two "large"
persons making lip Society, when in fact Society
is only olle large person with a split personality,
one Alienated Self. This is H egel all over again.
Unless we understand this we do not understand
what makes Society mo ve towards t1le classless
Society where the Alienated Self at last regains its
own essential nature. Classes are not the ultimate reality for Marx. The existence of classes
represents only a m ode of existence of that Self
which is the only ultimate reality for Marx, or
rather, which will come into its 0\'IIll reality when
it has eliminated all that is non-Self, when it
will be undivided, i.e. classless. This is all that
Marx achieved by turnin g Hegel upside down.
For Hegel th e only ultimate reality is Thought
or Spirit after it has eliminated all that is alien
to its self, t11 at is, all self contradictions. Here
that which is real, which fully is and that which
ought 1:0 be, coexist and are one and the same.
Marx only made an alteration within the content
of this fantastic system.
Let us digress for a while in order to see what
it amoun ts to when a political theory takes
Society as the ultimate reality and talks of this
Society as if it were a Large Aninl1l, a Man
writ large,. We remember how Ph to in his
Republic, when he was looking for Justice told
us that it is easier to find out what Justice is if
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we look at the city · instead of · looking at the
individual. He said that if we find the very
same thing written in large letters let us read it
there instead of straining our eyes over the
small letters. Here is a classic example of tum- ·
ing something which makes very good sense
when applied to an individual, .into something
disastrous when applied to the Large Animal,
the City conceived as an individual writ large.
For it makes very good sense to say that in our
individual lives our reason should control our
spirit and our inclinations. When there is a
conflict between my inclinations and what my
reason tells me, the resolution of this conflict
cannot be anyone else's job but my own; it is
my own effort that brings the conflict to a solution. And when I follow my reason I follow
7It!i own decision. But now let us see all this
writ large. Society is divided into Reason, Spirit
and ' Inclination . .Reason is represented. by the
Philoso'pher-King, Spirit by the Guardians and
th e rest is us. Or let me be so impertinent as to
assullie' th at I; with a few of my collaborators
will be . the Philosopher-King. Now I am not
divided ' into reason and inclination any more, nor
<I re !IOU as an individual. I, the whole of me is
Reason, . whatever I: say. is the expression . of the
City's Reason, and whatever you say is the expression of what you represent, the City's Inclination. .The conflict bet\veen . reason and inclination will be a conflict between you and me, and
you remember we agreed that reason should
control inclinations, for only then are we moral,
happy and free. The more you disagree with
me the more you prove that your reason is not
in order, and the more I force you to follow me
the mor.e you become what you ought to be, your
true self. Or again, we may say that the Kantian
ethics concerned with individual human beings
makes excellent sense: we have many inclinations, form.ulated in various. maxims, and when
we come to decide on which of these maxims
w e shou ld act we should ask which of these
111 ~l x ims could be made a universal law. A maxim
which cannot be turned into' a .universal law that
all : human beings should follow . expresses only
a particular wish of my own. To act morally is
to .act on ~niversalisable maxims. Biit ·let us see
what c'onseq'uences i:hi~ type' of .theory .cQuld have
when . again it is applied to a Large Animal-not
by Kant himself but by Rousseau before him. He
cr~ates a: ne\v organic Eritity by his Social Contract: A~ he puts it: "Each of us puts his person
and all his power in common under the supreme
direction of the general will, and, in our corporate capacity, we receive each member as an
indivisible p ,lrt of the whole." Now this indivisible whole should be governed by the General
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Will. But should we go out to the street and
ask anyone what the General Will is? How
would they know? He will express only what he
wants. "In fact," Rousseau says, "each individual,
as a man, may have a particular will contrary or
dissimilar to the general will which he has as a
citizen." (This is how 90% of the popl)lation
can be the "enemy of people".) We see here
the split personality again: your will as an individual and your will as a citizen. But all this
is discussed in terms of Society, for the General
Will is . not my or your Will, it is the will of
Society. Out of the various wills only those
should be acted on that can be made universal,
th e General Will, but this decision is not mine
or yours; we have to call in Society's Reason and
the selection will not be made out of my oWl).
maxims, for all my maxims as an individual are:
only particular maxims but all the max.ims of the
one . who knows the General Will (and again, we
should need a Philosopher-King for this) are
universal. To be compelled to fo llow this Will
i ~ simply to be compelled to follow my ·real will
as a citizen. To deny my will as an individual is
simply to eliminate what is not the will of my
real . self. : This is again the Hegelian way to
freedom. As Rousseau .says: "Whoever refuses to
obey the general
shall be compelled to do so
by the whole body. This . means nothing less
than that he will be forced to be free."

will

. Similarly, the notion of alienation is a fruitfu l,
useful and penetrating conceptua:l tool in analysing and talking about individual human beings.
Bu t b the case of Marx it is essentially wedded
to talking about a fictitious Big Animal, Society.
The notion of alienation had a long 'history
before Hegel but to us it came mainly from
hun through man)' channels. I have ·ineritioned
0111), s0111e of th.e forms it took ill the hands of
the left-Hegelians. Even what we h~ve from
them assumed many new and divers forms-as
Martin Buber's I-Thou language is one example
of Feuerbach's infiueilce. Through Kietkegard
and ' from Hegel huriself it reached the ex isteritia l~
ists, while again 'German soCiology made ex[ensiv'e
tise of the noti'on, as we can see from Marillheim
arid Weber . . These 'ancI many others worked olitthe notion of' alienatiori info a useful arid pene'·.
tratin:i . tool. What value .this. notion has is due
to 'thei1l ' and ·Olie· cannot· reitd · theii' a'cllievemehts
ba'ck into Marx. For as soon as Marx got hold
of fhe 'notiori he ' turned . itint6 a strange kind
of political economy, . describing ' the split personality of a Big Animal in the terms of the classical
economists. I cannot therefore agree with those
who claim by reference to Marx's early writings
on the concept of alienation that his theory started
all right but went wrong in the course of time.
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One cannot say that he had a good theory of
alienation but a bad political economy because
his theory of alienation is his political economy
and it is bad precisely because its foundation is
the Hegelian notion of alienation. As we have
seen, the value of emphasising these early writings of Marx is that it enables us to see what
makes his dialectic and class-struggle click. His
theory of alienation will not make him up to
date but reveals only the Hegelian foundations
of his economics.
We can also see now an additional reason for
saying that it is not the case that Marxist theory
is all right, but that in the hands of Leninists
and Stalinists it went wrong. It is an essential
feature of political theories that do not talk about
individuals but about a Big Animal that they call
for a Philosopher-King or for a group of them,
who represent the Reason of the Big Animal. TIle
Leninist Party, which is the most conscious element of the proletariat expressing the voice of
History, is Marxism and not its misuse. For Marx
has nothing at all to say on how we should
organise our society, what sort of institutions we
should have and how should we conduct our
lives by and througli those institutions . Consequeiltly no political practice can be a misuse of
What he
these nonexisting recommendations.
has given us is a metaphysical ji.lstification for
a Party to identify their egos with the demiurge
of History ancl then left it at that. Speculations
about good political institutions he called "utopian
socialism". His were scientific and his science
amounts to this: Once Society regains its Self
all our problems are solved and there is no need
to think about how to conduct our affairs.
Karl Popper claims that dialectical materialism
is not a scientific ilieory because you cannot test
it, there is no possible crucial experiment that
could etiher verify or falsify it. Consequently
it does not even tell us anyiliing informative
eiilier. This is an impressive and illuminating
criticism. But to say this of a theory which
is designed to be put into practice and which
accepts only practice as ilie test of its validity this
criticism is not damning enough. There has been
an experiment and it is still going on. Someone
might say that it is not yet a crucial experiment.
One could indeed go · on experimenting with inanimate objects waiting for a crucial experiment
after large quantities of those objects have been
destroyed. But even if we were experimenting
wiili mice iliissort of talk could ~ irresponsible.
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As it is, when we put Hegel's theory of alienation
dressed in economic terms to a test on human
beings one should say iliat even one experiment
was crucial. If someone even after such a crucial
experiment still b"ies to justify the ways of Marx
to men by reference to his earlier writings he
only makes himself more pailietic.

(1) The case of ilie perhaps only original Marx-

ist philosopher in a communist country, iliat
of George Lukacs is quite different. Exce.pt
when he had to recant his views to ilie
Communist Academy in 1934 he has always
understood Marx in a way that the recent
developments can only vindicate him. He
was able to do this because he came to
Marx not through such exegetes as Kautsky,
Plekhallov or Lenin but through ilie more
Hegelian tradition of the German sociologists
especially through Sin1l1lel and Weber who
drew his attention to the problem of · alienation. This enabled him to understand Marx
better than the members of ilie Communist
Academy to whom he had to confess his de.
viations.
(2 ) Cf. Lucien Goldmann: "La R6ification" in
Les Temps Moderne. Febmary-March 1959.
( 3 ) Marx's tenninology is confusing. The translation of the English edition of Marx's Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts .gives a
salutory but short warning on the differences
between the words Entiiussem and Entfremdell, both of which are used by Marx in
talking about alienation. Marx doesn't even
treat the problem of alienation for its own
merit and so he never distinguishes between
the. many widely .different problems associated
"-vith it: The psychological state when you lost
the feeling of belonging either to your society
or to your work, the sociological state when
you are treated as an object rather ilian a
subject, the existentialist moral sense of living
in "bad faith", ilie metaphysical notion of
part of your essential self turning into sometlling external etc., to mention only some of
the major variations on the theme.
Though Marxist philosophers never treated
the su bjcct seriously it is significant that
whenever they refer fo existentialists they do
so in the same spirit as when tlley refer to
other deviationists or revisionists. It is significant because it indicates iliat iliey feel the
family-resemblance between themselves and
others who talk about alienation. Cf. for
instance ilie summary of an article from
. Vopl'osy Literatul'Y in the July-September
1959 number of Soviet Survey. The article
ends with the standard marxist philosophical
. argument used against revisionists: "The
vicissitUdes of the existentialist novel shows
IlS perhaps partiCularly clearly that in political life and in literature also a third p<'!th,
between the paili of reaction and progress, is
impossible."
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L. R. Marchant"

Shepherds In Buckram
An episode in the history of the Chinese in Australia
\.V

IRlTERS on Australian history give us a
neat and convincing description of how
the Chinese community was established
and developed in the country. The facts are
arranged into a pattern that can be recited by
any schoolboy who has studied the subject. There
was a discovery of gold; an influx of Chinese
followe.d, directed to the diggings, and then later
on to urban areas; trouble developed on the fields
and later in the towns; and then as a result
of this barriers were put up to protect
Australia from cheap labour, and from what was
held to be an unassimilable minority. The pieces
all fit together very snugly. The trouble is, when
we think about the matter, the account does not
tell us very much about the Chinese in Australia.
In fact an analytical ' appraisal of written works
reveals .that two separate themes have been treated
and as often as not Hnconsciously united into one.
There is . the history of the Chinese community
living in : contact with the Australian; and there
is the'. ' history . of' the Australians' . idea of · the
. Chinese; and these two subjects are ' not the same.
Writing that has been ' done centres on the latter
in particular. Consequently we have got to know
a lot more about what Australians think about
Chinese, than about the immigrant group itself.
The historian who sets himself to I~ake a thorough search of local as well as national records, and
who undertakes a survey of the Chinese community, does' not see the same fitted pattern of cause
arid effect that has been shaped by others. The
Chinese who came here 'wer'e not at . first, or all,
involved in th e gold rush. It is significant that
the Chines'€; 11ave two terms for Australia-the
pictographic phrase, ' the NeW Gold Mountain,
talked about in the ' southern provinces, and the
phonetic transcription of our word Australia: Not
ali of the immigrants had thegoid islafid ihmind
when they conle. In fact, in the decade befor~ the
influX" ' comnienced there were Chinese ' ~idsting
as communities in the eastern colonies; ' and theso
made contributions in the contact of cultures
different from those made on the goldfields.
This does not mean that the period of gold
discoveries is to be regarded as unimportant.
It is Significant and will remain so for the historian who writes about the Chinese here, for
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two reasons in particular. The rush brought a substantial increase in the number of Chinese
migrants, and a change in the nature of their
community; and also there ' developed from that
time finn attitudes towards the Chinese,indicating that Australian-held stereotypes had their
origins in the gold camps. However, more comprehensive treatment allows us to see the period
of influx in perspective, as one stage in a development that spanned a long period of time; and to
realize that events of the more exciting 'gold
period' have persistentIy attracted attention at the
expense of otIler less newsworthy but significant
happenings. The writer who seeks to understand
the role of the Chinese in Australia . must 'start
his researches before gold.
The systematic introduction of '· Chinese as
contract workers in the pastoral industry in Australia commenced in tile mid eighteen-forties.
Ever since 1837, when 'the Committee 'on Immigration u1 Ne~ South Wales discussed tile labour
problem, the importing of 'coolie' labour h~d been
mooted. Little was done at first, and by August
1840 the situation was so acute tIlat tile Sydney
Morning Herald reported in its ' columns:
"The . demand for labour is so great at
present only two courses are open; stop
breeding and cultivating, or inlport coolies
. . ." (28 / 8/1840).
Attempts to get workers from India and Chile
failed, so despite the tense international situation
caused by the Opium War, employers turned to
China.
Records on recruitment at tIlat period do not
exist in ..plenty. The scheme was a private one,
organized by' flock-owners in tile colony aided by
local ship-owners such as Towns, and these people
have not left full accounts of their activities. The
official records are also scrappy. The colonial
government took no part whatsoever iIl. tile move.
The scheme was never . blessed officially and its
promoters received no encouragement. Governor
Gipps and the authorities in England in fact set
the course of official attitude by declaring themselves against the flock-owners.
Mr. MotIler
Country, Stephen, put fue case admirably in a
note to Lord Stanley on 12th September, 1843
(C.O. 2011333) when he said that the govem-
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ment had to look after the interests of the working people as well as others. Nevertheless, in
spite of lack of support, a smooth working organization for importing Chinese coolies grew. In
1843 an association of employers was fonned
to exploit the labour trade, and contacts
were made in treaty ports being newly opened
in China. This machinery so established was
later to play a part in directing th e influx of
Chinese to Australia.
Recruitment was done in the south part of
China. The Chinese were signed up on the spot
by the pastoralist or his delegate, given an advance of wages and shipped to a port on the east
coast of Australia. There they were collected by
the contractor and taken to the station concerned.
where they were employed as shepherds.
Shepherding was not the most attractive occupation to be followed at the time, or indeed at
any time. It takes a great imaginative proc;:ess to
load it witll bucolic delights. The life was a
monotonous one, especially on th e larger runs,
and Was not likely to attract the bright-minded
and adventurous soul.
However the Chinese
who came were not the usual sort of person we
have come to associate with the word :'coolie".
These people were recruited in the years before
the cheap labour trade got under way in China,
and were no doubt of better quality ..
The employers who contracted them felt that
these had the qualities needed for the job. They
were viewed as being industrious, as having a
sense of responsibility and as being sufficiently
intelligent to learn the trade. However, they were
not successful as shepherds, In general they did
not settle peaceably on the rnns nor remain contented contract workers. This was not necessarily
because they came from south China and were unfamiliar witll extensive fanning techniques. Some
managed to adapt themselves to the conditions
and won approval from employers. Other factors
caused the failures, as a series of fncideilts that
took place in Chinese-staffed runs indiCates. . Two
events in particular show that these labourers
were not the docile cheap labourers pictured by
certain employers, and later gold-diggers.
One incident took place at Flyer's Creek, a
station on the headwaters of tlle Lachlan. At tlle
Chin ~se shepherd
end' of November 1852,
whose name is recorded as Taw Taw fought with
a shearer. The European won the ·bout, ·but the
affair did not stop ' there. . Taw Taw sent out
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messages asking the local Chinese to assemble
::tt the station. 111ey came just before the weekend and assembled on a hill about three hundred
yards from tlle shearing shed. There they arranged tllemselves in military fonnation, each
being armed with a pole to tlle end of which had
been fixed a sheep-shear blade: looking rather like
the pike used by local militias in Ch'ing dynasty
China. The shearers and other Europeans drew
themselves up in line opposite, but at that stage
tbe police arrived and negotiations between tl1e
two groups and the station owner were sllccessful
an d the matter ended.
There is no certainty as to what were th e real
grievances that led to the incident. They are not
recorded in this case, but it seems that more was
was involved than digntiy lost in a fight with a
'white barbarian', The affray at Canning Downs,
a station on the Darling Downs, is more revealing.
There the Chinese were dissatisfied with their
(;Ontracts and the working conditions and gatllered in the 'same manner, anned witl1 shearblades and arrayed in military fonnation . They
captured tlle' vegetable shed, made demands, but
were routed by Europeans who called in tlle seTvic.R.s of an anned local aboriginal.
:\ survey of such records of the Chinese in the
pastoral industry indicates to the historian that
the Chinese were not willing cheap labourers.
They were conscious of tl1eir conditions, and like
any hwnan beings acted to better themselves,
and objected to being 'done' in a contract. Local
figures in China had emerged in history .to lead
people in much tJle same directions, an d it is not
to
find
sinlilar protests being
surprising
made in Australia. 111ese have not fonned a
subject of study. Instead there has been a tendency to concentrate on Chinese as low-wage
workers.
This has come about as tlle
result of an accident of history as much as anything else. The Chinese came in great numbers,
and became more noticeable in Australia at tlle
time the coolie . trade was being established,
and when Darwin and Gobineau were stimulating
ideas . on the hierarchical pattern of races. In
this atmosphere tlle persisting stereotype of
Chinese workers took shape. It is up to the
historian to review tllis mythical figure, and see '
the part Chinese played in the history of . labollr,
at least in tlle pastoral history, even if this means
upsetting some well-established theories.
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